
6 2 A GENERAL VIEW OF POSITIVISM.

CHAPTER II.

THE SOCIAL ASPECT OF POSITIVISM, AS SHOWN BY ITS
CONNECTION WITH THE GENERAL REVOLUTIONARY MOVE-
MENT OF WESTERN EUROPE.

As the chief characteristic of Positive Philosophy is
the paramount importance that is given, and that on
speculative grounds, to social considerations, its efficiency
for the purposes of practical life is involved in the very
spirit of the system. When this spirit is rightly under-
stood, we find that it leads at once to an object far higher
than that of satisfying our scientific curiosity; the object,
namely, of organizing human life. Conversely, this
practical aspect of Positive Philosophy exercises the most
salutary influence upon its speculative character. By
keeping constantly before us the necessity of concen-
trating all scientific efforts upon the social object which
constitutes their value, we take the best possible means of
checking the tendency inherent in all abstract enquiries
to degenerate into useless digressions. But this general
connection between theory and practice would not by
itself be sufficient for our purpose. I t would be impossi-
ble to secure the acceptance of a mental discipline, so new
and so difficult, were it not for considerations derived from
the general conditions of modern society; considerations
calculated to impress philosophers with a more definite
sense of obligation to do their utmost towards satisfying
the wants of the time. By thus arousing public sympa-
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thies and showing that the success of Positivism is a
matter of permanent and general importance, the co-
herence of the system as well as the elevation of its aims
will be placed beyond dispute. We have hitherto been
regarding Positivism as the issue in which intellectual
development necessarily results. We have now to view it
from the social side; for until we have done this, it is
impossible to form a true conception of it.

And to do this, all that is here necessary is The relation
. . x j.i i i ; • • 1 ' i j i o f Positivism

to point out the close relation in which the to the French
new philosophy stands to the whole course of
the French Revolution. This revolution has now been
agitating Western nations for sixty years. It is the final
issue of the vast transition through which we have been
passing during the five previous centuries.

In this great crisis there are naturally two principal
phases; of which only the first, or negative, phase has yet
been accomplished. In it we gave the last blow to the
old system, but without arriving at any fixed and distinct
prospect of the new. In the second or positive phase,
which is at last beginning, a basis for the new social state
has to be constructed. The first phase led as its ultimate
result to the formation of a sound philosophical system;
and by this system the second phase will be directed. It
is this twofold connection which we are now to consider.

The strong reaction which was exercised The negative

upon the intellect by the first great shock of ^ T
revolution was absolutely necessary to rouse
and sustain our mental efforts in the search
for a new system. For the greatest thinkers
of the eighteenth century had been blinded to phe
the true character of the new state by the effete remnants
of the old. And the shock was especially necessary for
the foundation of social science. For the basis of that
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science is the conception of human Progress, a conception
which nothing but the Revolution could have brought
forward into sufficient prominence.

Social Order was regarded by the ancients as stationary:
and its theory under this provisional aspect was admirably
sketched out by the great Aristotle. In this respect the
case of Sociology resembles that of Biology. In Biology
statical conceptions were attained without the least know-
ledge of dynamical laws. Similarly, the social speculations
of antiquity are entirely devoid of the conception of Pro-
gress. Their historical field was too narrow to indicate
any continuous movement of Humanity. It was not till
the Middle Ages that this movement became sufficiently
manifest to inspire the feeling that we were tending to-
wards a state of increased perfection. I t was then seen
by all that Catholicism was superior to Polytheism and
Judaism; and this was afterwards confirmed by the cor-
responding political improvement produced by the sub-
stitution of Feudalism for Roman government. Confused
as this first feeling of human Progress was, it was yet
very intense and very largely diffused; though it lost
much of its vitality in the theological and metaphysical
discussions of later centuries. I t is here that we must
look if we would understand that ardour in the cause of
Progress which is peculiar to the Western family of
nations, and which has been strong enough to check many
sophistical delusions, especially in the countries where the
noble aspirations of the Middle Ages have been least im-
paired by the metaphysical theories of Protestantism or
Deism.

But whatever the importance of this nascent feeling, it
was very far from sufficient to establish the conviction of
Progress as a fundamental principle of human society. To
demonstrate any kind of progression, at least three terms
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are requisite. Now the absolute character of theological
philosophy, by which the comparison between Polytheism
and Catholicism was instituted, prevented men from con-
ceiving the bare possibility of any further stage. The
limits of perfection were supposed to have been reached
by the mediaeval system, and beyond it there was nothing
but the Christian Utopia of a future life. The decline of
mediaeval theology soon set the imagination free from any
such obstacles; but it led at the same time to a mental
reaction which for a long time was unfavourable to the
development of this first conception of Progress. I t
brought a feeling of blind antipathy to the Middle Ages.
Almost all thinkers in their dislike of the Catholic dogmas
were seized with such irrational admiration for Antiquity
as entirely to ignore the social superiority of the mediaeval
system; and it was only among the untaught masses,
especially in the countries preserved from Protestantism,
that any real feeling of this superiority was retained. It
was not till the middle of the seventeenth century that
modern thinkers began to dwell on the conception of Pro-
gress. It re-appeared then under a new aspect. Con-
clusive evidence had by that time been furnished that the
more civilised portion of our race had advanced in science
and industry, and even, though not so unquestionably, in
the fine arts. But these aspects were only partial: and
though they were undoubtedly the source of the more
systematic views held by our own century upon the sub-
ject, they were not enough to demonstrate the fact of a
progression. And indeed, from the social point of view,
so for more important than any other, Progress seemed
more doubtful than it had been in the Middle Ages.

But this condition of opinion was changed by the revo-
lutionary shock which impelled France, the normal centre
of Western Europe, to apply itself to the task of social
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regeneration. A third term of comparison, that is to say
the type on which modern society is being moulded, now
presented itself; though it lay as yet in a distant and
obscure future. Compared with the mediaeval system it
was seen to be an advance as great as that which justified
our ancestors of chivalrous times in asserting superiority to
their predecessors of antiquity. Until the destruction of
Catholic Feudalism became an overt fact, its effete rem-
nants had concealed the political future, and the fact of
continuous progress in society had always remained un-
certain. Social phenomena have this peculiarity, that the
object observed undergoes a process of development as
well as and simultaneously with the observer. Now up
to the time of the Revolution, political development, on
which the principal argument for the theory of Progress
must always be based, corresponded in its imperfection
to the incapacity of the scientific spirit to frame the theory
of it. A century ago, thinkers of the greatest eminence
were unable to conceive of a really continuous progression:
and Humanity, as they thought, was destined to move in
circles or in oscillations. But under the influence of the
Revolution a real sense of human development has arisen
spontaneously and with more or less result, in minds of
the most ordinary cast; first in France, and subsequently
throughout the whole of Western Europe. In this respect
the crisis has been most salutary; it has given us that
mental courage as well as force without which the con-
ception could never have arisen. It is the basis of social
science and therefore of all Positive Philosophy; since it
is only from the social aspect that Positive Philosophy
admits of being viewed as a connected whole. Without
the theory of Progress, the theory of Order, even supposing
that it could be formed, would be inadequate as a basis for
Sociology. It is essential that the two should be com-
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bined. The very fact that Progress, however viewed, is
nothing but the development of Order, shews that Order
cannot be fully manifested without Progress. The de-
pendence of Positivism upon the French Revolution may
now be understood more clearly. Nor was it by a merely
fortuitous coincidence that by this time the introductory
course of scientific knowledge by which the mind is
prepared for Positivism should have been sufficiently
completed.

But we must here observe that, beneficial as the in-
tellectual reaction of this great crisis undoubtedly was, its
effects could not be realised until the ardour of the revo-
lutionary spirit had been to some extent weakened. The
dazzling light thrown upon the Future for some time
obscured our vision of the Past. It disclosed, though
obscurely, the third term of the social progression; but
it prevented us from fairly appreciating the second term.
It encouraged that blind aversion to the Middle Ages,
which had been inspired by the emancipating process of
modern times; a feeling which had once been necessary
to induce us to abandon the old system. The suppression
of this intermediate step would be as fatal to the con-
ception of Progress as the absence of the last; because
this last differs too widely from the first to admit of any
direct comparison with it. Right views upon the subject
were impossible therefore uiltil full justice had been ren-
dered to the Middle Ages, which form at once the point of
union and of separation between ancient and modern his-
tory. Now it was quite impossible to do this as long as
the excitement of the first years of the revolution lasted.
In this respect the philosophical reaction, organised at the
beginning of our century by the great De Maistre, was of
material assistance in preparing the true theory of Pro-
gress. His school was of brief duration, and it was no
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doubt animated by a retrograde spirit; but it will always
be ranked among the necessary antecedents of the Positiye
system; although its works are now entirely superseded
by the rise of the new philosophy, which in a more perfect
form has embodied all their chief results.

What was required therefore for the discovery of Socio-
logical laws, and for the establishment upon these laws of a
sound philosophical system, was an intellect in the vigour
of youth, imbued with all the ardour of the revolution-
ary spirit, and yet spontaneously assimilating all that was
valuable in the attempts of the retrograde school to ap-
preciate the historical importance of the Middle Ages.
In this way and in no other could the true spirit of his-
tory arise. For that spirit consists in the sense of human
continuity, which had hitherto been felt by no one, not
even by my illustrious and unfortunate predecessor Con-
dorcet. Meantime the genius of Gall was completing the
recent attempts to systematize biology, by commencing
the study of the internal functions of the brain ; as far at
least as these could be understood from the phenomena of
individual as distinct from social development. And now
I have explained the series of social and intellectual con-
ditions by which the discovery of sociological laws, and
consequently the foundation of Positivism, was fixed for
the precise date at which I began my philosophical career:
that is to say one generation after the progressive dictator-
ship of the Convention, and almost immediately after the
fall of the retrograde tyranny of Bonaparte.

Thus it appears that the revolutionary movement, and
the long period of reaction which succeeded it, were alike
necessary, before the new general doctrine could be dis-
tinctly conceived of as a whole. And if this preparation
was needed for the establishment of Positivism as a philo-
sophical system, far more needful was it for the recogni-
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tion of its social value. Fdr it guaranteed free exposition
and discussion of opinion: and it led the public to look
to Positivism as the system which contained in germ the
ultimate solution of social problems. This is a point so
obvious that we need not dwell upon it further.

Having satisfied ourselves of the dependence of Posi-
tivism upon the first phase of the Revolution, we have
now to consider it as the future guide of the second

It is often supposed that the destruction of ^ con"
the old regime was brought about by the of the ReVoiu-

structive phase
of the Revolu-
tion. The first

Revolution. But history when carefully ex- ^ g £ t fa-j°
amined points to a very different conclusion. Jj dlSrJSive
It shows that the Revolution was not the cause P1^0^163-
but the consequence of the utter decomposition of the
mediaeval system; a process which had been going on for
five centuries throughout Western Europe, and especially
in France; spontaneously at first, and afterwards in a
more systematic way. The Revolution, far from protract-
ing the negative movement of previous centuries, was a
bar to its further extension. It was a final outbreak in
which men showed their irrevocable purpose of abandoning
the old system altogether, and of proceeding at once to
the task of entire reconstruction. The most conclusive
proof of this intention was given by the abolition of
royalty; which had been the rallying point of all the
decaying remnants of the old French constitution. But
with this exception, which only occupied the Convention
during its first sitting, the constructive tendencies of the
movement were apparent from its outset; and they
showed themselves still more clearly as soon as the re-
publican spirit had become predominant. It is obvious,
however, that strong as these tendencies may have been,
the first period of the Revolution produced results of an
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extremely negative and destructive kind. In fact the
movement was in this respect a failure. This is partly
to be attributed to the pressing necessities of the hard
struggle for national independence which France main-
tained so gloriously against the combined attacks of the
retrograde nations of Europe. But it is far more largely
owing to the purely critical character of the metaphysical
doctrines by which the revolutionary spirit was at that
time directed.

The negative and the positive movements which have
been going on in Western Europe since the close of the
Middle Ages, have been of course connected with each
other. But the former has necessarily advanced with
greater rapidity than the latter. The old system had so
entirely declined, that a desire for social regeneration had
become general, before the groundwork of the new system
had been sufficiently completed for its true character to
be understood. As we have just seen, the doctrine by
which social regeneration is now to be directed, could not
have arisen previously to the Revolution. The impulse
which the Revolution gave to thought was indispensable
to its formation. Here then was an insurmountable
fatality by which men were forced to make use of the
critical principles which had been found serviceable in
former struggles, as the only available instruments of
construction. As soon as the old order had once been
fairly abandoned, there was of course no utility whatever
in the negative philosophy. But its doctrines had become
familiar to men's minds, and its motto of " Liberty and
Equality/' was at that time the one most compatible with
social progress. Thus the first stage of the revolutionary
movement was accomplished under the influence of prin-
ciples that had become obsolete, and that were quite in-
adequate to the new task required of them.
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For constructive purposes the revolutionary philosophy
was valueless ; except so far as it put forward a vague pro-
gramme of the political future, founded on sentiment rather
than conviction, and unaccompanied by any explanation of
the right mode of realizing it. In default of organic prin-
ciples the doctrines of the critical school were employed :
and the result speedily showed their inherent tendency to
anarchy; a tendency as perilous to the germs of the new
order as to the ruins of the old. The experiment was
tried once for all, and it left such ineffaceable memories
that it is not probable that any serious attempt will be
made to repeat it. The incapacity for construction of the
doctrine in which the revolutionary spirit had embodied
itself was placed beyond the reach of doubt. The result
was to impress every one with the deep urgent necessity
for social renovation; but the principles of that renovation
were still left undetermined.

In this condition of philosophical and politi- vô tSnerfrom
cal opinion, the necessity of Order was felt to 1794101830>

be paramount, and a long period of reaction ensued. Dat-
ing from the official Deism introduced by Eobespierre, it
reached its height under the aggressive system of Bona-
parte, and it was feebly protracted,, in apite of the peace of
1815, by his insignificant successors. The only permanent
result of this period was the historical and doctrinal evi-
dence brought forward by De Maistre and his school, of
the social inutility of modern metaphysics, while at the
same time their intellectual weakness was being proved by
the successful attempts of Cabanis, and still more of Gall,
to extend the Positive method to the highest biological
questions. In all other respects this elaborate attempt to
prevent the final emancipation of Humanity proved a com-
plete failure ; in fact, it led to a revival of the instinct of
Progress. Strong antipathies were roused everywhere by
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these fruitless efforts at reconstructing a system which had
become so entirely obsolete, that even those who were
labouring to rebuild it no longer understood its character
or the conditions of its existence.

A re-awakening of the revolutionary spirit was then in-
evitable ; and it took place as soon as peace was established,
and the chief upholder of the retrograde system had been
removed. The doctrines of negation were called back to
life; but very little illusion now remained as to their
capacity for organizing. I n want of something better,
men accepted them as a means of resisting retrograde
principles, just as these last had owed their apparent suc-
cess to the necessity of checking the tendency to anarchy.
Amidst these fresh debates on worn-out subjects, the pub-
lic soon became aware that a final solution of the question
had not yet arisen even in germ. I t therefore concerned
itself for little except the maintenance of Order and
Liberty; conditions as indispensable for the free action
of philosophy as for material prosperity. The whole posi-
tion was most favourable for the construction of a definite
solution ; and it was, in fact, during the last phase of the
retrograde movement that the elementary principle of a
solution was furnished, by my discovery in 1822, of the
two-fold law of intellectual development.

political ^he apparent indifference of the public, to
twê Mttoaiid w h ° m a ^ the existing parties seemed equally
1848. devoid of insight into the political future, was
at last mistaken by a blind government for tacit consent
to its unwise schemes. The cause of Progress was in
danger. Then came the memorable crisis of 1830, by
which the system of reaction, introduced thirty-six years
previously, was brought to an end. The convictions which
that system inspired were indeed so superficial, that its
supporters came of their own accord to disavow them, and
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uphold in their own fashion the chief revolutionary doc-
trines. These again were abandoned by their previous
supporters on their accession to power. When the history
of these times is written, nothing will give a clearer view
of the revulsion of feeling on both sides, than the debates
which took place on Liberty of Education. Within a
period of twenty years, it was alternately demanded and
refused by both ; and this in behalf of the same principles,
as they were called, though it was in reality a question of
interest rather than principle on either side.

All previous convictions being thus thoroughly upset,
more room was left for the instinctive feeling of the public ;
and the question of reconciling the spirit of Order with
that of Progress now came into prominence. It was the
most important of all problems, and it was now placed in
its true light. But this only made the absence of a solu-
tion more manifest; and the principle of the solution
existed nowhere but in Positivism, which as yet was im-
mature. All the opinions of the day had become alike
utterly incompatible, both with Order and with Progress.
The Conservative school undertook to reconcile thef two ;
but it had no constructive power; and the only result of
its doctrines was to give equal encouragement to anarchy
and to reaction, so as to be able always to neutralize the
one by the other. The establishment of Constitutional
Monarchy was now put forward as the ultimate issue of
the great ^Revolution. But no one could seriously place
any real confidence in a system so alien to the whole
character of French history, offering as it did nothing
but a superficial and unwise imitation of a political anomaly
essentially peculiar to England.

The period then between 1830 and 1848 may be re-
garded as a natural pause in the political movement. The
reaction which succeeded the original crisis had exhausted
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itself; but the final or organic phase of the Revolution was
still delayed for want of definite principles to guide it.
No conception had been formed of it, except by a small
number of philosophic minds who had taken their stand
upon the recently established laws of social science, and
had found themselves able, without recourse to any chi-
merical views, to gain some general insight into the poli-
tical future, of which Condorcet, my principal predecessor,
knew so little. But it was impossible for the regenerating
doctrine to spread more widely and to be accepted as the
peaceful solution of social problems, until a distinct refu-
tation had been given of the false assertion so authorita-
tively made that the parliamentary system was the ulti-
mate issue of the Eevolution. This notion once destroyed,
the work of spiritual reorganization should be left entirely
to the free efforts of independent thinkers. In these
respects our last political change (1848) will have accom-
plished all that is required.

The present Thanks to the instinctive sense and vigour
1850. iepub- of our working classes, the reactionist leanings
voives the of the Orleanist government, which had be-
great principle , ., ° « . . . .

of subordinat- come hostile to tne purpose lor which it was
Morals. originally instituted, have at last brought about
the final abolition of monarchy in France. The prestige
of monarchy had long been lost, and it now only impeded
Progress, without being of any real benefit to Order. By
its fictitious supremacy it directly hindered the work of
spiritual reformation, whilst the measure of real power
which it possessed was insufficient to control the wretched
political agitation maintained by animosities of a purely
personal character.

Viewed negatively, the principle of Republicanism sums
up the first phase of the Eevolution. I t precludes the pos-
sibility of recurrence to Royalism, which, ever since the
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second half of the reign of Louis XIV., has been the rally-
ing point of all reactionist tendencies. Interpreting the
principle in its positive sense, we may regard it as a direct
step towards the final regeneration of society. By conse-
crating all human forces of whatever kind to the general
service of the community, republicanism recognizes the
doctrine of subordinating Politics to Morals. Of course it
is as a feeling rather than as a principle that this doctrine
is at present adopted; but it could not obtain acceptance
in any other way ; and even when put forward in a mar©
systematic shape, it is upon the aid of feeling that it will
principally rely^ as I have shown in the previous chapter.
In this respect France has proved worthy of her position
as the leader of the great family of Western nations, and
has in reality already entered upon the normal state.
Without the intervention of any theological system, she
has asserted the true principle on which society should
rest, a principle which originated in the Middle Ages under
the impulse of Catholicism; but for the general acceptance
of which a sounder philosophy and more suitable circum-
stances were necessary. The direct tendency, then, of the
French Republic i& to sanction the fundamental principle
of Positivism, the preponderance, namely, of Feeling over
Intellect and Activity. Starting from this point, public
opinion will soon be convinced that the work of organiz-
ing society on republican principles is one which can only
be performed by the new philosophy.

The whole position brings into fuller pro-
minence the fundamental problem previously g
proposed, of reconciling Order and Progress, and Progress.
The urgent necessity of doing so is acknowledged by all;
but the utter incapacity of any of the existing schools of
opinion to realize it becomes increasingly evident. The
abolition of monarchy removes the most important obstacle
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to social Progress : but at the same time it deprives us of
the only remaining guarantee for public Order. Thus the
time is doubly favourable to constructive tendencies; yet
at present there are no opinions which possess more than
the purely negative value of checking, and that very im-
perfectly, the error opposite to their own. In a position
which guarantees Progress and compromises Order, it is
naturally for the latter that the greatest anxiety is felt;
and we are still without any organ capable of systemati-
cally defending it. Yet experience should have taught
us how extremely fragile every government must be which
is purely material, that is, which is based solely upon self-
interest, and is destitute of sympathies and convictions.
On the other hand, spiritual order is not to be hoped for
at present in the absence of any doctrine which commands
general respect. Even the social instinct is a force on the
political value of which we cannot always rely; for when
not based on some definite principle, it not unfrequently
becomes a source of disturbance. Hence, we are driven
back to the continuance of a material system of govern-
ment, although its inadequacy is acknowledged by all.
In a republic, however, such a government cannot employ
its most efficient instrument, corruption. It has to resort
instead to repressive measures of a more or less transitory
kind, every time that the danger of anarchy becomes too
threatening. These occasional measures, however, natur-
ally proportion themselves to the necessities of the case.
Thus, though Order is exposed to greater perils .than Pro-
gress, it can count on more powerful resources for its
defence. Shortly after the publication of the first edition
of this work, the extraordinary outbreak of June, 1848,
proved that the republic could call into play, and, indeed,
could push to excess, in the cause of public Order, forces
far greater than those of the monarchy. Thus royalty
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no longer possesses that monopoly of preserving Order,
which has. hitherto induced a few sincere and thinking
men to continue to support i t ; and henceforth the sole
political characteristic which it retains is that of obstruct-
ing Progress. And yet by another reaction of this con-
tradictory position of affairs, the monarchical party seems
at present to have become the organ of resistance in behalf
of material Order. Retrograde as its doctrines are, yet
from their still retaining a certain organic tendency, the
conservative instincts rally round them. To this the pro-
gressive instincts offer no serious obstacle, their insuf-
ficiency for the present needs being more or less distinctly
recognised. It is not to the monarchical party, however,
that we must look for conservative principles ; for in this
quarter they are wholly abandoned, and unhesitating
adoption of every revolutionary principle is resorted to as
a means of retaining power ; so that the doctrines of the
Revolution would seem fated to close their existence in the
retrograde camp. So urgent is the need of Order that we
are driven to accept for the moment a party which has
lost all its old convictions, and which had apparently be-
come extinct before the Republic began. Positivism and
Positivism alone can disentangle and terminate this ano-
malous position. The principle upon which it depends
is manifestly this: As long as Progress tends towards
anarchy, so long will Order continue to be retrograde.
But the retrograde movement never really attains its
object: indeed its principles are always neutralized by
inconsistent concessions. Judged by the boastful language
of its leaders, we might imagine that it was destroying
republicanism; whereas the movement would not exist
at all, but for the peculiar circumstances in which we are
placed; circumstances which are forced into greater pro-
minence by the foolish opposition of most of the authori-
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ties. As soon as the instinct of political improvement
has placed itself under systematic guidance, its growth
will bear down all resistance; and then the reason of its
present stagnation will be patent to all.

it brings the And for this Theology is, unawares, pre-
S y paring the way. Its apparent preponderance

mt° places Positivism in precisely that position
which I wished for ten years ago. The two organic
principles can now be brought side by side, and their
relative strength tested, without the complication of any
metaphysical considerations. For the incoherence of meta-
physical systems is now recognised, and they are finally
decaying under the very political system which seemed at
one time likely to promote their acceptance. Construction
is seen by all to be the thing wanted : and man are rapidly
becoming aware of the utter hollowness of all schools which
confine themselves to protests against the institutions of
theology, while admitting its essential principles. So de-
funct, indeed, have these schools become, that they can no
longer fulfil even their old office of destruction. This has
fallen now as an accessory task upon Positivism, which
offers the only systematic guarantee against retrogression
as well as against anarchy. Psychologists, strictly so
called, have already for the most part disappeared with
the fall of constitutional monarchy; so close is the rela-
tion between these two importations from Protestantism.
It seemed likely therefore that the Ideologists, their natural
rivals, would regain their influence with the people. But
even they cannot win back the confidence reposed in them
during the great Revolution, because the doctrines in
virtue of which it was then given are now so utterly
exploded. The most advanced of their number, unworthy
successors of the school of Voltaire and Danton, have
shown themselves thoroughly incapable either morally or
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intellectually of directing the second phase of the revolu-
tion, which they are hardly able to distinguish from the
first phase. Formerly I had taken as their type a man of
far superior merit, the noble Armand Carrel, whose death
was such a grievous loss to the republican cause. But he
was a complete exception to the general rule. True republi-
can convictions were impossible with men who had been
schooled in parliamentary intrigues, and who had directed
or aided the pertinacious efforts of the French press to
rehabilitate the name of Bonaparte. Their accession to
power was futile; for they could only maintain material
order by calling in the retrograde party; and they soon
became mere auxiliaries of this party, disgracefully ab-
juring all their philosophical convictions. There is one pro-
ceeding which, though it is but an episode in the course of
events, will always remain as a test of the true character
of this unnatural alliance. I allude to the Eoman expe-
dition of 1849 ; a detestable and contemptible act, for
which just penalties will speedily >be imposed on all who
were accessory to it; not to speak of the damnatory ver-
dict of history. But precisely the same hypocritical oppo-
sition to progress has been exhibited by the other class of
Deists, the disciples, that is, of Rousseau, who profess to
adopt Robespierre's policy. Having had no share in the
government, they have not so entirely lost their hold upon
the people ; but they are at the present time totally devoid
of political coherence. Their wild anarchy is incompatible
with the general tone of feeling maintained by the indus-
trial activity, the scientific spirit, and the esthetic culture
of modern life. These Professors of the Guillotine, as they
may be called, whose superficial sophisms would reduce
exceptional outbreaks of popular fury into a cold-blooded
system, soon found themselves forced, for the sake of
popularity, to sanction the law which very properly
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abolished capital punishment for political offences. In the
same way they are now obliged to disown the only real
meaning of the red flag which serves to distinguish their
party, too vague as it is for any other name. Equally
wrong have they shown themselves in interpreting the
tendencies of the working classes, from being so entirely
taken up with questions of abstract rights. The people
have allowed these rights to be taken from them without
a struggle whenever the cause of Order has seemed to
require it; yet they still persist, mechanically, in main-
taining that it is on questions of this sort that the solution
of all our difficulties depends. Taking for their political
ideal a short and anomalous period of our history which is
never likely to recur, they are always attempting to sup-
press liberty for the sake of what they call progress. In
a time of unchangeable peace they are the only real sup-
porters of war. Their conception of the organization of
labour is simply to destroy the industrial hierarchy of
capitalist and workman established in the Middle Ages;
and, in fact, in every respect these sophistical anarchists
are utterly out of keeping with the century in which they
live. There are some, it is true, who still retain a measure
of influence with the working classes, incapable and un-
worthy though they are of their position. But their
credit is rapidly declining; and it is not likely to become
dangerous at a time when political enthusiasm is no longer
to be won by metaphysical prejudices. The only effect
really produced by this party of disorder, is to serve as a
bugbear for the benefit of the retrograde party, who thus
obtain official support from the middle class, in a way
which is quite contrary to all the principles and habits
of that class. It is very improbable that these foolish
levellers will ever succeed to power. Should they do so,
however, their reign will be short, and will soon result in
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their final extinction; because it will convince the people
of their profound incapacity to direct the regeneration of
Europe. The position of affairs, therefore, is now distinct
and clear; and it is leading men to withdraw their con-
fidence from all metaphysical schools, as they had already
withdrawn it from theology. In this general discredit of
all the old systems the way becomes clear for Positivism,
the only school which harmonizes with the real tendencies
as well as with the essential needs of the nineteenth
century.

In this explanation of the recent position of Anditprovos
French affairs one point yet remains to be in- cesSty of n*a
sisted on. We have seen from the general ^ ^
course of the philosophical, and yet more of
the political, movement, the urgent necessity p
for a universal doctrine capable of checking aioofSfrom pno?
erroneous action, and of avoiding or moderating lltlcal actlon*
popular outbreaks. But there is another need equally
manifest, the need of a spiritual power, without which it
would be utterly impossible to bring our philosophy to
bear upon practical life. Widely divergent as the various
metaphysical sects are, there is one point in which they
all spontaneously agree ; that is, in repudiating the dis-
tinction between temporal and spiritual authority. This
has been the great revolutionary principle ever since the
fourteenth century, and more especially since the rise of
Protestantism. It originated in repugnance to the me-
diaeval system. The so-called philosophers of our time,
whether psychologists or ideologists, have, like their Greek
predecessors, always aimed at a complete concentration of
all social powers; and they have even spread this delusion
among the students of special sciences. At present there
is no appreciation, except in the Positive system, of that
instinctive sagacity which led all the great men of the

6
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Middle Ages to institute for the first time, the separation
of moral from political authority. It was a masterpiece
of human wisdom; but it was premature, and could not
be permanently successful at a time when men were still
governed on theological principles, and practical life still
retained its military character. This separation of powers,,
on which the final organization of society will principally
depend, is understood and valued nowhere but in the new
school of philosophy, if we except the unconscious and tacit
admiration for it which still exists in the countries from
which Protestantism has been excluded. From the outset
of the Revolution, the pride of theorists has always made
them wish to become socially despotic; a state of things
to which they have ever looked forward as their politi-
cal ideal. Public opinion has by this time grown far too
enlightened to allow any practical realization of a notion
at once so chimerical and so retrograde. But public
opinion not being as yet sufficiently organized, efforts in
this direction are constantly being made. The longing
among metaphysical reformers for practical as well as
theoretical supremacy is now greater than ever; because,
from the changed state of affairs, their ambition is no
longer limited to mere administrative functions. Their
various views diverge so widely, and all find so little
sympathy in the public, that there is not much fear of
their ever being able to check free discussion to any
serious extent, by giving legal sanction to their own par-
ticular doctrine. But quite enough has been attempted to
convince every one how essentially despotic every theory
of society must be which opposes this fundamental prin-
ciple of modern polity, the permanent separation of spi-
ritual from temporal power. The disturbances caused
by metaphysical ambition corroborate, then, the view urged
so conclusively by the adherents of the new school, that
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this division of powers is equally essential to Order and
to Progress. If Positivist thinkers continue to with-
stand all temptations to mix actively in politics, and go
on quietly with their own work amidst the unmeaning
agitation around them, they will ultimately make the
impartial portion of the public familiar with this great
conception. It will henceforth be judged irrespectively
of the religious doctrines with which it was originally
connected. Men will involuntarily contrast it with other
systems, and will see more and more clearly that Posi-
tive principles afford the only basis for true freedom
as well as for true union. They alone can tolerate
full discussion, because they alone rest upon solid proof.
Men's practical wisdom, guided by the peculiar nature
of our political position, will react strongly upon philo-
sophers, and keep them strictly to their sphere of moral
and intellectual influence. The slightest tendency towards
the assumption of political power will be checked, and
the desire for it will be considered as a certain sign
of mental weakness, and indeed of moral deficiency.
Now that royalty is abolished, all true thinkers are
secure of perfect freedom of thought, and even of expres-
sion, as long as they abide by the necessary conditions
of public order. Royalty was the last remnant of the
system of castes, which gave the monopoly of deciding
on important social questions to a special family; its abo-
lition completes the process of theological emancipation.
Of course the magistrates of a republic may show despotic
tendencies; but they can never become very dangerous
where power is held on so brief a tenure, and where, even
when concentrated in a single person, it emanates from
suffrage, incompetent as that may be. It is easy for the
Positivist to show that these functionaries know very little
more than their constituents of the logical and scientific
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conditions necessary for the systematic working out of
moral and social doctrines. Such authorities, though
devoid of any spiritual sanction, may, however, command
obedience in the name of Order. But they can never be
really respected, unless they adhere scrupulously to their
temporal functions, without claiming the least authority
over thought. Even before the central power falls into
the hands of men really fit to wield it, the republican cha-
racter of our government will have forced this conviction
upon a nation that has now got rid of all political fanati-
cism, whether of a retrograde or anarchical kind. And
the conviction is the more certain to arise, because prac-
tical authorities will become more and more absorbed in
the maintenance of material order, and will therefore leave
the question of spiritual order to the unrestricted efforts
of thinkers. It is neither by accident nor by personal
influence that I have myself always enjoyed so large a
measure of freedom in writing, and subsequently in public
lectures, and this under governments all of which were
more or less oppressive. Every true philosopher will
receive the same licence, if, like myself, he offers the intel-
lectual and moral guarantees which the public and the
civil power are fairly entitled to expect from the syste-
matic organs of Humanity. The necessity of controlling
levellers may lead to occasional acts of unwise violence.
But I am convinced that respect will always be shown to
constructive thinkers, and that they will soon be called in
to the assistance of public order. For order will not be
able to exist much longer without the sanction of some
rational principle.
The need of a T l l e result, then, of the important political
rcommponwto changes which have recently taken place is
pubwwfstl t h i s- T h e second phase of the Eevolution, which
em Europe.; hitherto has been restricted to a few advanced
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minds, is now entered by the public, and men are rapidly
forming juster views of its true character. I t is becoming
recognized that the only firm basis for a reform of our
political institutions, is a complete reorganization of
opinion and of life; and the way is open for the new
religious doctrine to direct this work. I have thus ex-
plained the way in which the social mission of Positivism
connects itself with the spontaneous changes which are
taking place in France, the centre of the revolutionary
movement. But it would be a mistake to suppose that
France will be the only scene of these reorganizing efforts.
Judging on sound historical principles, we cannot doubt
that they will embrace the whole extent of Western
Europe.

During the five centuries of revolutionary transition
which have elapsed since the Middle Ages, we have lost
sight of the fact that in all fundamental questions the
Western nations form one political system. It was under
Catholic Feudalism that they were first united; a union
for which their incorporation into the Roman empire had
prepared them, and which was finally organized by the
incomparable genius of Charlemagne. In spite of national
differences, embittered as they were afterwards by theological
discord, this great Republic has in modern times shown
intellectual and social growth both in the positive and
negative direction, to which other portions of the human
race, even in Europe, can show no parallel. The rupture
of Catholicism, and the decline of Chivalry, at first
seriously impaired this feeling of relationship. But it
soon began to show itself again under new forms. It
rests now, though the basis is inadequate, upon the feeling
of community in industrial development, in esthetic cul-
ture, and in scientific discovery. Amidst the disorganized
state of political affairs, which have obviously been tending
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towards some radical change, this similarity in civilization
has produced a growing conviction that we are all par-
ticipating in one and the same social movement; a move-
ment limited as yet to our own family of nations. The
first step in the great crisis was necessarily taken by the
French nation, because it was better prepared than any
other. It was there that the old order of things had been
most thoroughly uprooted, and that most had been done in
working out the materials of the new. But the strong
sympathies which the outbreak of our revolution aroused
in every part of Western Europe, showed that our sister-
nations were only granting us the honorable post of
danger in a movement in which all the nobler portion of
Humanity was to participate. And this was the feeling
proclaimed by the great republican assembly in the midst
of their war of defence. The military extravagances
which followed, and which form the distinguishing feature
of the counter-revolution, of course checked the feeling of
union on both sides. But so deeply was it rooted in all
the antecedents of modern history that peace soon restored
it to life, in spite of the pertinacious efforts of all parties
interested in maintaining unnatural separation between
France and other countries. What greatly facilitates
this tendency is the decline of every form of theology,
which removes the chief source of former disagreement.
During the last phase of the counter-revolution, and still
more during the long pause in the political movement
which followed, each member of the group entered upon
a series of revolutionary efforts more or less resembling
those of the central nation. And our recent political
changes cannot but strengthen this tendency; though of
course with nations less fully prepared the results of these
efforts have at present been less important than in France.
Meanwhile it is evident that this uniform condition of
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internal agitation gives increased security for peace, by
which its extension had been originally facilitated. And
thus, although there is no organized international union
as was the case in the Middle Ages, yet the pacific habits
and intellectual culture of modern life have already been
sufficiently diffused to call out an instinct of fraternity
stronger than any that has ever existed before. It is
strong enough to prevent the subject of social regenera-
tion from being ever regarded as a merely national
question.

And this is the point of view which displays the charac-
ter of the second phase of the Revolution in its truest
light. The first phase, although in its results advanta-
geous to the other nations, was necessarily conducted as
if peculiar to France, because no other country was ripe
for the original outbreak. Indeed French nationality was
stimulated by the necessity of resisting the counter revo-
lutionary coalition. But the final and constructive phase
which has begun now that the national limits of the crisis
have been reached, should always be regarded as common
to the whole of Western Europe. For it consists essen-
tially in spiritual reorganization; and the need of this
in one shape or other presses already with almost equal
force upon each of the five nations who make up the great
Western family. Conversely, the more occidental the
character of the reforming movement, the greater will be
the prominence given to intellectual and moral regenera-
tion as compared with mere modifications of government,
in which of course there must be very considerable national
differences. The first social need of Western Europe is
community in belief and in habits of life ; and this must
be based upon a uniform system of education controlled
and applied by a spiritual power that shall be accepted by
all. This want satisfied, the reconstruction of govern-
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ments may be carried out in accordance with the special
requirements of each nation. Difference in this respect
is legitimate : it will not affect the essential unity of the
Positivist Republic, which will be bound together by more
complete and durable ties than the Catholic Republic of
the Middle Ages.

Not only then do we find from the whole condition of
Western Europe that the movement of opinion transcends
in importance all political agitation; but we find that
everything points to the necessity of establishing a spiri-
tual power, as the sole means of directing this extension
and systematic reform of opinion and of life with the
requisite consistency and largeness of view. We now see
that the old revolutionary prejudice of confounding tem-
poral and spiritual power is directly antagonistic to social
regeneration, although it once aided the preparation for
it. In the first place it stimulates the sense of nationality,
which ought to be subordinate to larger feelings of inter-
national fraternity. And at the same time, with the view
of satisfying the conditions of uniformity which are so
obviously required for the solution of the common pro-
blem, it induces efforts at forcible incorporation of all the
nations into one, efforts as dangerous as they are fruitless.

This Repub- My work on Positive Philosophy contains a
lie consists of .- . , r J

 T

the Italian, detailed historical explanation of what I mean
Spanish, Bri- * T> J.

tish, andGer- by the expression, Western Europe. But
man popula- " . . x

tions, grouped the conception is one of such importance in
round France -. . # •*• ~

as their centre, relation to the questions of our time, that 1
shall now proceed to enumerate and arrange in their order
the elements of which this great family of nations consists.

Since the fall of the Roman empire, and more especially
from the time of Charlemagne, France has always been
the centre, socially as well as geographically, of this
Western region which may be called the nucleus of
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Humanity. On the one great occasion of united political
action on the part of Western Europe, that is, in the
crusades of the 11th and 12th century, it was evidently
France that took the initiative. It is true that when the
decomposition of Catholicism began to assume a systematic
form, the centre of the movement for two centuries shifted
its position. It was Germany that gave birth to the
metaphysical principles of negation. Their first political
application was in the Dutch and English revolutions,
which, incomplete as they were, owing to insufficient in-
tellectual preparation, yet served as preludes to the great
final crisis. These preludes were most important, as
showing the real social tendency of the critical doctrines.
But it was reserved for France to co-ordinate these doc-
trines into a consistent system and to propagate them
successfully. France then resumed her position as the
principal centre in which the great moral and political
questions were to be worked out. And this position she
will in all probability retain, as in fact it is only a re-
currence to the normal organization of the Western Re-
public, which had been temporarily modified to meet
special conditions. A fresh displacement of the centre of
the social movement is not to be expected, unless in a
future too distant to engage our attention. It can indeed
only be the result of wide extension of our advanced
civilization beyond European limits, as will be explained
in the conclusion of this work.

North and south of this natural centre, we find two
pairs of nations, between which France will always form
an intermediate link, partly from her geographical posi-
tion, and also from her language and manners. The first
pair is for the most part, Protestant. It comprises, first,
the great Germanic body, with the numerous nations that
may be regarded as its offshoots ; especially Holland,
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which, since the Middle Ages, has been in every respect
the most advanced portion of Germany. Secondly, Great
Britain, with which may be classed the United States,
notwithstanding their present attitude of rivalry. The
second pair is exclusively Catholic. It consists of the
great Italian nationality, which in spite of political divi-
sions has always maintained its distinct character; and of
the population of the Spanish peninsula, (for Portugal,
sociologically considered, is not to be separated from
Spain,) which has so largely increased the Western
family by its colonies. To complete the conception of
this group of advanced nations, we must add two ac-
cessory members, Greece and Poland, countries which,
though situated in Eastern Europe, are connected with
the West, the one by ancient history, the other by modern.
Besides these, there are various intermediate nationalities
which I need not now enumerate, connecting or demar-
cating the more important branches of the family.

In this vast Republic it is that the new philosophy is to
find its sphere of intellectual and moral action. It will
endeavour so to modify the initiative of the central nation,
by the reacting influences of the other four, as to give
increased efficiency to the general movement. It is a task
eminently calculated to test the social capabilities of
Positivism, and for which no other system is qualified.
The metaphysical spirit is as unfit for it as the theological.
The rupture of the mediaeval system is due to the deca-
dence of theology: but the direct agency in the rupture
was the solvent force of the metaphysical spirit. Neither
the one nor the other then is likely to recombine elements
the separation of which is principally due to their own
conceptions. It is entirely to the spontaneous action of
the Positive spirit that we owe those new though in-
sufficient links of union, whether industrial, artistic, or
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scientific, which, since the close of the Middle Ages, have
been leading us more and more decidedly to a reconstruc-
tion of the Western alliance. And now that Positivism
has assumed its matured and systematic form, its compe-
tence for the work is even more unquestionable. It alone
can effectually remove the national antipathies which still
exist. But it will do this without impairing the natural
qualities of any of them. Its object is by a wise com-
bination of these qualities, to develop under a new form
the feeling of a common Occidentality.

By extending the social movement to its Relation of
proper limits, we thus exhibit on a larger scale the
the same features that were noticed when whictTWe owe
France alone was being considered. Abroad tempt to sepa"
or at home, every great social problem that from temporal
arises proves that the object of the second revo- power*
lutionary phase is a reorganization of principles and of
life. By this means a body of public opinion will be
formed of sufficient force to lead gradually to the growth
of new political institutions. These will be adapted to the
special requirements of each nation, under the general
superintendence of the spiritual power, from whom our
fundamental principles will have proceeded. The general
spirit of these principles is essentially historical, whereas
the tendency of the negative phase of the revolution was
anti-historical. Without blind hatred of the past, men
would never have had sufficient energy to abandon the old
system. But henceforth the best evidence of having at-
tained complete emancipation will be the rendering full
justice to the past in all its phases. This is the most
characteristic feature of that relative spirit which dis-
tinguishes Positivism. The surest sign of superiority,
whether in persons or systems, is fair appreciation of
opponents. And this must always be the tendency of
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social science when rightly understood, since its prevision
of the future is avowedly based upon systematic examina-
tion of the past. It is the only way in which the free
and yet universal adoption of general principles of
social reconstruction can ever be possible. Such re-
construction, viewed by the light of Sociology, will be
regarded as a necessary link in the series of human de-
velopment ; and thus many confused and incoherent notions
suggested by the arbitrary beliefs hitherto prevalent will
finally disappear. The growth of public opinion in this
respect is aided by the increasing strength of social feel-
ing. Both combine to encourage the historical spirit
which distinguishes the second period of the Revolution, as
we see indicated already in so many of the popular sym-
pathies of the day.

Acting on this principle, Positivists will always acknow-
ledge the close relation between their own system and the
memorable effort of mediaeval Catholicism. In offering
for the acceptance of Humanity a new organization of life,
we would not dissociate it with all that has gone before.
On the contrary, it is our boast that we are but proposing for
her maturity the accomplishment of the noble effort of her
youth, an effort made when intellectual and social condi-
tions precluded the possibility of success. We are too full
of the future to fear any serious charge of retrogression
towards the past. It would be strange were such a charge
to proceed from those of our opponents whose political
ideal is that amalgamation of temporal and spiritual power
which was adopted by the theocratic or military systems
of antiquity.

The separation of these powers in the Middle Ages is-
the greatest advance ever yet made in the theory of social
Order. It was imperfectly effected, because the time was
not ripe for it; but enough was done to show the object
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of the separation, and some of its principal results were
partially arrived at. It originated the fundamental doc-
trine of modern social life, the subordination of Politics to
Morals; a doctrine which in spite of the most obstinate
resistance has survived the decline of the religion which
first proclaimed it. We see it now sanctioned by a re-
publican government which has shaken off the fetters of
that religion more completely than any other. A further
result of the separation is the keen sense of personal
honour, combined with general fraternity, which distin-
guishes Western nations, especially those who have been
preserved from Protestantism. To the same source is due
the general feeling that men should be judged by their
intellectual and moral worth, irrespectively of social posi-
tion, yet without upsetting that subordination of classes
which is rendered necessary by the requirements of prac-
tical life. And this has accustomed all classes to free
discussion of moral and even of political questions; since
every one feels it a right and a duty to judge actions and
persons by the general principles which a common system
of education has inculcated alike on all. I need not en-
large on the value of the mediaeval church in organising the
political system of Western Europe, in which there was
no other recognised principle of union. All these social
results are usually attributed to the excellence of the
Christian doctrine; but history when fairly examined
shows that the source from which they are principally
derived is the Catholic principle of separating the two
powers. For these effects are nowhere visible except in
the countries where this separation has been effected,
although a similar code of morals and indeed a faith
identically the same has been received elsewhere. Be-
sides, although sanctioned by the general tone of modern
life they have been neutraKsed to a considerable extent by
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the decline of the Catholic organization, and this especially
in the countries where the greatest efforts have been made
to restore the doctrine to its original purity and power.

In these respects Positivism has already appreciated
Catholicism more fully than any of its own defenders,
not even excepting De Maistre himself, as indeed some
of the more candid organs of the retrograde school have
allowed. But the merit of Catholicism does not merely
depend on the fact that it forms a most important link in
the series of human development. What adds to the glory
of its efforts is that, as history clearly proves, they were in
advance of their time. The political failure of Catholicism
resulted from the imperfection of its doctrines, and the
resistance of the social medium in which it worked. It is
true that Monotheism is far more compatible with the
separation of powers than Polytheism. But from the
absolute character of every kind of theology, there was
always a tendency in the mediaeval system to degenerate
into more theocracy. In fact, the proximate cause of its
decline was the increased development of this tendency in
the fourteenth century, and the resistance which it pro-
voked among the kings, who stood forward to represent
the general voice of condemnation. Again, though sepa-
ration of powers was less difficult in the defensive system
of mediaeval warfare than in the aggressive system of anti-
quity, yet it is thoroughly repugnant to the military spirit
in all its phases, because adverse to the concentration of
authority which is requisite in war. And thus it was
never thoroughly realised, except in the conceptions of a
few leading men among both the spiritual and temporal
class. Its brief success was principally caused by a tem-
porary combination of circumstances. It was for the most
part a condition of very unstable equilibrium, oscillating
between theocracy and empire.
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But Positive civilization will accomplish what But the
in the Middle Ages could only be attempted. " w p e
We are aided, not merely by the example of wnui renewTnd
the Middle Ages, but by the preparatory la- competeit-
bours of the last five centuries. New modes of thought
have arisen, and practical life has assumed new phases;
and all are alike tending towards the separation of powers.
What in the Middle Ages was but dimly foreseen by a
few ardent and aspiring minds, becomes now an inevitable
and obvious result, instinctively felt and formally recog-
nised by all. From the intellectual point of view, it is
nothing more than the distinction between theory and
practice; a distinction which is already admitted more or
less formally throughout civilized Europe in subjects of
less importance ; which therefore it would be unreasonable
to abandon in the most difficult of all arts and sciences.
Yiewed socially, it implies the separation of education
from action; or of morals from politics; and few would
deny that the maintenance of this separation is one of the
greatest blessings of our progressive civilization. The
distinction is of equal importance to morality and to
liberty. It is the only way of bringing opinion and
conduct under the control of principle : for the most
obvious application of a principle has little weight when
it is merely an act of obedience to a special command-
Taking the more general question of bringing our po-
litical forces into harmony, it seems clear that theoretical
and practical power are so totally distinct in origin and
operation, whether in relation to the heart, intellect, or
character, that the functions of counsel and of command
ought never to belong to the same organs. All attempts
to unite them are at once retrograde and visionary, and
if successful would lead to the intolerable government of
mediocrities equally unfit for either kind of power. But
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as I shall show in the following chapters this principle of
separation will soon find increasing support among women
and the working classes; the two elements of society in
which we find the greatest amount of good sense and right
feeling.

Modern society is, in fact, already ripe for the adoption
of this fundamental principle of polity; and the oppo-
sition to it proceeds almost entirely from its connection
with the doctrines of the mediaeval church which have
now become deservedly obsolete. But there will be an
end of these revolutionary prejudices among all impartial
observers as soon as the principle is seen embodied in
Positivism, the only doctrine which is wholly disconnected
with Theology. All human conceptions, all social im-
provements originated under theological influence, as we
see proved clearly in many of the humblest details of
life. But this has never prevented Humanity from finally
appropriating to herself the results of the creeds which
she has outgrown. And so it will be with this great
political principle; it has already become obsolete except
for the Positive school, which has verified inductively all
the minor truths implied in it. The only direct attacks
against it come from the metaphysicians, whose ambitious
aspirations for absolute authority would be thwarted by
it. It is they who attempt to fasten on Positivism the
stigma of theocracy: a strange and in most cases disin-
genuous reproach, seeing that Positivists are distinguished
from their opponents by discarding all beliefs which su-
persede the necessity for discussion. The fact is that
serious disturbances will soon be caused by the pertina-
cious efforts of these adherents of pedantocracy to regu-
late by law what ought to be left to moral influences; and
then the public will become more alive to the necessity of
the Positivist doctrine of systematically separating political
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from moral government. The latter should be under-
stood to rely exclusively on the forces of conviction and
persuasion; its influence on action being simply that of
counsel; whereas the former employs direct compulsion,
based upon superiority of physical force.

We now understand what is meant by the constructive
character of the second revolutionary phase. It implies a
union of the social aspirations of the Middle Ages with the
wise political instincts of the Convention. In the interval
of these two periods the more advanced nations were with-
out any systematic organization, and were abandoned to the
two-fold process of transition, which was decomposing the
old order and preparing the new. Both these preliminary
steps are now sufficiently accomplished. The desire for
social regeneration has become too strong to be resisted,
and a philosophical system capable of directing it has
already arisen. We may, therefore, recommence on a
better intellectual and social basis the great effort of
Catholicism, to bring Western Europe to a social system
of peaceful activity and intellectual culture, in which
Thought and Action should be subordinated to universal
Love. Reconstruction will begin at the points where
demolition begun previously. The dissolution of the old
organism began in the fourteenth century by the destruc-
tion of its international character. Conversely, reorgan-
ization begins by satisfying the intellectual and moral
wants common to the five Western nations.

And here, since the object of this chapter is
to explain the social value of Positivism, I may
show briefly that it leads necessarily to the formation of a
definite system of universal Morality; this being the ulti-
mate object of all Philosophy, and the starting point of
all Polity. Since it is by its moral code that every spiri-
tual power must be principally tested, this will be the

7
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best mode of judging of the relative merits of Positivism
and Catholicism.

subjection of To the Positivist the object of Morals is to
Self-love to So- _ . - i j . - - j . - i . l

ciai love is the make our sympathetic instincts preponderate
great ethical -i i ,i I P \ • j.- i
problem. The as iar as possible over the selhsh instincts;
Social state of . , n , . i /? v mi •
itself favours social ieelmgs over personal ieelmgs. Ihis
this result; but <? • • J.-L "U- J. • V 4- i.V

it may be has- way oi viewing the subject is peculiar to the
ganlzedy ami new philosophy, for no other system has in-
c o n s c i o u s e f - , , , , - , i l i ' j ' J . J.-L J.-L

fort. eluded, the more recent additions to the theory
of human nature, of which Catholicism gave so imperfect
a representation.

I t is one of the first principles of Biology that organic
life always preponderates over animal life. By this
principle the Sociologist explains the superior strength of
the self-regarding instincts, since these are all connected
more or less closely with the instinct of self-preservation.
But although there is no evading this fact, Sociology
shows that it is compatible with the existence of benevo-
lent affections, affections which Catholicism had asserted
to be altogether alien to our nature, and to be entirely
dependent on superhuman Grace derived from a sphere
beyond the reach of Law. The great problem, then, is to
raise social feeling by artificial effort to the position which,
in the natural condition, is held by selfish feeling. The
solution is to be found in another biological principle,
namely, that functions and organs are developed by con-
stant exercise, and atrophied by prolonged inaction. Now
the effect of the Social state is, that while our sympathetic
instincts are constantly stimulated, the selfish propensities
are restricted; since, if free play were given to them,
human intercourse would very shortly become impossible.
Thus it compensates to some extent the natural weakness,
of the Sympathies that they are capable of almost inde-
finite extension, whilst Self-love meets inevitably with a
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more or less efficient check. Both these tendencies natu-
rally increase with the progress of Humanity, and their
increase is the best measure of the degree of perfection
that we have attained. Their growth, though spontaneous,
may be materially hastened by organized intervention,
both of individuals and of society, the object being to
increase all favourable influences and diminish the un-
favourable. This is the object of the art of Morals. Like
every other art, it is restricted within certain limits. But
in this case the limits are less narrow, because the pheno-
mena, being more complex, are also more modifiable.

Positive morality differs therefore from that of theolo-
gical as well as of metaphysical systems. Its primary
principle is the preponderance of Social Sympathy. Full
and free expansion of the benevolent emotions is made the
first condition of individual and social well being, since
these emotions are at once the sweetest to experience, and
are the only feelings which can find expression simulta-
neously in all. The doctrine is as deep and pure as it is
simple and true. It is eminently characteristic of a philo-
sophy which, by virtue of its attribute of reality, subordi-
nates all scientific conceptions to the social point of view,
as the sole point from which they can be co-ordinated into
a whole. The intuitive methods of metaphysics could
never advance with any consistency beyond the sphere of
the individual. Theology, especially Christian theology,
could only rise to social conceptions by an indirect process,
forced upon it, not by its principles, but by its practical
functions. Intrinsically, its spirit was altogether personal;
the highest object placed before each individual was the
attainment of his own salvation, and all human affections
were made subordinate to the love of God. It is true that
the first training of our higher feelings is due to theolo-
gical systems; but their moral value depended mainly on
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t he wisdom of the priesthood. They compensated the
defects of their doctrine, and a t t ha t t ime no better doc-
tr ine was available, by t ak ing advantage of the antagonism
which natural ly presented itself between the interests of
the imaginary and those of the real world. The moral
value of Positivism, on the contrary, is inherent in its
doctrine, and can be largely developed, independently of
any spiritual discipline, though not so far as to dispense
with the necessity for such discipline. Thus, while
Morali ty as a science is made far more consistent by being
placed in its t rue connection wi th the rest of our know-
ledge, the sphere of natura l moral i ty is widened by bring-
ing human life, individually and collectively, under the
direct and continuous influence of Social Feeling.

intermediate -̂  ̂ a v e stated tha t Positive morali ty is brought
tove^and Si" ^° a c ° t e r e n t and systematic form by its prin-

lreethl G^e °^ universal love. This principle must
n o w ^ e examined first in its application to the

^ - s e p a r a t e aspects of the subject, and subsequently
nal- as the means by which the various parts may
be co-ordinated.

There are three successive states of morali ty answering
to the three principal stages of human life ; the personal,
the domestic, and the social stage. The succession repre-
sents the gradual t ra in ing of the sympathetic principle; it
is drawn out step by step by a series of affections which, as
i t diminishes in intensity, increases in dignity. This series
forms our best resource in a t tempt ing as far as possible
to reach the normal s t a te ; subordination of self-love to
social feeling. These are the two extremes in the scale
of human affections; bu t between them there is an inter-
mediate degree, namely, domestic at tachment, and it is on
this tha t the solution of the great moral problem depends.
The love of his family leads Man out of his original state
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of Self-love and enables him to attain finally a sufficient
measure of Social love. Every attempt on the part of the
moral educator to call this last into immediate action,
regardless of the intermediate stage, is to be condemned
as utterly chimerical and profoundly injurious. Such at-
tempts are regarded in the present day with far too
favourable an eye. Far from being a sign of social pro-
gress, they would, if successful, be an immense step back-
wards; since the feeling which inspires them is one of
perverted admiration for antiquity.

Since the importance of domestic life is so great as a
transition from selfish to social feeling, a systematic view
of its relations will be the best mode of explaining the
spirit of Positive morality, which is in every respect based
upon the order found in nature.

The first germ of social feeling is seen in the affection
of the child for its parents. Filial love is the starting-
point of our moral education: from it springs the instinct
of Continuity, and consequently of reverence for our
ancestors. It is the first tie by which the new being
feels himself bound to the whole past history of Man.
Brotherly love comes next, implanting the instinct of
Solidarity, that is to say of union with our contempo-
raries; and thus we have already a sort of outline of
social existence. With maturity new phases of feeling
are developed. Relationships are formed of an entirely
voluntary nature ; which have therefore a still more social
character than the involuntary ties of earlier years. This
second stage in moral education begins with conjugal
affection, the most important of all, in which perfect
fullness of devotion is secured by the reciprocity and in-
dissolubility of the bond. It is the highest type of all
sympathetic instincts, and has appropriated to itself in a
special sense the name of Love. From this most perfect
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of unions proceeds the last in the series of domestic sym-
pathies, parental love. It completes the training by which
Nature prepares us for universal sympathy : for it teaches
us to care for our successors; and thus it binds us to the
Future, as filial love had bound us to the Past.

I placed the voluntary class of domestic sympathies
after the involuntary, because it was the natural order of
individual development, and it thus bore out my statement
of the necessity of family life as an intermediate stage
between personal and social life. But in treating more
directly of the theory of the Family as the constituent
element of the body politic, the inverse order should be
followed. In that case conjugal attachment would come
first, as being the feeling through which the family comes
into existence as a new social unit, which in many cases
consists simply of the original pair. Domestic sympathy,
when once formed by marriage, is perpetuated first by
parental then by filial affection; it may afterwards be
developed by the tie of brotherhood, the only relation by
which different families can be brought into direct contact.
The order followed here is that of decrease in intensity,
and increase in extension. The feeling of fraternity,
which I place last, because it is usually least powerful,
will be seen to be of primary importance when regarded
as the transition from domestic to social affections; it is,
indeed, the natural type to which all social sympathies
conform. But there is yet another intermediate relation,
without which this brief exposition of the theory of the
family would be incomplete; I mean the relation of
household servitude, which may be called indifferently
domestic or social. It is a relation which at the present
time is not properly appreciated on account of our dislike
to all subjection; and yet the word domestic is enough to
remind us that in every normal state of Humanity, it
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supplies what would otherwise be a want in household
relations. Its value lies in completing the education of
the social instinct, by a special apprenticeship in obedience
and command, both being subordinated to the universal
principle of mutual sympathy.

The object of the preceding remarks was to show the
efficacy of the Positive method in moral questions by
applying it to the most important of all moral theories,
the theory of the Family. For more detailed proof, I
must refer to my treatise on " Positive Polity/' to which
this work is introductory. I would call attention, how-
ever, to the beneficial influence of Positivism on personal
morality. Actions which hitherto had always been re-
ferred even by Catholic philosophers to personal interests,
are now brought under the great principle of Love on
which the whole Positive doctrine is based.

Feelings are only to be developed by con- Personaivir-
stant exercise; and exercise is most necessary uTon a Psodai
when the intrinsic energy of the feeling is least.
It is therefore quite contrary to the true spirit of moral
education to degrade duty in questions of personal morality
to a mere calculation of self-interest. Of course, in this
elementary part of Ethics, it is easier to estimate the con-
sequences of actions, and to show the personal utility of
the rules enjoined. But this method of procedure inevit-
ably stimulates the self-regarding propensities, which are
already too preponderant, and the exercise of which ought
as far as possible to be discouraged. Besides, it often
results in practical failure. To leave the decision of such
questions to the judgment of the individual, is to give a
formal sanction to all the natural differences in men's in-
clinations. When the only motive urged is consideration
for personal consequences, every one feels himself to be
the best judge of these, and modifies the rule at his plea-
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sure. Positivism, guided by a truer estimate of the facts,
entirely remodels this elementary part of .Ethics. Its
appeal is to social feeling, and not to personal, since the.
actions in question are of a kind in which the individual
is far from being the only person interested. For example,
such virtues as temperance and chastity are inculcated by
the Positivist on other grounds than those of their personal
advantages. He will not of course be blind to their indi-
vidual value; but this is an aspect on which he will not
dwell too much, for fear of concentrating attention on self-
interest. At all events, he will never make it the basis of
his precepts, but will invariably rest them upon their
social value. There are cases in which men are preserved
by an unusually strong constitution from the injurious
effects of intemperance or libertinage; but such men are
bound to sobriety and continence as rigorously as the rest,
because without these virtues they cannot perform their
social duties rightly. Even in the commonest of personal
virtues, cleanliness, this alteration in the point of view
may be made with advantage. A simple sanitary regula-
tion is thus ennobled by knowing that the object of it is to
make each one of us more fit for the service of others. In
this way, and in no other, can moral education assume its
true character at the very outset. We shall become habi-
tuated to the feeling of subordination to Humanity, even
in our smallest actions. It is in these that we should be
trained to gain the mastery over the lower propensities;
and the more so that, in these simple cases, it is less diffi-
cult to appreciate their consequences.

The influence of Positivism on personal morality is in
itself a proof of its superiority to other systems. Its supe-
riority in domestic morality we have already seen, and yet
this was the best aspect of Catholicism, forming indeed the
principal basis of its admirable moral code. On social
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morality strictly so called, I need not dwell at length.
Here the value of the new philosophy will be more direct
and obvious, the fact of its standing at the social point of
vjew being the very feature which distinguishes it from
all other systems. In defining the mutual duties arising
from the various relations of life, or again in giving soli-
dity and extension to the instinct of our common frater-
nity, neither theological nor metaphysical morality can
bear comparison with Positivism. Its precepts are adapted
without difficulty to the special requirements of each case,
because they are ever in harmony with the general laws
of society and of human nature. But on these obvious
characteristics of Positivism I need not farther enlarge, as
I shall have other occasions for referring to them.

After this brief exposition of Positive morality I must
allude with equal brevity to the means by which it will be
established and applied. These are of two kinds. The
first lay down the foundations of moral training for each
individual: they furnish principles, and they regulate
feelings. The second carry out the work begun, and
ensure the application of the principles inculcated to prac-
tical life. Both these functions are in the first instance
performed spontaneously, under the influence of the doc-
trine and of the sympathies evoked by it. But for their
adequate performance a spiritual power specially devoted
to the purpose is necessary.

The moral education of the Positivist is based Moral edu-
_ _ .,-. , . _ , , . , 1 cation consists
both upon Reason and on leelmg, the latter partly of

-i entific dem
py
entific demon-_ . _ , n . -i entific demon-

havins: alwavs the preponderance, in accordance station of

5 ethical truth
ethical

with the primary principle oi tne system. but stm more
rrn i, / A 5 1 i_ • • j . U • o f culture of

The result oi the rational basis is to bring the higher
moral precepts to the test of rigorous demon- sympa

stration, and to secure them against all danger from dis-
cussion, by showing tha t they rest upon the laws of our
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individual and social nature. By knowing these laws, we
are enabled to form a judgment of the influence of each
affection, thought, action, or habit, be that influence direct
or indirect, special or general, in private life or in public.
Convictions based upon such knowledge will be as deep as
any that are formed in the present day from the strictest
scientific evidence, with that excess of intensity due to
their higher importance and their close connection with
our noblest feelings. Nor will such convictions be limited
to those who are able to appreciate the logical value of the
arguments. We see constantly in other departments of
Positive science that men will adopt notions upon trust,
and carry them out with the same zeal and confidence, as
if they were thoroughly acquainted with all the grounds
for their belief. All that is necessary is, that they should
feel satisfied that their confidence is well bestowed, the
fact being, in spite of all that is said of the independence
of modern thought, that it is often given too readily. The
most willing assent is yielded every day to the rules which
mathematicians, astronomers, physicists, chemists, or bio-
logists, have laid down in their respective arts, even in
cases where the greatest interests are at stake. And simi-
lar assent will certainly be accorded to moral rules when
they, like the rest, shall be acknowledged to be susceptible
of scientific proof.

But while using the force of demonstration to an extent
hitherto impossible, Positivists will take care not to exag-
gerate its importance. Moral education, even in its more
systematic parts, should rest principally upon Feeling, as
the mere statement of the great human problem indicates.
The study of moral questions, intellectually speaking, is
most valuable; but the effect it leaves is not directly
moral, since the analysis will refer, not to our own actions,
but to those of others; for all scientific investigations, to
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be impartial and free from confusion, must be objective,
not subjective. Now to judge others without immediate
reference to self, is a process which may possibly result in
strong convictions ; but so far from calling out right feel-
ings, it will, if carried too far, interfere with or check
their natural development. However, the new school of
moralists is the less likely to err in this direction, that it
would be totally inconsistent with that profound know-
ledge of human nature in which Positivism has already
shown itself so far superior to Catholicism. No one knows
so well as the Positivist that the principal source of real
morality lies in direct exercise of our social sympathies,
whether systematic or spontaneous. He will spare no
efforts to develop these sympathies from the earliest years
by every method which sound philosophy can indicate.
It is in this that moral education, whether private or
public, principally consists; and to it mental education is
always to be held subordinate. I shall revert to these
remarks in the next chapter, when I come to the general
question of educating the People.

But however efficient the training received organization
. T °f Public Opi-

m youth, it will not be enough to regulate our nion.
conduct in after years, amidst all the distracting influences
of practical life, unless the same spiritual power which
provides the education prolong its influence over our
maturity. Part of its task will be to recall individuals,
classes, and even nations, when the case requires it, to
principles which they have forgotten or misinterpreted,
and to instruct them in the means of applying them wisely.
And here, even more than in the work of education strictly
so called, the appeal will be to Feeling rather than to pure
Reason. Its force will be derived from Public Opinion
strongly organized. If the spiritual power awards its
praise and blame justly, public opinion, as I shall show
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in the next chapter, will lend it the most irresistible sup-
port. This moral action of Humanity upon each of her
members has always existed whenever there was any real
community of principles and feelings. But its strength
will be far greater under the Positive system. The reality
of the doctrine and the social character of modern civiliza-
tion give advantages to the new spiritual power which
were denied to Catholicism.
commemora- And these advantages are brought forward

m°en. ° grea very prominently by the Positive system of
commemoration. Commemoration, when regularly insti-
tuted, is a most valuable instrument in the hands of a
spiritual power for continuing the work of moral educa-
tion. It was the absolute character of Catholicism, even
more than the defective' state of mediaeval society, that
caused the failure of its noble aspirations to become the
universal religion. In spite of all its efforts, its system
of commemoration has always been restricted to very
narrow limits, both in time and space. Outside these
limits, Catholicism has always shown the same blindness
and injustice that it now complains of receiving from its
own opponents. Positivism, on the contrary, can yield
the full measure of praise to all times and all countries,
without either weakness or inconsistency. Possessing the
true theory of human development, every mode and phase
of that development will be celebrated. Thus every moral
precept will be supported by the influence of posterity;
and this in private life as well as in public, for the system
of commemoration will be applied in the same spirit to the
humblest services as well as to the highest.

While reserving special details for the treatise to which
this work is introductory, I may yet give one illustration
of this important aspect of Positivism ; an illustration
which probably will be the first step in the practical appli-
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cation of the system. I would propose to institute in
Western Europe on any days that may be thought suit-
able, the yearly celebration of the three greatest of our
predecessors, Caesar, St. Paul, and Charlemagne, who are
respectively the highest types of Greco-Roman civiliza-
tion, of Mediaeval Feudalism, and of Catholicism which
forms the link between the two period. The services of
these illustrious men have never yet been adequately
recognised, for want of a sound historical theory enabling
us to explain the prominent part which they played in the
development of our race. Even in St. Paul's case the
omission is noticeable. Positivism gives him a still higher
place than has been given him by Theology ; for it looks
upon him as historically the founder of the religion which
bears the inappropriate name of Christianity. In the
other two cases the influence of Positive principles is even
more necessary. For Caesar has been almost equally mis-
judged by theological and by metaphysical writers; and
Catholicism has done very little for the appreciation of
Charlemagne. However, notwithstanding the absence of
any systematic appreciation of these great men, yet from
the reverence with which they are generally regarded, we
can hardly doubt that the celebration here proposed would
meet with ready acceptance throughout Western Europe.

To illustrate my meaning still further, I may observe
that history presents cases where exactly the opposite
course is called for, and which should be held up not for
approbation but for infamy. Blame, it is true, should not
be carried to the same extent as praise, because it stimu-
lates the destructive instincts to a degree which is always
painful and sometimes injurious. Yet strong condemna-
tion is occasionally desirable. I t strengthens social feel-
ings and principles, if only by giving more significance
to our approval. Thus I would suggest that after doing
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honour to the three great men who have done so much to
promote the development of our race, there should be a
solemn reprobation of the two principal oppponents of
progress, Julian and Bonaparte; the latter being the more
criminal of the two, the former the more insensate. Their
influence has been sufficiently extensive to allow of all the
Western nations joining in this damnatory verdict.*

The principal function of the spiritual power is to direct
the future of society by means of education; and, as a
supplementary part of education, to pronounce judgment
upon the past in the mode here indicated. But there are
functions of another kind, relating more immediately to
the present; and these too, result naturally from its
position as an educating body. If the educators are men
worthy of their position, it will give them an influence
over the whole course of practical life, whether private or
public. Of course it will merely be the influence of
council, and practical men will be free to accept or reject
it; but its weight may be very considerable when given
prudently, and when the authority from which it proceeds
is recognized as competent. The questions on which its
advice is most needed are the relations between different
classes. Its action will be coextensive with the diffusion
of Positive principles; for nations professing the same
faith, and sharing in the same education, will naturally
accept the same intellectual and moral directors. In the
next chapter I shall treat this subject more in detail. I
merely mention it here as one among the list of functions
belonging to the new spiritual power.

The political I* w^ n o w n°t be difficult to show that all
SSsm?f cfrto t l l e characteristics of Positivism are summed up
and progress. j[n ^ s motto, Order mid Progress, a motto which

* On reconsideration, Comte saw fit to withdraw this proposal. Folitique
Positive, yol. iv. eh. 5.
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has a philosophical as well as political bearing, and which
I shall always feel glad to have put forward.

Positivism is the only school which has given a definite
significance to these two conceptions, whether regarded
from their scientific or their social aspect. With regard
to Progress, the assertion will hardly be disputed, no defi-
nition of it but the Positive ever having yet been given.
In the case of Order, it is less apparent; but, as I have
shown in the first chapter, it is no less profoundly true.
All previous philosophies had regarded Order as station-
ary, a conception which rendered it wholly inapplicable to
modern politics. But Positivism, by rejecting the abso-
lute, and yet not introducing the arbitrary, represents
Order in a totally new light, and adapts it to our progres-
sive civilization. It places it on the firmest possible foun-
dation, that is, on the doctrine of the invariability of the
laws of nature, which defends it against all danger from
subjective chimeras. The Positivist regards artificial
Order in Social phenomena, as in all others, as resting
necessarily upon the Order of nature, in other words, upon
the whole series of natural laws.

But Order has to be reconciled with Pro- Progress, the
. . . . . development

gress: and here Positivism is still more obvi- of Order-
ously without a rival. Necessary as the reconciliation is,
no other system has even attempted it. But the facility
with which we are now enabled, by the encyclopaedic scale,
to pass from the simplest mathematical phenomena to the
most complicated phenomena of political life, leads at once
to a solution of the problem. Viewed scientifically, it is
an instance of that necessary correlation of existence and
movement, which we find indicated in the inorganic world,
and which becomes still more distinct in Biology. Find-
ing it in all the lower sciences, we are prepared for its
appearance in a still more definite shape in Sociology.
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Here its practical importance becomes more obvious,
though it had been implicitly involved before. In Soci-
ology the correlation assumes this form: Order is the
condition of all Progress; Progress is always the object
of Order. Or, to penetrate the question still more deeply,
Progress may be regarded simply as the development of
Order ; for the order of nature necessarily contains within
itself the germ of all possible progress. The rational view
of human affairs is to look on all their changes, not as
new Creations, but as new Evolutions. And we find this
principle fully borne out in history. Every social innova-
tion has its roots in the past; and the rudest phases of
savage life show the primitive trace of all subsequent
improvement.

Analysis of Progress then is in its essence identical with
Progress :̂ ma- Order, and may be looked upon as Order made
a^'aSi^mf manifest- Therefore, in explaining this double

conception on which the Science and Art of
society depend, we may at present limit ourselves to the
analysis of Progress. Thus simplified it is more easy to
grasp, especially now that the novelty and importance of
the question of Progress are attracting so much attention.
For the public is becoming instinctively alive to its real
significance, as the basis on which all sound moral and
political teaching must henceforth rest.

Taking, then, this point of view, we may say that the
one great object of life, personal or social, is to become
more perfect in every way; in our external condition first,
but also, and more especially, in our own nature. The first
kind of progress we share in common with the higher
animals; all of which make some efforts to improve their
material position. It is of course the least elevated stage
of progress, but being the easiest, it is the point from
which we start towards the higher stages. A nation that
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has made no efforts to improve itself materially, will take
but little interest in moral or mental improvement. This
is the only ground on which enlightened men can feel
much pleasure in the material progress of our own times.
It stirs up influences that tend to the nobler kinds of Pro-
gress ; influences which would meet with even greater
opposition than they do, were not the temptations pre-
sented to the coarser natures by material prosperity so
irresistible. Owing to the mental and moral anarchy in
which we live, systematic efforts to gain the higher
degrees of Progress are as yet impossible; and this ex-
plains, though it does not justify, the exaggerated im-
portance attributed nowadays to material improvements.
But the only kinds of improvement really characteristic
of Humanity are those which concern our own nature; and
even here we are not quite alone ; for several of the higher
animals show some slight tendencies to improve them-
selves physically.

Progress in the higher sense includes improvements
of three sorts; that is to say, it may be Physical, Intel-
lectual, or Moral progress; the difficulty of each class
being in proportion to its value and the extent of its
sphere. Physical progress, which again might be divided
on the same principle, seems under some of its aspects
almost the same thing as material. But regarded as a
whole it is far more important and far more difficult: its
influence on the well-being of Man is also much greater.
We gain more, for instance, by the smallest addition to
length of life, or by any increased security for health,
than by the most elaborate improvements in our modes of
travelling by land or water, in which birds will probably
always have a great advantage over us. However, as I
said before, physical progress is not exclusively confined
to Man. Some of the animals, for instance, advance as

8
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far as cleanliness, which is the first step in the progressive
scale.

Intellectual and Moral progress, then, is the only kind
really distinctive of our race. Individual animals some-
times show it, but never a whole species, except as a con-
sequence of prolonged intervention on the part of Man.
Between these two highest grades, as between the two
lower, we shall find a difference of value, extent, and dif-
ficulty ; always supposing the standard to be the manner
in which they affect Man's well-being, collectively or in-
dividually. To strengthen the intellectual powers, whe-
ther for art or for science, whether it be the powers of
observation or those of induction and deduction, is, when
circumstances allow of their being made available for
social purposes, of greater and more extensive importance,
than all physical, and, a fortiori than all material improve-
ments. But we know from the fundamental principle
laid down in the first chapter of this work, that moral
progress has even more to do with our well-being than
intellectual progress. The moral faculties are more modi-
fiable, although the effort required to modify them is
greater. If the benevolence or courage of the human
race were increased, it would bring more real happiness
than any addition to our intellectual powers. Therefore,
to the question, What is the true object of human life,
whether looked at collectively or individually ? the simplest
and most precise answer would be, the perfection of our
moral nature; since it has a more immediate and certain
influence on our well-being than perfection of any other
kind. All the other kinds are necessary, if for no other
reason than to prepare the way for this ; but from the
very fact of this connection, it may be regarded as their
representative; since it involves them all implicitly and
stimulates them to increased activity. Keeping then to
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the question of moral perfection, we find two qualities
standing above the rest in practical importance, namely,
Sympathy and Energy. Both these qualities are included
in the word Heart, which in all European languages has
a different meaning for the two sexes. Both will be
developed by Positivism, more directly, more continu-
ously, and with greater result, than under any former
system. The whole tendency of Positivism is to encourage
sympathy; since it subordinates every thought, desire,
and action to social feeling. Energy is also presupposed,
and at the same time fostered by the system. For it
removes a heavy weight of superstition, it reveals the
true dignity of man, and supplies an unceasing motive for
individual and collective action. The very acceptance of
Positivism demands some vigour of character; it implies
the braving of spiritual terrors, which were once enough
to intimidate the firmest minds.

Progress, then, may be regarded under four successive
aspects : Material, Physical, Intellectual, and Moral. Each
of these might again be divided on the same principle,
and we should then discover several intermediate phases.
These cannot be investigated here ; and I have only to note
that the philosophical principle of this analysis is precisely
the same as that on which I have based the Classification
of the Sciences. In both cases the order followed is that
of increasing generality and complexity in the phenomena.
The only difference is in the mode in which the two arrange-
ments are developed. For scientific purposes the lower
portion of the scale has to be expanded into greater detail;
while from the social point of view attention is concen-
trated on the higher parts. But whether it be the scale of
the True or that of the Good, the conclusion is the same in
both. Both alike indicate the supremacy of social consider-
ations ; both point to universal Love as the highest ideal.
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I have now explained the principal purpose of Positive
Philosophy, namely, spiritual reorganization; and I have
shown how that purpose is involved in the Positivist
motto, Order and Progress. Positivism, then, realizes the
highest aspirations of mediaeval Catholicism, and at the
same time fulfils the conditions, the absence of which
caused the failure of the Convention. It combines the
opposite merits of the Catholic and the Revolutionary
spirit, and by so doing supersedes them both. Theology
and Metaphysics may now disappear without danger, be-
cause the service which each of them rendered is now
harmonized with that of the other, and will be performed
more perfectly. The principle on which this result de-
pends is the separation of spiritual from temporal power.
This, it will be remembered, had always been the chief
subject of contention between the two antagonistic
parties.

Application I ^ a v e spoken of the moral and mental reor-
pies°uto ^uai ganization of Western Europe as characterizing
government411 ^e second phase of the Revolution. Let us
preSen/bepro- n o w s e e w^a^ a r e its relations with the present
visional. s t a t e of politics. Of course the development of
Positivism will not be much affected by the retrograde
tendencies of the day, whether theological or metaphy-
sical. Still the general course of events will exercise an
influence upon it, of which it is important to take account.
So too, although the new doctrine cannot at present do
much to modify its surroundings, there are yet certain
points in which action may be taken at once. In the
fourth volume of this treatise the question of a transitional
policy will be carefully considered, with the view of facili-
tating the advent of the normal state which social science
indicates in a more distant future. I cannot complete this
chapter without some notice of this provisional policy,
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which must be carried on until Positivism has made its
way to general acceptance.

The principal feature of this policy is that it is tempo-
rary. To set up any permanent institution in a society
which has no fixed opinions or principles of life, would
be hopeless. Until the most important questions are
thoroughly settled, both in principle and practice, the only
measures of the least utility are those which facilitate the
process of reconstruction. Measures adopted with a view
to permanence must end, as we have seen them end so
often, in disappointment and failure, however enthusiasti-
cally they may have been received at first.

Inevitable as this consequence of our revolutionary posi-
tion is, it has never been understood, except by the great
leaders of the republican movement in 1793. Of the
various governments that we have had during the last two
generations, all, except the Convention, have fallen into
the vain delusion of attempting to found permanent insti-
tutions, without waiting for any intellectual or moral basis.
And therefore it is that none but the Convention has left
any deep traces in men's thoughts or feelings. All its
principal measures, even those which concerned the future
more than the present, were avowedly provisional; and
the consequence was that they harmonized well with the
peculiar circumstances of the time. The true philosopher
will always look with respectful admiration on these men,
who not only had no rational theory to guide them, but
were encumbered with false metaphysical notions; and
who yet notwithstanding proved themselves the only real
statesmen that Western Europe can boast of since the
time of Frederick the Great. Indeed the wisdom of their
policy would be almost unaccountable, only that the very
circumstances which called for it so urgently, were to some
extent calculated to suggest it. The state of things was
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such as to make it impossible to settle the government on
any permanent basis. Again, amidst all the wild extra-
vagance of the principles in vogue, the necessity of a
strong government to resist foreign invasion counteracted
many of their worst effects. On the removal of this salu-
tary pressure, the Convention fell into the common error,
though to a less extent than the Constituent Assembly.
It set up a constitution framed according to some abstract
model, which was supposed to be final, but which did not
last so long as the period originally proposed for its own
provisional labours. It is on this first period of its govern-
ment that its fame rests.

The plan originally proposed was that the government
of the Convention should last till the end of the war. If
this plan could have been carried out, it would probably
have been extended still further, as the impossibility of
establishing any permanent system would have been gene-
rally recognised. The only avowed motive for making
the government provisional was of course the urgent ne-
cessity of national defence. But beneath this temporary
motive, which for the time superseded every other con-
sideration, there was another and a deeper motive for it,
which could not have been understood without sounder
historical principles than were at that time possible. That
motive was the utterly negative character of the metaphy-
sical doctrines then accepted, and the consequent absence
of any intellectual or moral basis for political reconstruc-
tion. This of course was not recognised, but it was really
the principal reason why the establishment of any definite
system of government was delayed. Had the war been
brought to an end, clearer views of the subject would no
doubt have been formed; indeed they had been formed
already in the opposite camp, by men of the Neo-catholic
school, who were not absorbed by the urgent question of
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defending the Republic. What blinded men to the truth
was the fundamental yet inevitable error of supposing the
critical doctrines of the preceding generation applicable to
purposes of construction. They were undeceived at last
by the utter anarchy which the triumph of these principles
occasioned; and the next generation occupied itself with
the counter revolutionary movement, in which similar
attempts at finality were made by the various reactionist
parties. For these parties were quite as destitute as their
opponents of any principles suited to the task of recon-
struction ; and they had to fall back upon the old system
as the only recognized basis on which public Order could
be maintained.

And in this respect the situation is still Danger of at-
T . „ T tempting poli-

unchanged. I t still retains its revolutionary ticai recon-
° . J struction be-

character; and any immediate attempt to re- fore spiritual.
organize political administration would only be the signal
for fresh attempts at reaction, attempts which now can
have no other result than anarchy. It is true that Posi-
tivism has just supplied us with a philosophical basis for
political reconstruction. But its principles are still so
new and undeveloped, and besides are understood by so
few, that they cannot exercise much influence at present
on political life. Ultimately, and by slow degrees, they
will mould the institutions of the future, but meanwhile
they must work their way freely into men's minds and
hearts, and for this at least one generation will be neces-
sary. Spiritual organization is the only point where an
immediate beginning can be made; difficult as it is, its
possibility is at last as certain as its urgency. When
sufficient progress has been made with it, it will cause a
gradual regeneration of political institutions. But any
attempt to modify these too rapidly would only result in
fresh disturbances. Such disturbances, it is true, will
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never be as dangerous as they were formerly, because the
anarchy of opinion is so profound that it is far more diffi-
cult for men to agree in any fixed principles of action.
The absolute doctrines of the last century which inspired
such intense conviction, can never regain their strength,
because, when brought to the crucial test of experience as
well as of discussion, their uselessness for constructive pur-
poses and their subversive tendency became evident to every
one. They have been weakened, too, by theological con-
cessions which their supporters, in order to carry on the
government at all, were obliged to make. Consequently
the policy with which they are at present connected is one
which oscillates between reaction and anarchy, or rather
which is at once despotic and destructive, from the neces-
sity of controlling a society which has become almost as
adverse to metaphysical as to theological rule. In the utter
absence, then, of any general convictions, the worst forms
of political commotion are not to be feared, because it
would be impossible to rouse men's passions sufficiently.
But unwise efforts to set up a permanent system of govern-
ment would even now lead, in certain cases, to lamentable
disorder, and would at all events be utterly useless. Quiet
at home depends now, like peace abroad, simply on the
absence of disturbing forces; a most insecure basis, since
it is itself a symptom of the extent to which the disorgan-
izing movement has proceeded. This singular condition'
must necessarily continue until the interregnum which at
present exists in the moral and intellectual region comes
to an end. As long as there is such an utter want of
harmony in feeling as well as in opinion, there can be
no real security against war or internal disorder. The
existing equilibrium has arisen so spontaneously that it
is no doubt less unstable than is generally supposed. Still
it is sufficiently precarious to excite continual panics, both
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at home and abroad, which are not only very irritating,
but often exercise a most injurious influence over our
policy. Now attempts at immediate reconstruction of
political institutions, instead of improving this state of
things, make it very much worse, by giving factitious life
to the old doctrines, which,, being thoroughly worn out,
ought to be left to the natural process of decay. The
inevitable result of restoring them to official authority
will be to deter the public, and even the thinking portion
of it, from that free exercise of the mental powers by
which, and by which only, we may hope to arrive without
disturbance at fixed principles of action.

The cessation of war therefore justifies no change in
republican policy. As long as the spiritual interregnum
lasts, it must retain its provisional character. Indeed this
character ought to be more strongly impressed upon it
than ever. For no one now has any real belief in the
organic value of the received metaphysical doctrines.
They would never have been revived but for the need
of having some sort of political formula to work with, in
default of any real social convictions. But the revival i$
only apparent, and it contrasts most strikingly with the
utter absence of systematic principles in most active minds.
There is no real danger of repeating the error of the first
revolutionists and of attempting to construct with nega-
tive doctrines. We have only to consider the vast de-
velopment of industry, of esthetic culture, and of scientific
study, to free ourselves from all anxiety on this head.
Such things are incompatible with any regard for the
metaphysical teaching of ideologists or psychologists.
Nor is there much to fear in the natural enthusiasm
which is carrying us back to the first days of the Eevo-
lution. It will only revive the old republican spirit, and
make us forget the long period of retrogression and stag-
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nation which have elapsed since the first great outbreak;
for this is the point on which the attention of posterity-
will be finally concentrated. But while satisfying these
very legitimate feelings, the people will soon find that
the only aspect of this great crisis which we have to
imitate is the wise insight of the Convention during the
first part of its administration, in perceiving that their
policy could only be provisional, and that definite recon-
struction must be reserved for better times. We may
fairly hope that the next formal attempt to set up a con-
stitution according to some abstract ideal, will convince
the French nation, and ultimately the whole West, of the
utter futility of such schemes. Besides, the free discussion
which has now become habitual to us, and the temper of
the people, which is as sceptical of political entities as of
Christian mysteries, would make any such attempts ex-
tremely difficult. Never was there a time so unfavourable
to doctrines admitting of no real demonstration: de-
monstration being now the only possible basis of perma-
nent belief. Supposing then a new constitution to be set
on foot, and the usual time to be spent in the process of
elaborating it, public opinion will very possibly discard it
before it is completed; not allowing it even the short
average duration of former constitutions. Any attempt
to check free discussion on the subject would defeat its
own object; since free discussion is the natural conse-
quence of our intellectual and social position.

politically The same conditions which require our policy
2dhisDictetoJ- t o b e provisional while the spiritual inter-
benyofspheech regnum lasts, point also to the mode in which
and discussion. t ] ^ s provisional policy should be carried out.
Had the revolutionary government of the Convention
continued till the end of the war, it would probably have
been prolonged up to the present time. But in one most
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important respect a modification would have been neces-
sary. During the struggle for independence what was
wanted was a vigorous dictatorship, combining spiritual
with temporal powers : a dictatorship even stronger than
the old monarchy, and only distinguished from despotism
by its ardour in the course of progress. Without com-
plete concentration of political power, the republic could
never have been saved. But with peace the necessity for
such concentration was at an end. The only motive for
still continuing the provisional system was the absence of
social convictions. But this would also be a motive for
giving perfect liberty of speech and discussion, which till
then had been impossible or dangerous. For liberty was
a necessary condition for elaborating and diffusing a new
system of universal principles, as the only sure basis for
the future regeneration of society.

This hypothetical view of changes which might have
taken place in the Conventional government, may be ap-
plied to the existing condition of affairs. It is the policy
best adapted for the republican government which is now
arising in all the security of a settled peace, and yet amidst
the most entire anarchy of opinion. The successors of
the Convention, men unworthy of their task, degraded the
progressive dictatorship entrusted to them by the circum-
stances of the time into a retrograde tyranny. During
the reign of Charles X., which was the last phase of the
reaction, the central power was thoroughly undermined
by the legal opposition of the parliamentary or local
power. The central government still refused to recognize
any limits to its authority; but the growth of free thought
made its claims to spiritual jurisdiction more and more
untenable, leaving it merely the temporal authority re-
quisite for public order. During the neutral period which
followed the counter-revolution, the dictatorship was not
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merely restricted to its proper functions, but was legally
destroyed; that is, the local power as represented by par-
liament took the place of the central power. All preten-
tions to spiritual influence were abandoned by both; their
thoughts being sufl&ciently occupied with the maintenance
of material order. The intellectual anarchy of the time
made this task difficult enough ; but they aggravated the
difficulty by unprincipled attempts to establish their
government on the basis of pure self-interest, irrespec-
tively of all moral considerations. The restoration of the
republic and the progressive spirit aroused by it has no
doubt given to both legislative and executive a large in-
crease of power : to an extent indeed which a few years
back would have caused violent antipathy. But it would
be a grievous error for either of them to attempt to im-
itate the dictatorial style of the Conventional government.
Unsuccessful in any true sense as the attempt would be,
it might occasion very serious disturbances, which like the
obsolete metaphysical principles in which they originate,
would be equally dangerous to Order and to Progress.

We see, then, that in the total absence of any fixed
principles on which men can unite, the policy required is
one which shall be purely provisional, and limited almost
entirely to the maintenance of material order. If order
be preserved, the situation is in all other respects most
favourable to the work of mental and moral regeneration
which will prepare the way for the society of the future.
The establishment of a republic in France disproves the
false claims set up by official writers in behalf of consti-
tutional government, as if it was the final issue of the
Revolution. Meantime there is nothing irrevocable in the
republic itself, except the moral principle involved in it,
the absolute and permanent preponderance of Social Feel-
ing ; in other words, the concentration of all the powers of
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Man upon the common welfare. This is the only maxim
of the day which we can accept as final. It needs no
formal sanction, because it is merely the expression of
feelings generally avowed, all prejudices against it having
been entirely swept away. But with the doctrines and
the institutions resulting from them, through which this
dominion of social feeling is to become an organized
reality, the republic has no direct connection ; it would be
compatible with many different solutions of the problem.
Politically, the only irrevocable point is the abolition of
monarchy, which for a long time has been in France and
to a less extent throughout the West, the symbol of
retrogression.

That spirit of devotion to the public welfare, which is
the noblest feature of republicanism, is strongly opposed
to any immediate attempts at political finality, as being
incompatible with conscientious endeavours to find a real
solution of social problems. For before the practical solu-
tion can be hoped for, a systematic basis for it must exist;
and this we can hardly expect to find in the remnants left
to us of the old creeds. All that, the true philosopher
desires is simply that the question of moral and intellec-
tual reorganization shall be left to the unrestricted efforts
of thinkers of whatever school. And in advocating this
cause, he will plead the interests of the republic, for the
safety of which it is of the utmost importance that no
special set of principles should be placed under official
patronage. Republicanism, then, will do far more to protect
free thought, and resist political encroachment, than was
done during the Orleanist government by the retrograde
instincts of Catholicism. Catholic resistance to political
reconstructions was strong, but blind : its place will now
be more than supplied by wise indifference on the part of
the public, which has learnt by experience the inevitable
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failure of these incoherent attempts to realise metaphysical
Utopias. The only danger of the position is lest it divert
the public, even the more reflective portion of it, from
deep and continuous thought, to practical experiments
based on superficial and hasty considerations. It must be
owned that the temper of mind which now prevails would
have been most unfavourable for the original elaboration of
Positivism. That work, however, had already been accom-
plished under the Constitutional system; which, while not
so restrictive as the preceding government, was yet suffi-
ciently so to concentrate our intellectual powers, which of
themselves would have been too feeble, upon the task.
The original conception had indeed been formed during the
preceding reign; but its development and diffusion took
place under the parliamentary system. Positivism now
offers itself for practical application to the question of
social progress, which has become again the prominent
question, and will ever remain so. Unfavourable as the
present political temper would have been to the rise of
Positivism, it is not at all so to its diffusion; always sup-
posing its teachers to be men of suflBcient dignity to avoid
the snare of political ambition into which thinkers are
now so apt to fall. By explaining, as it alone can explain,
the futility and danger of the various Utopian schemes
which are now competing with each other for the reor-
ganization of society, Positivism will soon be able to divert
public attention from these political chimeras, to the ques-
tion of a total reformation of principles and of life.

Republicanism, then, will offer no obstacle to suchadicta-
,-. vrr . * T> -J.- - j . • • i T I T t o r s h i P W O u l d

tne clinusion ol Jrositivist principles. Indeed, be a step to-
, -, . . r . ^ i • i w a r d s t h e se."

mere is one point ot view irom which we mav parationofspi-
-, ., \ p , , \ ritual and tem-

regard it as tne commencement oi the normal porai power,
state. It will gradually lead to the recognition of the
fundamental principle that spiritual power must be wholly
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independent of every kind of temporal power, whether
central or local. It is not merely that statesmen will soon
iave to confess their inability to decide on the merits of a
doctrine which supposes an amount of deep scientific know-
ledge from which they must necessarily be precluded.
Besides this, the disturbance caused by the ambition of
metaphysical schemers, who are incapable of understand-
ing the times in which they live, will induce the public to
withdraw their confidence from such men, and give it only
to those who are content to abandon all political prospects,
and to devote themselves to their proper function as philo-
sophers. Thus Republicanism is, on the whole, favourable
to this great principle of Positivism, the separation of tem-
poral from spiritual power, notwithstanding the tempta-
tions offered to men who wish to carry their theories into
immediate application. The principle seems, no doubt, in
opposition to all our revolutionary prejudices. But the
public, as well as the government, will be brought to it by
experience. They will find it the only means of saving
society from the consequences of metaphysical Utopias, by
which Order and Progress are alike threatened. Thinkers
too, those of them at least who are sincere, will cease to
regard it with such blind antipathy, when they see that
while it condemns their aspirations to political influence,
it opens out to them a noble and most extensive sphere
of moral influence. Independently of social considera-
tions, it is the only way in which the philosopher can
maintain the dignity to which his position entitles him,
and which is at present so often compromised by the very
success of his political ambition.

The political attitude which ought for the The motto of
present to be assumed is so clearly indicated by and Public
all the circumstances of the time, that practical
instinct has in this respect anticipated theory. The right
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view is well expressed in the motto, Liberty and Public
Order, which was adopted spontaneously by the middle
class at the commencement of the neutral period in 1830.
I t is not known who was the author of i t ; but it is cer-
tainly far too progressive to be considered as represent-
ing the feelings of the monarchy. I t is not of course
the expression of any systematic convictions; but no me-
taphysical school could have pointed out so clearly the
two principal conditions required by the situation. Posi-
tivism while accepting it as an inspiration of popular
wisdom, makes it more complete by adding two points
which should have been contained in it a t . first, only
tha t they were too much opposed to existing prejudices
to have been sanctioned by public opinion. Both parts
of the motto require some expansion. Liberty ought
to include perfect freedom of t each ing ; Public Order
should involve the preponderance of the central power
over the local. I subjoin a few br ief ' remarks on these
two points, which will be considered more fully in the
fourth volume of this treatise.

Liberty Positivism is now the only consistent advo-

tendedtoEdul c a * e °f ^ree speech and free enquiry. Schools
cation. 0£ opinion which do not rest on demonstration,

and would consequently be shaken by any argumentative
attacks, can never be sincere in their wish for Liberty, in
the extended sense here given to it. Liber ty of writing
we have now had for a long time. B u t besides this we
want liberty of speech ; and also liberty of teaching; that
is to say, the abandonment by the State of all its educa-
tional monopolies. Freedom of teaching, of which Posi-
tivists are the only genuine supporters, has become a
condition of the first importance : and this not merely as
a provisional measure, bu t as an indication of the normal
state of th ings . I n the first place, i t is the only means
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by which any doctrine that has the power of fixing and
harmonising men's convictions can become generally
known. To legalise any system of education would im-
ply that such a doctrine had been already found; it most
assuredly is not the way to find it. But again, freedom
of teaching is a step towards the normal state ; it amounts
to an admission that the problem of education is one which
temporal authorities are incompetent to solve. Positivists
would be the last to deny that education ought to be
regularly organized. Only they assert, first, that as long
as the spiritual interregnum lasts, no organization is
possible ; and secondly, that whenever the acceptance of
a new synthesis makes it possible, it will be effected by
the spiritual power to which that synthesis gives rise. In
the meantime no general system of State education should
be attempted. It will be well, however, to continue State
assistance to those branches of instruction which are the
most liable to be neglected by private enterprise, especially
reading and writing. Moreover, there are certain insti-
tutions either established or revived by the Convention
for higher training in special subjects; these ought to be
carefully preserved, and brpught up to the present state of
our knowledge, for they contain the germs of principles
which will be most valuable when the problem of reor-
ganizing general education comes before us. But all the
institutions abolished by the Convention ought now to be
finally suppressed. Even the Academies should form no
exception to this rule, for the harm which they have done,
both intellectually and morally, since their reinstalment^
has fully justified the wisdom of the men who decided oxi
their abolition. Government should no doubt exercise
constant vigilance over all private educational institutions;
but this should have nothing to do with their doctrines,
but with their morality, a point scandalously neglected in
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the present state of the law. These should be the limits
of state interference in education. With these exceptions
it should be left to the unrestricted efforts of private asso-
ciations, so as to give every opportunity for a definitive
educational system to establish itself. For to pretend that
any satisfactory system exists at present would only be a
hypocritical subterfuge on the part of the authorities.
The most important step towards freedom of education
would be the suppression of all grants to theological or
metaphysical societies, leaving each man free to support
the religion and the system of instruction which he pre-
fers. This, however, should be carried out in a just and
liberal spirit worthy of the cause, and without the least
taint of personal dislike or party feeling. Full indemnity
should be given to members of Churches or Universities,
upon whom these changes would come unexpectedly. By
acting in this spirit it will be far less difficult to carry out
measures which are obviously indicated by the position in
which we stand. As there is now no doctrine which com-
mands general assent, it would be an act of retrogression
to give legal sanction to any one of the old creeds, what-
ever their former claim to spiritual ascendancy. It is
quite in accordance with the republican spirit to refuse
such sanction, notwithstanding the tendency that there is
to allow ideologists to succeed to the Academic offices held
under the constitutional system by psychologists.

Order de- But Positivism will have as beneficial an m-
mands central- n T ,

nuence on public Order as on Liberty, itp y
holds, in exact opposition to revolutionary prejudices, that
the central power should preponderate over the local.
The constitutionalist principle of separating the legislative
from the executive is only an empirical imitation of the
larger principle of separating temporal and spiritual power,
which was adopted in the Middle Ages. There will always
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be a contest for political supremacy between the central
and local authorities; and it is an error into which, from
various causes, we have fallen recently, to attempt to
balance them against each other. The whole tendency of
French history has been to let the central power prepon-
derate, until it degenerated and became retrograde towards
the end of the seventeenth century. Our present prefer-
ence for the local power is therefore an historical anomaly,
which is sure to cease as soon as the fear of reaction has
passed away. And as Republicanism secures us against
any dangers of this kind, our political sympathies will
soon resume their old course. The advantages of the cen-
tral power are, first, that it is more directly responsible
than the other; and, secondly, that it is more practical
and less likely to set up any claims to spiritual influence.
This last feature is of the highest importance, and is likely
to become every day more marked. Whereas the local or
legislative power, not having its functions clearly defined,
is very apt to interfere in theoretical questions without
being in any sense qualified for doing so. Its prepon-
derance would, then, in most cases be injurious to intellec-
tual freedom, which, as it feels instinctively, will ultimately
result in the rise of a spiritual authority destined to super-
sede its own. On the strength of these tendencies, which
have never before been explained, Positivists have little
hesitation in siding in almost all cases with the central as
against the local power. Philosophers, whom no one can
accuse of reactionist or servile views, who have given up
all political prospects, and who are devoting themselves
wholly to the work of spiritual reorganization, need not
be afraid to take this course; and they ought to exert
themselves vigorously in making the central power pre-
ponderant, limiting the functions of the local j>ower to
what is strictly indispensable. And, notwithstanding all
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appearances to the contrary, republicanism will help to
modify the revolutionary feeling on this point. I t removes
the distrust of authority caused naturally by the retro-
grade spirit of the old monarchy; and it makes it easier
to repress any further tendencies of the same kind, with-
out necessitating an entire change in the character of our
policy for the sake of providing against a contingency, of
which there is now so little fear. As soon as the central
power has given sufficient proof of its progressive inten-
tions, there will be no unwillingness on the part of the
French public to restrict the powers of the legislative
body, whether by reducing it to one-third of its present
numbers, which are so far too large, or even by limiting
its functions to the annual vote of the supplies. During
the last phase of the counter-revolution, and the long
period of parliamentary government which followed, a state
of feeling has arisen on this subject, which is quite excep-
tional, and which sound philosophical teaching, and wise
action on the part of government, will easily modify. It
is inconsistent with the whole course of French history;
and only leads us into the mistake of imitating the English
constitution, which is adapted to no other country. The
very extension which has just been given to the represen-
tative system will bring it into discredit, by showing it to
be as futile and subversive in practice as philosophy had
represented it to be in theory.

intimate Such, then, is the way in which Positivism
Liberety:onwit°h wox&& interpret these two primary conditions
order. of o u r present policy, Liberty and Public Order.
But besides this, it explains and confirms the connection
which exists between them. I t teaches, in the first place,
that true liberty is impossible at present without the vigor-
ous control of a central power, progressive in the true
sense of the word, wise enough to abdicate all spiritual
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influence, and keep to its own practical functions. Such
a power is needed in order to check the despotic spirit of
the various doctrines now in vogue. As all of them are
more or less inconsistent with the principle of separation of
powers, they would all be willing to employ forcible means
of securing uniformity of opinion. Besides, the anarchy
which is caused by our spiritual interregnum, might, but
for a strong government, very probably interfere with the
philosophical freedom which we now enjoy. Conversely,
unless Liberty in the sense here spoken of be granted, it
will be impossible for the central power to maintain itself
in the position which public order requires. The obstacle
to that position at present is the fear of reaction; and a
scrupulous regard for freedom is the only means of remov-
ing these feelings which, though perhaps unfounded, are
but too natural. All fears will be allayed at once when
liberty of instruction and association becomes part of the
law of the land. There will then be no hope, and indeed
no wish, on the part of government to regulate our social
institutions in conformity with any particular doctrine.

The object of this chapter has been to show the social
value of Positivism. We have found that not merely does
it throw light upon our Future policy, but that it also
teaches us how to act upon the Present; and these indica-*
tions have in both cases been based upon careful examina-
tion of the Past, in accordance with the fundamental laws
of human development. It is the only system capable of
handling the problem now proposed by the more advanced
portion of our race to all who would claim to guide them.
That problem is this: to reorganize human life, irrespec-
tively of god or king; recognizing the obligation of no
motive, whether public or private, other than Social Feel-
ing, aided in due measure by the positive science and prac-
tical energy of Man.
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CHAPTER VI.

CONCLUSION. THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY.

p LOVE, then, is our principle; Order our
tion of the re- . 7 r Ac

suits obtained, basis; and Progress our end. ouch, as the
preceding chapters have shown, is the essential character
of the system of life which Positivism offers for the defi-
nite acceptance of society; a system which regulates the
whole course of our private and public existence, by bring-
ing Feeling, Reason, and Activity into permanent har-
mony. In this final synthesis, all essential conditions are
far more perfectly fulfilled than in any other. Each special
element of our nature is more fully developed, and at the
same time the general working of the whole is more
coherent. Greater distinctness is given to the truth that
the affective element predominates in our nature. Life in
all its actions and thoughts is brought under the control
and inspiring influence of Social Sympathy.

By the supremacy of the Heart, the Intellect, so far
from being crushed, is elevated; for all its powers are
consecrated to the service of the social instincts, with the
purpose of strengthening their influence and directing
their employment. By accepting its subordination to
Feeling, Eeason adds to its own influence. To it we look
for the revelation of the laws of nature, of the established
Order which dictates the inevitable conditions of human
life. The objective basis thus discovered for human effort
reacts most beneficially on our moral nature. Forced as
we are to accept it, it controls the fickleness to which our
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affections are liable, and acts as a direct stimulus to social
sympathy. Concentrated on so high an office, the intel-
lect will be preserved from useless digression; and will yet
find a boundless field for its operations in the study of all
the natural laws by which human destinies are affected,
and especially those which relate to the constitution of
man or of society. The fact that every subject is to be
regarded from the sociological point of view, so far from
discouraging even the most abstract order of speculations,
adds to their logical coherence as well as to their moral
value, by introducing the only principle by which they
can be co-ordinated into a whole.

And whilst Reason is admitted to its due share of influ-
ence on human life, Imagination is also strengthened and
called into constant exercise. Henceforth it will assume
its proper function, the idealization of truth. For the
objective basis of our conceptions scientific investigation is
necessary. But this basis once obtained, the constitution
of our mind is far better adapted to esthetic than to scien-
tific study, provided always that imagination never disre-
gard the truths of science, and degenerate into extrava-
gance. Subject to this condition, Positivism gives every
encouragement to esthetic studies, being as they are so
closely related to its guiding principle and to its practical
aim, to Love namely, and to Progress. Art will enter largely
into the social life of the Future, and will be regarded as
the most pleasurable and most salutary exercise of our
intellectual powers, because ijj leads them in the most
direct manner to the culture and improvement of our
moral nature.

Originating in the first instance from practical life,
Positivism will return thither with increased force, now
that its long period of scientific preparation is accom-
plished, and that it has occupied the field of moral truth,
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which henceforth will be its principal domain. Its prin-
ciple of sympathy, so far from relaxing our efforts, will
stimulate all our faculties to universal activity by urging
them onwards towards perfection of every kind. The
obligation of scientific study of the natural Order is to
enable us to direct all the forces of Man and of Society to
its improvement by artificial effort. Hitherto this aim
has hardly been recognised, even with regard to the mate-
rial world, and but a very small proportion of our energies
has been spent upon it. Yet the aim is high, provided
always that the view taken of human progress extend
beyond its lower and more material stages. Our theo-
retical powers once concentrated on the moral problems
which form their principal field, our practical energies
will not fail to take the same direction, devoting them-
selves to that portion of the natural Order which is most
imperfect, and at the same time most modifiable. With
these larger and more systematic views of human life, its
best efforts will be given to the improvement of the
mind, and still more to the improvement of the charac-
ter and to the increase of affection and courage. Public
and private life are now brought into close relation by the
identity of their principal aims, which, being kept con-
stantly in sight, ennobles every action in both. Practical
questions must ever continue to preponderate, as before,
over questions of theory; but this condition, so far from
being adverse to speculative power, concentrates it upon
the most difficult of all problems, the discovery of moral
and social laws, our knowledge of which will never be
fully adequate to our practical requirements. Mental and
practical activity of this kind can never result in hardness
of feeling. On the contrary, it impresses us more strongly
with the conviction that Sympathy is not merely our
highest happiness, but the most effectual of all our means
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of improvement; and that without it, all other means can
be of little avail.

Thus it is that in the Positive system, the Heart, the
Intellect, and the Character mutually strengthen and de-
velope one another, because each is systematically directed
to the mode of action for which it is by nature adapted.
Public and private life are brought into a far more har-
monious relation than in any former time, because the
purpose to which both are consecrated is identical, the
difference being merely in the range of their respective
powers. The aim in both is to secure, to the utmost pos-
sible extent, the victory of Social feeling over Self-love;
and to this aim all our powers, whether of affection,
thought, or action, are in both unceasingly directed.

This, then, is the shape in which the great human pro-
blem comes definitely before us. Its solution demands all
the appliances of Social Art. The primary principle on
which the solution rests, is the separation of the two ele-
mentary powers of society; the moral power of counsel, and
the political power of command. The necessary prepon-
derance of the latter, which rests upon material force, cor-
responds to the fact that in our imperfect nature, where
the coarser wants are the most pressing and the most con-
tinuously felt, the selfish instincts are naturally stronger
than the unselfish. In the absence of all compulsory
authority, our action even as individuals would be feeble
and purposeless, and social life still more certainly would
lose its character and its energy. Moral force, therefore,
by which is meant the force of conviction and persuasion,
is to be regarded simply as a modifying influence, not as a
means of authoritative direction.

Moral force originates in Feeling and in Reason. It
represents the social side of our nature, and to this its
direct influence is limited. Indeed by the very fact that it
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is the expression of our highest attributes, it is precluded
from that practical ascendancy which is possessed by
faculties of a lower but more energetic kind. Inferior
to material force in power, though superior to it in dig-
nity, it contrasts and opposes its own classification of men
according to the standard of moral and intellectual worth,
to the classification by wealth and worldly position which
actually prevails. True, the higher standard will never
be adopted practically, but the effort to uphold it will
react beneficially on the natural order of society. It will
inspire those larger views, and reanimate that sense of
duty, which are so apt to become obliterated in the ordi-
nary current of life.

The means of effecting this important result, the need
of which is so generally felt, will not be wanting, when
the moderating power enters upon its characteristic func-
tion of preparing us for practical life by a rational system
of education, throughout which, even in its intellectual
department, moral considerations will predominate. This
power will therefore concentrate itself upon theoretical
and moral questions; and it can only maintain its position
as the recognised organ of social sympathy, by invariable
abstinence from political action. It will be its first duty
to contend against the ambitious instincts of its own mem-
bers. True, such instincts, in spite of the impurity of
their source, may be of use in those natures who are really
destined for the indispensable business of government.
But for a spiritual power formal renunciation of wealth
and rank is at the very root of its influence; it is the first
of the conditions which justify it in resisting the encroach-
ments to which political power is always tempted. Hence
the classes to whose natural sympathies it looks for sup-
port are those who, like itself, are excluded from political
administration.
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Women, from their strongly sympathetic nature, were
the original source of all moral influence; and they are
peculiarly qualified by the passive character of their life
to assist the action of the spiritual power in the family.
In its essential function of education, their co-operation is
of the highest importance. The education of young chil-
dren is entrusted to their sole charge ; and the education
of more advanced years simply consists in giving a more
systematic shape to what the mother has already incul-
cated in childhood. As a wife, too, Woman assumes still
more distinctly the spiritual function of counsel; she
softens by persuasion where the philosopher can only
influence by conviction. In social meetings, again, the
only mode of public life in which women can participate,
they assist the spiritual power in the formation of Public
Opinion, of which it is the systematic organ, by applying
the principles which it inculcates to the case of particular
actions or persons. In all these matters their influence
will be far more effectual, when men have done their duty
to women by setting them free from the necessity of gain-
ing their own livelihood; and when women on their side
have renounced both power and wealth, as we see so often
exemplified among the working classes.

The affinity of the People with the philosophic power is
less direct and less pure; but it will prove a vigorous ally
in meeting the obstacles which the temporal power will
inevitably oppose. The working classes having but little
spare time and small individual influence, cannot, except
on rare occasions, participate in the practical administra-
tion of government, since all efficient government involves
concentration of power. Moral force, on the contrary,
created as it is by free convergence of opinion, admits of,
and indeed requires, the widest ramification. Working men,
owing to their freedom from practical responsibilities and
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their unconcern for personal aggrandisement, are better
disposed than their employers to broad views and to
generous sympathies, and will therefore naturally asso-
ciate themselves with the spiritual power. It is they who
will furnish the basis of a true public opinion, so soon as
they are enabled by Positive education, which is specially
framed with a view to their case, to give greater definite-
ness to their aspirations. Their wants and their sympa-
thies will alike induce them to support the philosophic
priesthood as the systematic guardian of their interests
against the governing classes. In return for such protec-
tion they will bring the whole weight of their influence to
assist the priesthood in its great social mission, the subor-
dination of Politics to Morals. In those exceptional cases
where it becomes necessary for the moderating power to
assume political functions, the popular element will of itself
suffice for the emergency, thus exempting the philosophic
element from participating in an anomaly from which its
character could hardly fail to suffer, as would be the case
also in a still higher degree with the feminine character.

The direct influence of Reason over our imperfect nature
is so feeble that the new priesthood could not of itself
ensure such respect for its theories as would bring them
to any practical result. But the sympathies of women
and of the people operating as they will in every town
and in every family, will be sufficient to ensure its efficacy
in organizing that legitimate degree of moral pressure
which the poor may bring to bear upon the rich. More-
over, we may look, as one of the results of our common
system of education, for additional aid in the ranks of the
governing classes themselves; for some of their noblest
members will volunteer their assistance to the spiritual
power, forming, so to speak, a new order of chivalry.
And yet, with all this, comprehensive as our organization
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of moral force may be, so great is the innate strength of
the selfish instincts, that our success in solving the great
human problem will always fall short of what we might
legitimately desire. To this conclusion we must come, in
whatever way we regard the destiny of Man; but it should
only encourage us to combine our efforts still more strongly
in order to ameliorate the order of Nature in its most im-
portant, that is, in its moral aspects, these being at once
the most modifiable and the most imperfect.

The highest progress of man and of society consists in
gradual increase of our mastery over all our defects, espe-
cially the defects of our moral nature. Among the nations
of antiquity the progress in this direction was but small;
all that they could do was to prepare the way for it by
certain necessary phases of intellectual and social develop-
ment. The whole tendency of Greek and Roman society
was such as made it impossible to form a distinct concep-
tion of the great problem of our moral nature. In fact,
Morals were with them invariably subordinate to Politics.
Nevertheless, it is moral progress which alone can satisfy
our nature ; and in the Middle Ages it was recognised as
the highest aim of human effort, notwithstanding that its
intellectual and social conditions were as yet very imper-
fectly realised. The creeds of the Middle Ages were too
unreal and imperfect, the character of society was too
military and aristocratic, to allow Morals and Politics to
assume permanently their right relation. The attempt
was made, however; and, inadequate as it was, it was
enough to allow the people of the West to appreciate the
fundamental principle involved in it, a principle destined
to survive the opinions and the habits of life from which
it arose. Its full weight could never be felt until the
Positive spirit had extended beyond the elementary sub-
jects to which it had been so long subjected, to the sphere
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of social truth; and had thus reached the position at
which a complete synthesis became possible. Equally
essential was it that in those countries which had been
incorporated into the Western Empire, and had passed
from it into Catholic Feudalism, war should be definitely
superseded by industrial activity. In the long period of
transition which has elapsed since the Middle Ages, both
these conditions have been fulfilled, while at the same
time the old system has been gradually decomposed.
Finally the great crisis of the Revolution has stimulated
all advanced minds to reconsider, with better intellectual
and social principles, the same problem that Christianity
and Chivalry had attempted. The radical solution of it
was then begun, and it is now completed and enunciated
in a systematic form by Positivism.

Humanity is All essential phases in the evolution of society
the centre to . . ,

whicheveryas- answer to corresponding phases in the growth
ism converges, of the individual, whether it has proceeded
spontaneously or under systematic guidance, supposing
always that his development be complete. But it is not
enough to prove the close connection which exists between
all modes and degrees of human regeneration. We have
yet to find a central point round which all will naturally
meet. In this point consists the unity of Positivism as a
system of life. Unless it can be thus condensed round
one single principle, it will never wholly supersede the
synthesis of Theology, notwithstanding its superiority in
the reality and stability of its component parts, and in
their homogeneity and coherence as a whole. There
should be a central point in the system, towards which
Feeling, Reason, and Activity alike converge. The proof
that Positivism possesses such a central point will remove
the last obstacle to its complete acceptance, as the guide
of private or of public life.
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Such a centre we find in the great conception of Hu-
manity, towards which every aspect of Positivism naturally
converges. By it the conception of Grod will be entirely
superseded, and a synthesis be formed, more complete and
permanent than that provisionally established by the old
religions. Through it the new doctrine becomes at once
accessible to men's hearts in its full extent and applica-
tion. From their hearts it will penetrate their minds,
and thus the immediate necessity of beginning with a long
and difficult course of study is avoided, though this must of
course be always indispensable to its systematic teachers.

This central point of Positivism is even more moral
than intellectual in character; it represents the principle
of Love upon which the whole system rests. It is the
peculiar characteristic of the Great Being who is here set
forth, to be compounded of separable elements. Its exist-
ence depends therefore entirely upon mutual Love knitting
together its various parts. The calculations of self-interest
can never be substituted as a combining influence for the
sympathetic instincts.

Yet the belief in Humanity while stimulating Sympa-
thy, at the same time enlarges the scope and vigour of the
Intellect. For it requires high powers of generalization
to conceive clearly of this vast organism, as the result of
spontaneous co-operation, abstraction made of all partial
antagonisms. Reason, then, has its part in this central
dogma as well as Love. It enlarges and completes our
conception of the Supreme Being, by revealing to us the
external and internal conditions of its existence.

Lastly, our active powers are stimulated by it no less
than our feelings and our reason. For since Humanity is
so far more complex than any other organism, it will
react more strongly and more continuously on its environ-
ment, submitting to its influence and so modifying it.
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Hence results Progress, which, is simply the development
of Order under the influence of Love.

Thus, in the conception of Humanity, the three essen-
tial aspects of Positivism, its subjective principle, its
objective dogma, and its practical object, are united.
Towards Humanity, who is for us the only true Great
Being, we, the conscious elements of whom she is composed,
shall henceforth direct every aspect of our life, individual
or collective. Our thoughts will be devoted to the know-
ledge of Humanity, our affections to her love, our actions
to her service.

Positivists then may, more truly than theological be-
lievers of whatever creed, regard life as a continuous and
earnest act of worship; worship which will elevate and
purify our feelings, enlarge and enlighten our thoughts,
ennoble and invigorate our actions. It supplies a direct
solution, so far as a solution is possible, of the great pro-
blem of the Middle Ages, the subordination of Politics to
Morals. For this follows at once from the consecration
now given to the principle that social sympathy should
preponderate over self-love.

Thus Positivism becomes, in the true sense of the word,
a Religion ; a religion more real and more complete than
any other, and therefore destined to replace all imperfect
and provisional systems resting on the primitive basis of
theology.

For even the synthesis established by the old theocracies
of Egypt and India was insufficient, because, being based
on purely subjective principles, it could never embrace
practical life, which must always be subordinated to the
objective realities of the external world. Theocracy was
thus limited at the outset to the sphere of thought and of
feeling; and part even of this field was soon lost when
Art became emancipated from theocratical control, show-
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ing a spontaneous tendency to its natural vocation of ideal-
izing real life. Of science and of morality the priests were
still left sole arbiters ; but here, too, their influence mate-
rially diminished so soon as the discovery of the simpler
abstract truths of Positive science gave birth to Greek
Philosophy. Philosophy, though as yet necessarily re-
stricted to the metaphysical stage, yet already stood for-
ward as the rival of the sacerdotal system. Its attempts
to construct were in themselves fruitless; but they over-
threw Polytheism, and ultimately transformed it into
Monotheism. In this the last phase of theology, the
intellectual authority of the priests was undermined no
less deeply than the principle of their doctrine. They
lost their hold upon Science, as long ago they had lost
their hold upon Art. All that remained to them was.
the moral guidance of society; and even this was soon
compromised by the progress of free thought; pro-
gress really due to the Positive spirit, although its
systematic exponents still belonged to the metaphysical
school.

When Science had expanded sufficiently to with the dis-
exist apart from Philosophy, it showed a rapid oiogwai0 i!w£
tendency towards a synthesis of its own, alike in- theynbas£s of
compatible with metaphysics and with theology, comes possible"
T , -, , . -, ., , science being

I t was late in appearing, because it required a now concen-
long series of preliminary efforts; but as it ap- study oT HU-
proached completion, it gradually brought the mamty*
Positive spirit to bear upon the organization of practical
life, from which that spirit had originally emanated. But
thoroughly to effect this result was impossible until the
science of Sociology had been formed ; and this was done
by my discovery of the law of historical development.
Henceforth all true men of science will rise to the higher
dignity of philosophers, and by so doing will necessarily
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assume something of the sacerdotal character, because the
final result to which their researches tend is the subordi-
nation of every subject of thought to the moral principle ;
a result which leads us at once to the acceptance of
a complete and homogeneous synthesis. Thus the philo-
sophers of the future become priests of Humanity, and
their moral and intellectual influence will be far wider
and more deeply rooted than that of any former priest-
hood. The primary condition of their spiritual authority
is exclusion from political power, as a guarantee that
theory and practice shall be systematically kept apart.
A system in which the organs of counsel and those of
command are never identical cannot possibly degenerate
into any of the evils of theocracy.

By entirely renouncing wealth and worldly position,
and that not as individuals merely, but as a body, the
priests of Humanity will occupy a position of unparalleled
dignity. For with their moral influence they will combine
what since the downfall of the old theocracies has always
been separated from it, the influence of superiority in art
and science. Reason, Imagination, and Feeling will be
brought into unison: and so united, will react strongly
on the imperious conditions of practical life; bringing it
into closer accordance with the laws of universal morality,
from which it is so prone to deviate. And the influence
of this new modifying power will be the greater that the
synthesis on which it rests will have preceded and pre-
pared the way for the social system of the future ; where-
as theology could not arrive at its central principle, until
the time of its decline was approaching. All functions,
then, that co-operate in the elevation of man will be re-
generated by the Positive priesthood. Science, Poetry,
Morality, will be devoted to the study, the praise, and the
love of Humanity, in order that under their combined
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influence, our political action may be more unremittingly
given to her service.

With such a mission, Science acquires a position of
unparalleled importance, as the sole means through which
we come to know the nature and conditions of this Great
Being, the worship of whom should be the distinctive
feature of our whole life. For this all-important know-
ledge, the study of Sociology would seem to suffice : but
Sociology itself depends upon preliminary study, first of
the outer world, in which the actions of Humanity take
place ; and secondly, of Man, the individual agent.

The object of Positivist worship is not like that of theo-
logical believers, an absolute, isolated, incomprehensible
Being, whose existence admits of no demonstration, or
comparison with anything real. The evidence of the
Being here set forward is spontaneous, and is shrouded in
no mystery. Before we can praise, love, and serve Hu-
manity as we ought, we must know something of the laws
which govern her existence, an existence more complicated
than any other of which we are cognizant.

And by virtue of this complexity,. Human- statical AS-
ity possesses the attributes of vitality in a manity.
higher degree than any other organization ; that is to say,
there is at once more intimate harmony of the compo-
nent elements, and more complete subordination to the
external world. Immense as is the magnitude of this
organism measured both in Time and Space, yet each of
its parts carefully examined will show the general con-
sensus of the whole. At the same time it is more depen-
dent than any other upon the conditions of the outer
world; in other words, upon the sum of the laws that
regulate inferior phenomena. Like other vital organisms,
it submits to mathematical, astronomical, physical, chemi-
cal, and biological conditions; and, in addition to these,

23
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is subject to special laws of Sociology with which lower oir-
ganisms are not concerned. But as a further result of its
higher complexity it reacts upon the world more power-
fully ; and is indeed in a true sense its chief. Scientifi-
cally defined, then, it is truly the Supreme Being: the
Being who manifests to the fullest extent all the highest
attributes of life.

But there is yet another feature peculiar to Humanity,
and one of primary importance. That feature is, that the
elements of which she is composed must always have an
independent existence. In other organisms the parts have
no existence when severed from the whole; but this, the
greatest of all organisms, is made up of lives which can
really be separated. There is, as we have seen, harmony
of parts as well as independence, but the last of these
conditions is as indispensable as the first. Humanity
would cease to be superior to other beings were it possible
for her elements to become inseparable. The two condi-
tions are equally necessary: but the difficulty of reconcil-
ing them is so great as to account at once for the slowness
with which this highest of all organisms has been developed.
It must not, however, be supposed that the new Supreme
Being is, like the old, merely a subjective result of our
powers of abstraction. Its existence is revealed to us,
on the contrary, by close investigation of objective fact.
Man indeed, as an individual, cannot properly be said to
exist, except in the exaggerated abstractions of modern
metaphysicians. Existence in the true sense can only be
predicated of Humanity ; although the complexity of her
nature prevented men from forming a systematic concep-
tion of it, until the necessary stages of scientific initiation
had been passed. Bearing this conclusion in mind, we
shall be able now to distinguish in Humanity two distinct
orders of functions: those by which she acts upon the
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world, and those which bind together her component
parts. Humanity cannot herself act otherwise than by
her separable members; but the efficiency of these mem-
bers depends upon their working in co-operation, whether
instinctively or with design. We find, then, external
functions relating principally to the material existence of
this organism; and internal functions by which its move-
able elements are combined. This distinction is but an
application of the great theory, due to Bichat's genius, of
the distinction between the life of nutrition and the life of
relation which we find in the individual organism. Phi-
losophically it is the source from which we derive the
great social principle of separation of spiritual from tem-
poral power. The temporal power governs : it originates
in the personal instincts, and it stimulates activity. On it
depends social Order. The spiritual power can only mo-
derate : it is the exponent of our social instincts, and it
promotes co-operation, which is the guarantee of Progress.
Of these functions of Humanity the first corresponds to
the function of nutrition, the second to that of innervation
in the individual organism.

Having now viewed our subject statically, we Dynamical
may come to its dynamical aspect; reserving aspects*
more detailed discussion for the third volume of this trea-
tise, which deals with my fundamental theory of human
development. The Great Being whom we worship is not
immutable any more than it is absolute. Its nature is
relative; and, as such, is eminently capable of growth.
In a word it is the most vital of all living beings known
to us. It extends and becomes more complex by the con-
tinuous successions of generations. But in its progressive
changes as well as in its permanent functions, it is subject
to invariable laws. And these laws considered, as we
may now consider them, as a whole, form a more sublime
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object of contemplation than the solemn inaction of the
old Supreme Being, whose existence was passive except
when interrupted by acts of arbitrary and unintelligible
volition. Thus it is only by Positive science that we can
appreciate this highest of all destinies to which all the
fatalities of individual life are subordinate. It is with
this as with subjects of minor importance : systematic
study of the Past is necessary in order to determine the
Future, and so explain the tendencies of the Present.
Let us then pass from the conception of Humanity as
fully developed, to the history of its rise and progress; a
history in which all other modes of progress are included.
In ancient times it was incompatible both with the theo-
logical spirit and also with the military character of society,
which involved the slavery of the productive classes. The
feeling of Patriotism, restricted as it was at first, was
the only prelude that was then possible to the recognition
of Humanity. From this narrow nationality there arose
in the Middle Ages the feeling of universal brotherhood,
as soon as military life had entered on its defensive phase,
and all supernatural creeds had spontaneously merged
into a monotheistic form common to the whole West.
The growth of Chivalry, and the attempt made to effect a
permanent separation of the two social powers, announced
already the subordination of Politics to Morals, and thus
showed that the conception of Humanity was in direct
course of preparation. But the unreal and anti-social
nature of the mediaeval creed, and the military and aristo-
cratic character of feudal society, made it impossible to go
very far in this direction. The abolition of personal
slavery was the most essential result of this important
period. Society could now assume its industrial charac-
ter ; and feelings of fraternity were encouraged by modes
of life in which all classes alike participated. Meanwhile,
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the growth of the Positive spirit was proceeding, and pre-
paring the way for the establishment of Social Science, by
which alone all other Positive studies could be systema-
tized. This being done, the conception of the Great
Being became possible. It was with reference to subjects
of a speculative and scientific nature that the conception
first arose in a distinct shape. As early as two centuries
ago, Pascal spoke of the human race as one Man.* Amidst
the inevitable decline of the theological and military
system, men became conscious of the movement of society,
which had now advanced through so many phases; and
the notion of Progress as a distinctive feature of Humanity
became admitted. Still the conception of Humanity as
the basis for a new synthesis was impossible until the
crisis of the French Revolution. That crisis on the one
hand proved the urgent necessity for social regeneration,
and on the other gave birth to the only philosophy capable
of effecting it. Thus our consciousness of the new Great
Being has advanced co-extensively with its growth. Our
present conception of it is as much the measure of our
social progress as it is the summary of Positive knowledge.

In speaking of the dignity of Science when inorganic and
regenerated by this lofty application of it, I do ScŜ eievated
not refer solely to the special science of Social nLtionir k̂h
phenomena, but also to the preliminary studies scfence THU"-
of Life and of the Inorganic World, both of mamty'
which form an essential portion of Positive doctrine. A
social mission of high importance will be recognised in
the most elementary sciences, whether it be for the sake
of their method or for the value of their scientific results.
True, the religion of Humanity will lead to the entire

* Toute la suite des homines, pendant le cours de tant de siecles, doit etre
considered comme un meme homrae qui subsiste toujours et qui apprend con-
tinuellement.—Pascal, Pensees, Part 1., Art. 1.
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abolition of scientific Academies, because their tendency,,
especially in France, is equally hurtful to science and
morality. They encourage mathematicians to confine
their attention exclusively to the first step in the scien-
tific scale; and biologists to pursue their studies without
any solid basis or definite purpose. Special studies carried
on without regard for the encyclopedic principles which
determine the relative value of knowledge, and its bearing
on human life, will be condemned by all men of right
feeling and good sense. Such men will feel the necessity
of resisting the morbid narrowness of mind and heart to
which the anarchy of our times inevitably leads. But the
abolition of the Academic system will only ensure a larger
measure of respect for all scientific researches of real
value, on whatever subject. The study of Mathematics,
the value of which is at present negatived by its harden-
ing tendency, will now manifest its latent moral efficacy,
as the only sure basis for firm conviction; a state of mind
that can never be perfectly attained in more complex sub-
jects of thought, except by those who have experienced it
in the simpler subjects. When the close connection of all
scientific knowledge becomes more generally admitted,
Humanity will reject political teachers who are ignorant
of Geometry, as well as geometricians who neglect Socio-
logy. Biology meanwhile will lose its dangerous materi-
alism, and will receive all the respect due to its close
connection with social science and its important bearing
on the essential doctrines of Positivism. To attempt to
explain the life of Humanity without first examining the
lower forms of life, would be as serious an error as to
study Biology without regard to the social purpose which
Biology is intended to serve. Science has now become
indispensable to the establishment of moral truth, and at
the same time its subordination to the inspirations of the
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heart is fully recognised; thus it takes its place hence-
forward among the most essential functions of the priest-
hood of Humanity. The supremacy of true Feeling will
strengthen Reason, and will receive in turn from Reason
a systematic sanction. Natural philosophy, besides its
evident value in regulating the spontaneous action of
Humanity, has a direct tendency to elevate human nature;
it draws from the outer world that basis of fixed truth
which is so necessary to control our various desires.

The study of Humanity therefore, directly or indirectly,
is for the future the permanent aim of Science; and
Science is now in a true sense consecrated, as the source
from which the universal religion receives its principles-
It reveals to us not merely the nature and conditions of
the Great Beingr but also its destiny and the successive
phases of its growth. The aim is high and arduous; it
requires continuous and combined exertion of all our
faculties; but it ennobles the simplest processes of scien-
tific investigation by connecting them permanently with
subjects of the deepest interest. The scrupulous exact-
ness and rigorous caution of the Positive method, which
when applied to unimportant subjects seem almost puerile,
will be valued and insisted on when seen to be necessary
for the efficacy of efforts relating to our most essential
wants* Rationalism, in the true sense of the word, so far
from being incompatible with right feeling, strengthens
and develops it, by placing all the facts of the case, in
social questions especially, in their true light.

But, however honourable the rank which .. The new re-
a • • ligion is even
bcience when regenerated will hold in the new more favoura-

. ° . ble to Art than
religion,, the sanction given to Jroetry will be to science.
even direct and unqualified, because the function assigned
to it is one which is more practical and which touches us
more nearly. Its function will be the praise of Humanity.
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All previous efforts of Art have been but the prelude to
this, its natural mission ; a prelude often impatiently per-
formed, since Art threw off the yoke of theocracy at an
earlier period than Science. Polytheism was the only
religion under which it had free scope : there it could
idealize all the passions of our nature, no attempt being
made to conceal the similarity of the gods to the human
type. The change from Polytheism to Monotheism was
unacceptable to Art, because it narrowed its field; but
towards the close of the Middle Ages it began to shake
off the influence of obscure and chimerical beliefs, and to
take possession of its proper sphere. The field that now
lies before it in the religion of Humanity is inexhaustible.
It is called upon to idealize the social life of Man, which,
in the time of the nations of antiquity, had not been suffi-
ciently developed to inspire the highest order of poetry.

poetic por- ^n ^e &T^ place it will be of the greatest
newtuseupreme s e r y i c e i n enabling men to realize the concep-
frintg îthcthe t i o n o f Humanity, subject only to the condi-
old- tion of not overstepping the fundamental truths
of Science. Science unassisted cannot define the nature
and destinies of this Great Being with sufficient clearness.
In our religion the object of worship must be conceived
distinctly, in order to be ardently loved and zealously
served. Science, especially in subjects of this nature, is
confined within narrow limits; it leaves inevitable defi-
ciencies which esthetic genius must supply. And there
are certain qualities in Art as opposed to Science, which
specially qualify it for the representation of Humanity.
For Humanity is distinguished from other forms of life
by the combination of independence with co-operation,
attributes which also are natural to Poetry. For while
Poetry is more sympathetic than Science, its productions
have far more individuality; the genius of their author is
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more strongly marked in them, and the debt to his prede-
cessors and contemporaries is less apparent. Thus the
synthesis on which the inauguration of the final religion
depends, is one in which Art will participate more than
Science, Science furnishing merely the necessary basis.
Its influence will be even greater than in the times of
Polytheism; for powerful as Art appeared to be in those
times, it could in reality do nothing but embellish the
fables to which the confused ideas of theocracy had given
rise. By its aid we shall for the first time rise at last to
a really human point of view, and be enabled distinctly to
understand the essential attributes of the Great Being of
whom we are members. The material power of Humanity,
and the successive phases of her physical, her intellectual,
and, above all, her moral progress, will each in turn be
depicted. Without the difficulties of analytical study, we
shall gain a clear knowledge of her nature and her condi-
tions, by the poet's description of her future destiny, of
her constant struggle against painful fatalities, which
have at last become a source of happiness and greatness,
of the slow growth of her infancy, of her lofty hopes now
so near fulfilment. The history of universal Love, the
soul by which this Great Being is animated; the history,
that is, of the marvellous advance of man, individually or
socially, from brutish appetite to pure unselfish sympathy,
is of itself an endless theme for the poetry of the Future.

Comparisons, too, may be instituted, in which the poet,
without specially attacking the old religion, will indicate
the superiority of the new. The attributes of the new
Great Being may be forcibly illustrated, especially during
the time of transition, by contrast with the inferiority of
her various predecessors. All theological types are abso-
lute, indefinite, and immutable; consequently in none of
them has it been possible to combine to a satisfactory
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extent the attributes of goodness, wisdom, and power,
Nor can we conceive of their combination, except in a
Being whose existence is a matter of certainty, and who is
subject to invariable laws. The gods of Polytheism were
endowed with energy and sympathy, but possessed neither
dignity nor morality. They were superseded by the sub-
lime deity of Monotheism, who was sometimes represented
as inert and passionless, sometimes as impenetrable and
inflexible. But the new Supreme Being, having a real
existence, an existence relative and modifiable, admits of
being more distinctly conceived than the old; and the
influence of the conception will be equally strong and
far more elevating. Each one of us will recognise in it a
power superior to his own, a power on which the whole
destiny of his life depends, since the life of the individual
is in every respect subordinate to the evolution of the
race.. But the knowledge of this power has not the crush-
ing effect of the old conception of omnipotence. For every
great or good man will feel that his own life is an indis-
pensable element in the great organism. The supremacy
of Humanity is but the result of individual co-operation;
her power is not supreme, it is only superior to that of all
beings whom we know. Our love for her is tainted by no
degrading fears, yet it is always coupled with the most
sincere reverence. Perfection is in nowise claimed for
her; we study her natural defects with care, in order tcv
remedy them as far as possible. The love we bear to her
is a feeling as noble as it is strong; it calls for no degrad-
ing expressions of adulation, but it inspires us with unre-
mitting zeal for moral improvement. But these and other
advantages of the new religion, though they can be indi-
cated by the philosopher, need the poet to display them in
their full light The moral grandeur of man when freed
from the chimeras that oppress him, was foreseen by
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Gothe, and still more clearly by Byron. But, the work
of these men was one of destruction ; and their types could
only embody the spirit of revolt. Poetry must rise above the
negative stage in which, owing to the circumstances of the
time, their genius was arrested, and must embrace in the Posi-
tive spirit the system of sociological and other laws to which
human development is subject, before it can adequately
portray the new Man in his relation to the new God*

There is yet another way in which Art may organization
n v • ,1 u. • • • of festivals, re-

serve the cause 01 religion; tnat is, in organiz- presenting sta-
ing the festivals, whether private or public, of /
which, to a great extent, the worship of Hu- ° umam y"
manity will consist. For this purpose esthetic, talent is
far more required than scientific, the object in view being
to reveal the nature of the great Organism more clearly,
by presenting all aspects of its existence, static or dyna-
mic, in idealized forms.

These festivals, then, should be of two kinds, corres-
ponding to the two essential aspects of Humanity; the
first illustrating her existence, the second her action.
Thus we shall stimulate both the elements of true social
feeling; the love of Order, namely, and the love of Pro-
gress. In our static festivals social Order and the feeling
of Solidarity, will be illustrated; the dynamic festivals will
explain social Progress, and inspire the sense of historical
Continuity. Taken together, their periodic recurrence
will form a continuation of Positive education. They will
develope and confirm the principles instilled in youth.
But there will be nothing didactic in their form; since
it is of the essence of Art not to instruct otherwise than
by giving pleasure. Of course the regular recurrence of
these festivals will not prevent any modifications which
may be judged necessary to adapt them to special inci-
dents that may from time to time arise.
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The festivals representing Order will necessarily take
more abstract and austere forms than those of Progress.
It will be their object to represent the statical relations
by which the great Organism preserves its unity, and the
various aspects of its animating principle, Love, The
most universal and the most solemn of these festivals will
be the feast of Humanity, which will be held throughout
the "Wesc at the beginning of the new year, thus conse-
crating the only custom which still remains in general
use to relieve the prosaic dullness of modern. life. In
this feast, which celebrates the most comprehensive of all
unions, every branch of the human race will at some
future time participate. In the same month there might
be three festivals of a secondary order, representing the
minor degrees of association, the Nation, the Province,
and the Town. Giving the first month to the direct cele-
bration of the social tie, we might devote the first days of
the four succeeding months to the four principal domestic
relations, Connubial, Parental, Filial, and Fraternal. In
the sixth month, the honourable position of domestic servi-
tude would receive its due measure of respect.

These would be the static festivals; taken together they
would form a representation of the true theory of our
individual and social nature, together with the principles
of moral duty to which that theory gives rise. No direct
mention is made of the personal instincts, notwithstand-
ing their preponderance, because it is the main object
of Positive worship to bring them under the control of
the social instincts. Personal virtues are by no means
neglected in Positive education; but to make them the
objects of any special celebration, would only stimulate
egotistic feeling. Indirectly their value is recognised in
every part of our religious system, in the reaction which
they exercise upon our generous sympathies. Their omis-
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sion, therefore, implies no real deficiency in this ideal
portraiture of human faculties and duties. Again, no
special announcement of the subordination of Humanity
to the laws of the External World is needed. The con-
sciousness of this external power pervades every part of
the Positive system; it controls our desires, directs our
speculations, stimulates our actions. The simple fact of the
recurrence of our ceremonies at fixed periods, deter mined
by the Earth's motion, is enough to remind us of our inevit-
able subjection to the fatalities of the External World.

As the static festivals represent Morality, so the dynamic
festivals, those of Progress, will represent History. In
these the worship of Humanity assumes a more concrete
and animated form ; as it will consist principally in render-
ing honour to the noblest types of each phase of human
development. It is desirable, however, that each of the
more important phases should be represented in itself,
independently of the greatness of any individual belong-
ing to it. Of the months unoccupied by static festivals,
three might be given to the principal phases of the Past,
Fetichism, Polytheism, and Monotheism; and a fourth
to the celebration of the Future, the normal state to which
all these phases have been tending.

Forming thus the chain of historical succession, we may
consecrate each month to some one of the types who best
represent the various stages, I omit, however, some ex-
planations of detail given in the first edition of this Intro-
duction, written at a time when I had not made the
distinction between the abstract and concrete worship
sufficiently clear. A few months after its publication,
in 1848, the circumstances of the time induced me to
frame a complete system of commemoration applicable
to Western Europe, under the title of " Positivist Calen-
dar." Of this I shall speak more at length in the fourth
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volume of the present treatise. Its success has fully justified
me in anticipating this part of my subject. To it I now
refer the reader, recommending him to familiarize himself
with the provisional arrangement of the new Western year
then put forward and already adopted by most Positivists.

worship of But the practice need not be restricted to
commemora- names of European impor tance . I t is applica-
tion of their , -. . ., •, . ^ , . •,
service. ble in its degree to eacn separate province, and
even to private life. Catholicism offers two institutions
in which the religion of the family connects itself with
public worship in its most comprehensive sense. There
is a day appointed in Catholic countries in which all are
in the habit of visiting the tombs of those dear to them;
finding consolation for their grief by sharing it with
others. To this custom Positivists devote the last day of
the year. The working classes of Paris give every year
a noble proof that complete freedom of thought is in no
respect incompatible with worship of the dead, which in
their case is unconnected with any system. Again there
is the institution of baptismal names, which though little
thought of at present, will be maintained and improved
by Positivism. It is an admirable mode of impressing on
men the connection of private with public life, by furnish-
ing every one with a type for his own personal imitation.
Here the superiority of the new religion is very apparent;
since the choice of a name will not be limited to any time
or country. In this as in other cases, the absolute spirit
of Catholicism proved fatal to its prospects of becoming
universal.

These brief remarks will be enough to illustrate the two
classes of festivals instituted by Positivism. In every
week of the year some new aspect of Order or of Progress
will be held up to public veneration ; and in each the link
connecting public and private worship will be found in
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the adoration of Woman. In this esthetic side of Positive
religion everything tends to strengthen its fundamental
principle of Love. All the resources of Poetry, and of
the other arts of sound and form, will be involved to give
full and regular expression to it. The dominant feeling
is always that of deep reverence proceeding from sincere
acknowledgment of benefits received. Our worship will
be alike free from mysticism and from affectation. While
striving to surpass our ancestors, we shall yet render due
honour to all their services and look with respect upon
their systems of life. Influenced no longer by chimeras
which though comforting to former times are now degrad-
ing, we have now no obstacle to becoming as far as
possible incorporate with the Great Being whom we wor-
ship. By commemoration of past services we strengthen
the desire inherent in all of us to prolong our existence in
the only way which is really in our power. The fact that
all human affairs are subject to one fundamental law, as
soon as it becomes familiarly known, enables and encour-
ages each one of us to live in a true sense in the Past and
even in the Future ; as those cannot do who attribute the
events of life to the agency of an arbitrary and impenetra-
ble Will. The praise given to our predecessors will sti-
mulate a noble rivalry; inspiring all with the desire
to become themselves incorporate into this mighty Being
whose life endures through all time, and who is formed of
the dead far more than the living. When the system of
Commemoration is fully developed, no worthy co-operator
will be excluded, however humble his sphere; whether
limited to his family or town, or extending to his country
or to the whole West. The education of Positivists will
soon convince them that such recompense for honourable
conduct is ample compensation for the imaginary hopes
which inspired their predecessors.
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To live in others is, in the truest sense of the word, life.
Indeed the best part of our own life is passed thus. As
yet this truth has not been grasped firmly, because the
social point of view has never yet been brought systema-
tically before us. But the religion of Humanity, by giving
an esthetic form to the Positivist synthesis, will make it
intelligible to minds of every class: and will enable us to
enjoy the untold charm springing from the sympathies of
union and of continuity when allowed free play. To pro-
long our life indefinitely in the Past and Future, so as to
make it more perfect in the Present, is abundant compen-
sation for the illusions of our youth which have now passed
away for ever. Science which deprived us of these ima-
ginary comforts, itself in its maturity supplies the solid
basis for consolation of a kind unknown before; the hope
of becoming incorporate into the Great Being whose static
and dynamic laws it has revealed. On this firm founda-
tion Poetry raises the structure of public and private
worship; and thus all are made active partakers of this
universal life, which minds still fettered by theology can-
not understand. Thus Imagination, while accepting the
guidance of Reason, will exercise a far more efficient and
extensive influence than in the days of Polytheism. For
the priests of Humanity the sole purpose of Science is to
prepare the field for Art, whether esthetic or industrial.
This object once attained, poetic study or composition will
form the chief occupation of our speculative faculties.
The poet is now called to his true mission, which is to give
beauty and grandeur to human life, by inspiring a deeper
sense of our relation to Humanity. Poetry will form the
basis of the ceremonies in which the new priesthood will
solemnise more efficiently than the old, the most impor-
tant events of private life: especially Birth, Marrriage,
and Death ; so as to impress the family as well as
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the state with the sense of this relation. Forced as we are
henceforth to concentrate all our hopes and efforts upon the
real life around us, we shall feel more strongly than ever
that all the powers of Imagination as well as those of Rea-
son, Feeling, and Activity, are required in its service.

Poetry once raised to its proper place, the A11 the art8

arts of sound and form, which render in a more Sa?he"service
vivid way the subjects which Poetry has sug- of relisi011-
gested, will soon follow. Their sphere, like that of Poetry,
will be the celebration of Humanity ; an exhaustless field,
leaving no cause to regret the chimeras which, in the pre-
sent empirical condition of these arts, are still considered
indispensable. Music in modern times has been limited
almost entirely to the expression of individual emotions.
Its full power has never been felt in public life, except in
the solitary instance of the Marseillaise, in which the whole
spirit of our great Revolution stands recorded. But in
the worship of Humanity, based as it is on Positive edu-
cation, and animated by the spirit of poetry, Music, as
the most social of the special arts, will aid in the repre-
sentation of the attributes and destinies of Humanity, and
in the glorification of great historical types. Painting
and Sculpture will have the same object; they will enable
us to realise the conception of Humanity with greater
clearness and precision than would be possible for Poetry,
even with the aid of Music. The beautiful attempts of
the artists of the sixteenth century, men who had very
little theological belief, to embody the Christian idc al of
Woman, may be regarded as an unconscious prelude to
the representation of Humanity, in the form which of all
others is most suitable. Under the impulse of these feel-
ings, the sculptor will overcome the technical difficulties
of representing figures in groups, and will adopt such sub-
jects by preference. Hitherto this has only been effected

24
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in bas-reliefs, works which stand midway between paint-
ing and sculpture. There are, however, some splendid
exceptions from which we can imagine the scope and
grandeur of the latter art, when raised to its true posi-
tion. Statuesque groups, whether the figures are joined
or, as is preferable, separate, will enable the sculptor to
undertake many great subjects from which he has been
hitherto debarred.

In Architecture the influence of Positivism will be felt
less rapidly; but ultimately, this art, like the rest, will
be made available for the new religion. The buildings
erected for the service of God may for a time suffice for
the worshijD of Humanity, in the same way that Christian
worship was carried on at first in Pagan temples as they
were gradually vacated. But ultimately buildings will be
required more specially adapted to a religion in which all
the functions connected with education and worship are
so entirely different. What these buildings will be it
would be useless at present to enquire. It is less easy to
foresee the Positivist ideal in Architecture than in other
arts. And it must remain uncertain until the new prin-
ciples of education have been generally spread, and until
the Positive religion, having received all the aid that
Poetry, Music, and the arts of Form can give, has become
the accepted faith of Western Europe. When the more
advanced nations are heartily engaged in the cause, the
true temples of Humanity will soon arise. By that time
mental and moral regeneration will have advanced far
enough to commence the reconstruction of all political
institutions. Until then the new religion will avail itself
of Christian churches as these gradually become vacant.

Positivism is Art, then, as well as Science, partakes in the
of christianTtyr, regenerating influence which Positivism derives
an surpasses £rom fa synthetic principle of Love. Both are
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called to their proper functions, the one to contemplate,
the other to glorify, Humanity, in order that we may love
and serve her more perfectly. Yet while the intellect is
thus made the servant of the heart, far from being weak-
ened by this subordinate position, it finds in it an ex-
haustless field, in which the value of its labours is amply
recognised. Each of its faculties is called directly into
play, and is supplied with its appropriate employment.
Poetry institutes the forms of the worship of Humanity;
Science supplies the principles on which those forms are
framed, by connecting them with the laws of the external
world. Imagination, while ceasing to usurp the place of
Reason, yet enhances rather than diminishes its original
influence, which the new philosophy shows to be as bene-
ficial as it is natural. And thus human life at last attains
that state of perfect harmony which has been so long
sought for in vain, and which consists in the direction
of all our faculties to one common purpose under the
supremacy of Affection. At the same time all former
efforts of Imagination and Reason, even when they clashed
with each other, are fully appreciated; because we see
that they developed our powers, that they taught us the
conditions of their equilibrium, and made it manifest that
nothing but that equilibrium was wanting to allow them
to work together for our welfare. Above all do we recog-
nise the immense value of the mediaeval attempt to form
a complete synthesis, although, notwithstanding all the
results of Greek and Roman civilization, the time was not
yet ripe for it. To renew that attempt upon a sounder
basis, and with surer prospects of success, is the object
of those who found the religion of Humanity. Widely
different as are their circumstances and the means they
employ, they desire to regard themselves as the successors
of the great men who conducted the progressive move-
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ment of Catholicism. For those alone are worthy to be
called successors, who continue or carry into effect the
undertakings which former times have left unfinished;
the title is utterly unmerited by blind followers of obso-
lete dogmas, which have long ceased to bear any relation
to their original purpose, and which their very authors,
if now living, would disavow.

But while bearing in mind our debt to Catholicism, we
need not omit to recognise how largely Positivism gains
by comparison with it. Full justice will be done to the
aims of Catholicism, and to the excellence of its results.
But the whole effect of Positivist worship will be to make
men feel clearly how far superior in every respect is the
synthesis founded on the Love of Humanity to that founded
on the Love of God.

Christianity satisfied no part of our nature fully, except
the affections. It rejected Imagination, it shrank from
Reason; and therefore its power was always contested, and
could not last. Even in its own sphere of affection, its
principles never lent themselves to that social direction
which the Catholic priesthood, with such remarkable per-
sistency, endeavoured to give to them. The aim which
it set before men, being unreal and personal, was ill-suited
to a life of reality and of social sympathy. It is true that
the universality of this supreme affection was indirectly a
bond of union ; but only when it was not at variance with
true social feeling. And from the nature of the system,
opposition between these two principles was the rule, and
harmony the exception; since the Love of God, even as
viewed by the best Catholic types, required in almost
all cases the abandonment of every other passion. The
moral value of such a synthesis consisted solely in the
discipline which it established; discipline of whatever
kind being preferable to anarchy, which would have given
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free scope to all the lowest propensities. But notwithstand-
ing all the tender feeling of the best mystics, the affec-
tion which to them was supreme admitted of no real reci-
procity. Moreover, the stupendous nature of the rewards
and penalties by which every precept in this arbitrary
system was enforced, tended to weaken the character and
to taint our noblest impulses. The essential merit of the
system was that it was the first attempt to exercise syste-
matic control over our moral nature. The discipline of
Polytheism was usually confined to actions: sometimes it
extended to habits; but it never touched the affections
from which both habits and actions spring. Christianity
took the best means of effecting its purpose that were then
available; but it was not successful, except so far as it
gave indirect encouragement to our higher feelings. And
so vague and absolute were its principles, that even this
would have been impossible, but for the wisdom of the
priesthood, who for a long time saved society from the
dangers incident to so arbitrary a system. But at the
close of the Middle Ages, when the priesthood became
retrograde, and lost at once their morality and their
freedom, the doctrine was left to its own impotence, and
rapidly degenerated till it became a chronic source of
degradation and of discord.

But the synthesis based upon Love of Humanity has
too deep a foundation in Positive truth to be liable to
similar decline; and its influence cannot but increase so
long as the progress of our race endures. The Great
Being, who is its object, tolerates the most searching en-
quiry, and yet does not restrict the scope of Imagination.
The laws which regulate her existence are now known to
us; and the more deeply her nature is investigated, the
stronger is our consciousness of her reality and of the
greatness of her benefits. The thought of her stimulates
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all the powers of Imagination, and thus enables us to
participate in a measure in the universality of her life,
throughout the whole extent of Time and Space of which
we Jiave any real knowledge. All our intellectual results,
whether in art or science, are alike co-ordinated by the
religion of Humanity; for it furnishes the sole bond of
connection by which permanent harmony can be estab-
lished between our thoughts and our feelings. It is the
only system which without artifice and without arbitrary
restriction, can establish the preponderance of Affection
over Thought and Action. It sets forth social feeling as
the first principle of morality; without ignoring the na-
tural superiority in strength of the personal instincts. To
live for others it holds to be the highest happiness. To
become incorporate with Humanity, to sympathize with
all her former phases, to foresee her destinies in the future,
and to do what lies in us to forward them; this is what
it puts before us as the constant aim of life. Self-love in
the Positive system is regarded as the great infirmity of
our nature : an infirmity which unremitting discipline on
the part of each individual and of society may materially
palliate, but will never radically cure. The degree to
which this mastery over our own nature is attained is the
truest standard of individual or social progress, since it
has the closest relation to the existence of the Great Being,
and to the happiness of the elements that compose it.

Inspired as it is by sincere gratitude, which increases
the more carefully the grounds for it are examined, the
worship of Humanity raises Prayer for the first time above
the degrading influence of self-interest. We pray to the
Supreme Being; but only to express our deep thankful-
ness for her present and past benefits, which are an earnest
of still greater blessings in the future. Doubtless it is
a fact of human nature, that habitual expression of such
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feelings reacts beneficially on our moral nature; and so
far we, too, find in Prayer a noble recompense. But it
is one that can suggest to us no selfish thoughts, since
it cannot come at all unless it come spontaneously. Our
highest happiness consists in Love; and we know that
more than any other feeling Love may be strengthened
by exercise; that alone of all feelings it admits of, and
increases with, simultaneous expansion in all. Humanity
will become more familiar to us than the old gods were to
the Polytheists, yet without the loss of dignity which, in
their case, resulted from familiarity. Her nature has in
it nothing arbitrary, yet she co-operates with us in the
worship that we render, since in honouring her we receive
back " grace for grace." Homage accepted by the Deity,
of former times laid him open to the charge of puerile
vanity. But the new Deity will accept praise only where
it is deserved, and will derive from it equal benefit with
ourselves. This perfect reciprocity of affection and of
influence is peculiar to Positive religion, because in it
alone the object of worship is a Being whose nature is
relative, modifiable, and perfectible; a Being of whom her
own worshippers form a part, and the laws of whose exist-
ence, being more clearly known than theirs, allow her
desires and her tendencies to be more distinctly foreseen.

The morality of Positive religion combines superiority
•n j i i j. n i 'i_-\ of Positive mo-

all the advantages ot spontaneousness with, rauty.
those of demonstration. It is so thoroughly human in
all its parts, as to preclude all the subterfuges by which
repentance for transgression is so often stifled or evaded.
By pointing out distinctly the way in which each indi-
vidual action reacts upon society, it forces us to judge our
own conduct without lowering our standard. Some might
think it too gentle, and not sufficiently vigorous; yet the
love by which it is inspired is no passive feeling, but a
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principle which strongly stimulates our energies to the
fall extent compatible with the attainment of that highest
good to which it is ever tending. Accepting the truths
of science, it teaches that we must look to our own unre-
mitting activity for the only providence by which the
rigour of our destiny can be alleviated. We know well
that the great Organism, superior though it be to all
beings known to us, is yet under the dominion of inscrut-
able laws, and is in no respect either absolutely perfect or
absolutely secure from danger. Every condition of our
existence, whether those of the external world or those of
our own nature, might at some time be compromised.
Even cur moral and intellectual faculties, on which our
highest interests depend, are no exception to this truth.
Such contingencies are always possible, and yet they are
•BLot to prevent us from living nobly ; they must not lessen
OUT love, our thought, or our efforts for Humanity; they
must not overwhelm us with anxiety, nor urge us to use-
less complaint. But the very principles which demand
this high standard of courage and resignation, are them-
selves well calculated to maintain it. For by making us
fully conscious of the greatness of man, and by setting us
free from the degrading influences of fear, they inspire us
with keen interest in our efforts, inadequate though they
be, against the pressure of fatalities which are not always
beyond our power to modify. And thus the reaction of
these fatalities upon our character is turned at last to a
most beneficial use. It prevents alike overweening anxiety
for our own interests and dull indifference to them;
whereas, in theological and metaphysical systems, even
when inculcating self-denial, there is always a dangerous
tendency to concentrate thought on personal considera-
tions. Dignified resignation to e'vils which cannot be
resisted, wise and energetic action where modification of
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them is possible; such is the moral standard which Posi-
tivism puts forward for individuals and for society.

Catholicism, notwithstanding the radical defects of its
doctrine, has unconsciously been influenced by the modern
spirit; and at the close of the Middle Ages was tending in
a direction similar to that here described, although its
principles were inconsistent with any formal recognition of
it. It is only in the countries that have been preserved
from Protestantism that any traces are left of these faint
efforts of the priesthood to rise above their own theories.
The Catholic God would gradually change into a feeble
and imperfect representation of Humanity, were not the
clergy so degraded socially as to be unable to participate
in the spontaneous feelings of the community. It is a
tendency too slightly marked to lead to any important
result; yet it is a striking proof of the new direction
which men's minds and hearts are unconsciously taking
in countries which are often supposed to be altogether
left behind in the march of modern thought. The clearest
indication of it is in their acceptance of the worship of
Woman, which is the first step towards the worship of
Humanity. Since the twelfth century, the influence of
the Virgin, especially in Spain and Italy, has been con-
stantly on the increase. The priesthood have often pro-
tested against it, but without effect; and sometimes they
have found it necessary to sanction it, for the sake of
preserving their authority. The special and privileged
adoration which this beautiful creation of Poetry has re-
ceived, could not but produce a marked change in the
spirit of Catholicism. It may serve as a competing link
between the religion of our ancestors and that of our
descendants, the Yirgin becoming gradually regarded as
a personification of Humanity. Little, however, will be
done in this direction by the established priesthood,
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whether in Italy or Spain. We must look to the purer
agency of women, who will be the means of introducing
Positivism among our Southern brethren.

All the points, then, in which the morality of Positive
science excels the morality of revealed religion are summed
up in the substitution of Love of Humanity for Love of
God. It is a principle as adverse to metaphysics as to
theology, since it excludes all personal considerations, and
places happiness, whether for the individual or for society,
in constant exercise of kindly feeling. To love Humanity
may be truly said to constitute the whole duty of Man;
provided it be clearly understood what such love really
implies, and what are the conditions required for main-
taining it. The victory of Social Feeling over our innate
Self-love is rendered possible only by a slow and difficult
training of the heart, in which the intellect must co-
operate. The most important part of this train ing con-
sists in the mutual love of Man and Woman, with all other
family affections which precede and follow it. But every
aspect of morality, even the personal virtues, are included
in love of Humanity. It furnishes the best measure of
their relative importance, and the surest method for laying
down incontestable rules of conduct. And thus we find
the principles of systematic morality to be identical with
those of spontaneous morality, a result which renders
Positive doctrine equally accessible to all.

Science, therefore, Poetry, and Morality,
Rise of the . , , , . , , _ « J 9

new spiritual will alike be regenerated by the new re-
power. T • 1 - n T . i /»

ligion, and will ultimately form one harmoni-
ous whole, on which the destinies of Man will hence-
forth rest. With women, to whom the first germs of
spiritual power are due, this consecration of the rational
and imaginative faculties to the source of feeling has
always existed spontaneously. But to realise it in social
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life it must be brought forward in a systematic form as
part of a general doctrine. This is what the mediaeval
system attempted upon the basis of Monotheism. A moral
power arose composed of the two elements essential to
such a power, the sympathetic influence of women in the
family, the systematic influence of the priesthood on pub-
lic life. As a preliminary attempt the Catholic system
was most beneficial; but it could not last, because the
synthesis on which it rested was imperfect and unstable.
The Catholic doctrine and worship addressed themselves
exclusively to our emotional nature, and even from the
moral point of view their principles were uncertain and
arbitrary. The field of intellect, whether in art or science,
as well as that of practical life, would have been left
almost untouched but for the personal character of the
priests. But with the loss of their political independence,
which had been always in danger from the military ten-
dencies of the time, the priesthood rapidly degenerated.
The system was in fact premature ; and even before the
industrial era of modern times had set in, the esthetic and
metaphysical growth of the times had already gone too
far for its feeble power of control; and it then became as
hostile to progress as it had formerly been favourable to
it. Moral qualities without intellectual superiority are
not enough for a true spiritual power ; they will not
enable it to modify to any appreciable extent the strong
preponderance of material considerations. Consequently
it is the primary condition of social reorganization to put
an end to the state of utter revolt which the intellect main-
tains against the heart; a state which has existed ever
since the close of the Middle Ages, and the source of
which may be traced as far back as the Greek Metaphy-
sicians. Positivism has at last overcome the immense
difficulties of this task. Its solution consists in the founda-
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tion of social science on the basis of the preliminary
sciences, so that at last there is unity of method in our
conceptions. Our active faculties have always been guided
by the Positive spirit: and by its extension to the sphere
of Feeling, a complete synthesis, alike spontaneous and
systematic in its nature, is constructed ; and every part of
our nature is brought under the regenerating influence of
the worship of Humanity. Thus a new spiritual power
will arise, complete and homogeneous in structure; co-
herent and at the same time progressive; and better cal-
culated than Catholicism to engage the support of women
which is so necessary to its efficient action on society.

Temporal Were it not for the material necessities of
w°â srbeWnedsI human life, nothing further would be required
sary, but its n . . . n .-. • •, i i

action will be for its guidance than a spiritual power, such as
Se spiritual/ is here described. We should have in that
case no need for any laborious exertion ; and universal
benevolence would be looked upon as the sovereign good,
and would become the direct object of all our efforts. All
that would be necessary would be to call our reasoning
powers, and still more, our imagination into play, in order
to keep this object constantly in view. Purely fictitious
as such an hypothesis may be, it is yet an ideal limit, to
which our actual life should be more and more nearly ap-
proximated. As an Utopia, it is a fit subject for the
poet: and in his hands it will supply the new religion
with resources far superior to any that Christianity derived
from vague and unreal pictures of future bliss. In it we
may carry out a more perfect social classification, in which
men may be ranked by moral and intellectual merit, irre-
spectively of wealth or position. For the only standard
by which in such a state men could be tried would be their
capacity to love and to please Humanity.

Such a standard will of course never be practically
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accepted, and indeed the classification in question would be
impossible to effect: yet it should always be present to
our minds ; and should be contrasted dispassionately with
the actual arrangements of social rank, with which power,
even where accidentally acquired, has more to do than
wealth. The priests of Humanity with the assistance of
women will avail themselves largely of this contrast in
modifying the existing order. Positivist education will
fully explain its moral validity, and in our religious ser-
vices appeal will frequently be made to it. Although an
ideal abstraction, yet being based on reality, except so far
as the necessities of daily life are concerned, it will be far
more efficacious than the vague and uncertain classifica-
tion founded on the theological doctrine of a future state.
When society learns to admit no other Providence than
its own, it will go so far in adopting this ideal classifica-
tion as to produce a strong effect on the classes who are
the best aware of its impracticability. But those who
press this contrast must be careful always to respect the
natural laws which regulate the distribution of wealth
and rank. They have a definite social function, and that
function is not to be destroyed, but to be improved and
regulated. In order, therefore, to reconcile these con-
ditions, we must limit our ideal classification to indivi-
duals, leaving the actual subordination of office and posi-
tion unaffected. Well-marked personal superiority is not
very common, and society would be wasting its powers in
useless and interminable controversy if it undertook to
give each function to its best organ, thus dispossessing the
former functionary without taking into account the con-
ditions of practical experience. Even in the spiritual
hierarchy, where it is easier to judge of merit, such a course
would be utterly subversive of discipline. But there
would be no political danger, and morally there would
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be great advantage, in pointing out all remarkable cases
which illustrate the difference between the order of rank
and the order of merit. Respect may be shown to the
noblest without compromising the authority of the strong-
est. St. Bernard was esteemed more highly than any of
the Popes of his time; yet he remained in the humble
position of an abbot, and never failed to show the most
perfect deference for the higher functionaries of the
Church. A still more striking example was furnished
by St. Paul in recognizing the official superiority of St.
Peter, of whose moral and mental inferiority to himself
he must have been well aware. All organized corpora-
tions, civil or military, can show instances on a less im-
portant scale where the abstract order of merit has been
adopted consistently with the concrete order of rank.
Where this is the case the two may be contrasted with-
out any subversive consequences. The contrast will be
morally beneficial to all classes, at the same time that it
proves the imperfection to which so complicated an organ-
ism as human society must be ever liable.

Thus the religion of Humanity creates an intellectual
and moral power, which, could human life be freed from
the pressure of material wants, would suffice for its guid-
ance. Imperfect as our nature assuredly is, yet social
sympathy has an intrinsic charm which would make it
paramount, but for the imperious necessities by which the
instincts of self-preservation are stimulated. So urgent
are they, that the greater part of life is necessarily occu-
pied with actions of a self-regarding kind, before which
Eeason, Imagination, and even Feeling, have to give
way. Consequently this moral power, which seems so well
adapted for the direction of society, must only attempt to
act as a modifying influence. Its sympathetic element, in
other words, women, accept this necessity without diffi-
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culty; for true affection always takes the right course of
action, as soon as it is clearly indicated. But the intellect
is far more unwilling to take-a subordinate position. Its
rash ambition is far more unsettling to the world than the
ambition of rank and wealth, against which it so often
inveighs. It is the hardest of social problems to regulate
the exercise of the intellectual powers, while securing
them their due measure of influence; the object being that
theoretical power should be able really to modify, and yet
should never be permitted to govern. For the nations of
antiquity this problem was insoluble; with them the in-
tellect was always either a tyrant or a slave. The solution
was attempted in the Middle Ages; but without success,
owing to the military and theological character of the
times. Positivism relies for solving it on the reality
which is one of its principal features, and on the fact that
Society has now entered on its industrial phase. Based
on accurate inquiry into the past and future destinies of
man, its aim is so to regenerate our political action, as to
transform it ultimately into a practical worship of Hu-
manity ; Morality being the worship rendered by the affec-
tions, Science and Poetry that rendered by the intellect.
Such is the principal mission of the Occidental priesthood,
a mission in which women and the working classes will
actively co-operate.

The most important object of this regene- substitution
. . -r? . °f duties for

rated polity will be the substitution of Duties rights.
for Rights; thus subordinating personal to social considera-
tions. The word Right should be excluded from political
language, as the word Cause from the language of philoso-
phy. Both are theological and metaphysical conceptions ;
and the former is as immoral and subversive as the latter
is unmeaning and sophistical. Both are alike incompa-
tible with the final state; and their value during the
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revolutionary period of modern history has simply con-
sisted in their solvent action upon previous systems.
Eights, in the strict sense of the word, are possible only
so long as power is considered as emanating from a super-
human will. Rights, under all theological systems, were
divine; but in their opposition to theocracy, the meta-
physicians of the last five centuries introduced what they
called the rights of Man; a conception, the value of which
consisted simply in its destructive effects. Whenever it
has been taken as the basis of a constructive policy, its
anti-social character, and its tendency to strengthen indi-
vidualism have always been apparent. In the Positive
state, where no supernatural claims are admissible, the
idea of Bight will entirely disappear. Every one has
duties, duties towards all;, but Rights in the ordinary
sense can be claimed by none. Whatever security the
individual may require is found in the general acknow-
ledgement of reciprocal obligations; and this gives a
moral equivalent for rights as hitherto claimed, without
the serious political dangers which they involved. In
other words, no one has in any case any Right but that of
doing his Duty. The adoption of this principle is the one
way of realising the grand ideal of the Middle Ages, the
subordination of Politics to Morals. In those times, how-
ever, the vast bearings of the question were but very
imperfectly apprehended; its solution is incompatible
with every form of theology, and is only to be found
in Positivism.

The solution consists in regarding our political and social
action as the service of Humanity. Its object should be
to assist by conscious effort all functions, whether relating
to Order or to Progress, which Humanity has hitherto
performed spontaneously. This is the ultimate object of
Positive religion. Without it all other aspects of that
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religion would be inadequate, and would soon cease to
have any value. True affection does not stop short at
desire for good; it strains every effort to attain it. The
elevation of soul arising from the act of contemplating
and adoring Humanity is not the sole object of religious
worship. Above and beyond this there is the motive of
becoming better able to serve Humanity; unceasing action
on our part being necessary for her preservation and de-
velopment. This indeed is the most distinctive feature of
Positive religion. The Supreme Being of former times
had really little need of human services. The consequence
was, that with all theological believers, and with mono-
theists especially, devotion always tends to degenerate into
quietism. The danger could only be obviated when the
priesthood had sufficient wisdom to take advantage of the
vagueness of these theories, and to draw from them mo-
tives for practical exertion. Nothing could be done in
this direction unless the priesthood retained their social
independence. As soon as this was taken from them by
the usurpation of the temporal power, the more sincere
amongst Catholics lapsed into the quietistic spirit which
for a long time had been kept in check. In Positivism,
on the contrary, the doctrine itself, irrespective of the
character of its teachers, is a direct and continuous incen-
tive to exertion of every kind. The reason for this is to
be found in the relative and dependent nature of our
Supreme Being, of whom her own worshippers form a
part.

In this, which is the essential service of Consensus of
the social or-. . . .

Humanity, and which infuses a religious spirit
into every act of life, the feature most prominent is co-
operation of effort; co-operation on so vast a scale that less
complicated organisms have nothing to compare with it.
The consensus of the social organism extends to Time as

25
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well as Space. Hence the two distinct aspects of social
sympathy: the feeling of Solidarity, or union with the
Present; and of Continuity, or union with the Past.
Careful investigation of any social phenomenon, whether
relating to Order or to Progress, always proves conver-
gence, direct or indirect, of all contemporaries and of all
former generations, within certain geographical and chro-
nological limits; and those limits recede as the develop-
ment of Humanity advances. In our thoughts and feel-
ings such convergence is unquestionable ; and it should be
still more evident in our actions, the efficacy of which
depends on co-operation to a still greater degree. Here
we feel how false as well as immoral is the notion of Right,
a word which, as commonly used, implies absolute indi-
viduality. The only principle on which Politics can be
subordinated to Morals is, that individuals should be re-
garded, not as so many distinct beings, but as organs of
one Supreme Being. Indeed, in all settled states of
society, the individual has always been considered as a
public functionary, filling more or less efficiently a definite
post, whether formally appointed to it or not. So funda-
mental a principle has ever been recognised instinctively
up to the period of revolutionary transition, which is now
at length coining to an end; a period in which the obstruc-
tive and corrupt character of organized society roused a
spirit of anarchy which, though at first favourable to pro-
gress, has now become an obstacle to it. Positivism, how-
ever, will place this principle beyond reach of attack, by
giving a systematic demonstration of it, based on the sum
of our scientific knowledge,
continuity of And this demonstration will be the intellec-

the past with , , i • i i i -,

the present. tual Jbasis on wnicn the moral authority of the
new priesthood will rest. What they have to do is to
show the dependence of each important question, as it
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arises, upon social co-operation, and by this means to indi-
cate the right path of duty. For this purpose all their
scientific knowledge and esthetic power will be needed,
otherwise social feeling could never be developed suffi-
ciently to produce any strong effect upon conduct. It
would never, that is, go further than the feeling of mere
solidarity with the Present, which is only its incipient
and rudimentary form. We see this unfortunate narrow-
ness of view too often in the best socialists, who, leaving
the Present without roots in the Past, would carry us
headlong towards a Future, of which they have no defi-
nite conception. In all social phenomena, and especially
in those of modern times, the participation of our prede-
cessors is greater than that of our contemporaries. This
truth is especially apparent in industrial undertakings,
for which the combination of efforts required is so vast.
It is our filiation with the Past, even more than our con-
nection with the Present, which teaches us that the only
real life is the collective life of the race; that individual
life has no existence except as an abstraction. Continuity
is the feature which distinguishes our race from all others.
Many of the lower races are able to form a union among
their living members; but it was reserved for Man to con-
ceive and realize co-operation of successive generations,
the source to which the gradual growth of civilization
is to be traced. Social sympathy is a barren and imper-
fect feeling, and indeed it is a cause of disturbance, so
long as it extends no further than the present time. It
is a disregard for historical Continuity which induces that
mistaken antipathy to all forms of inheritance which is
now so common. Scientific study of history would soon
convince those of our socialist writers who are sincere of
their radical error in this respect. If they were more
familiar with the collective inheritance of society, the
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value of which no one can seriously dispute, they would
feel less objection to inheritance in its application to
individuals or families. Practical experience, moreover,
bringing them into contact with the facts of the case, will
gradually show them that without the sense of continuity
with the Past they cannot really understand their solid-
arity with the Present. For, in the first place, each indi-
vidual in the course of his growth passes spontaneously
through phases corresponding in a great measure to those
of our historical development; and therefore, without
some knowledge of the history of society, he cannot
understand the history of his own life. Again, each of
these successive phases may be found amongst the less
advanced nations who do not as yet share in the general
progress of Humanity; so that we cannot properly sym-
pathize with these nations, if we ignore the successive
stages of development in Western Europe. The nobler
socialists and communists, those especially who belong to
the working classes, will soon be alive to the error and
danger of these inconsistencies, and will supply this defi-
ciency in their education, which at present vitiates their
efforts. With women, the purest and most spontaneous
element of the moderating power, the priests of Humanity
will find it less difficult to introduce the broad principles
of historical science. They are more inclined than any
other class to recognise our continuity with the Past, being
themselves its original source.

Necessity of Without a scientific basis, therefore, a basis
power to study which must itself rest on the whole sum of
and teach these T> -. . . . .

truths, and Jrositive speculation, it is impossible for our
menbypersua- social sympathies to develop themselves fullv
sion, instead of , . , , , ,T ^ -. J

by compulsion, so as to extend not to me Present only, but
also and still more strongly to the Past. And this is the
first motive, a motive founded alike on moral and on intel-
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lectual considerations, for the separation of temporal from
spiritual power in the final organization of society. The
more vigorously we concentrate our efforts upon social pro-
gress, the more clearly shall we feel the impossibility of
modifying social phenomena without knowledge of the
laws that regulate them. This involves the existence of
an intellectual class specially devoted to the study of social
phenomena. Such a class will be invested with the con-
sultative authority for which their knowledge qualifies
them, and also with the function of teaching necessary for
the diffusion of their principles. In the minor arts of life
it is generally recognised that principles should be inves-
tigated and taught by thinkers who are not concerned
in applying them. In the art of Social Life, so far more
difficult and important than any other, the separation of
theory from practice is of far greater moment. The wis-
dom of such a course is obvious, and all opposition to it
will be overcome, as soon as it becomes generally recog-
nised that social phenomena are subject to invariable laws;
laws of so complicated a character and so dependent upon
other sciences as to make it doubly necessary that minds
of the highest order should be specially devoted to their
interpretation.

But there is another aspect of the question of not less
importance in sound polity. Separation of temporal from
spiritual power is as necessary for free individual.activity
as for social co-operation. Humanity is characterised by
the independence as well as. by the convergence of the
individuals or families of which she is composed. The
latter condition, convergence, is that which secures.Order;
but the former is no less essential to Progress. Both are
alike urgent: yet in ancient times they were incompati-
ble, for the reason that spiritual and temporal power were
always in. the same, hands ; in the hands of the priests in
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some cases, at other times in those of the military chief.
As long as the State held together, the independence of
the individual was habitually sacrificed to the convergence
of the body politic. This explains why the conception
of Progress never arose, even in the minds of the most
visionary schemers. The two conditions were irreconcile-
able until the Middle Ages, when a remarkable attempt
was made to separate the modifying power from the
governing power, and so to make Politics subordinate to
Morals. Co-operation of efforts was now placed on a
different footing. It was the result of free assent ren-
dered by the heart and understanding to a religious sys-
tem which laid down general rules of conduct, in which
nothing was arbitrary, and which were applied to gover-
nors as strictly as to their subjects. The consequence
was that Catholicism, notwithstanding its extreme defects
.intellectually and socially, produced moral and political
results of very great value. Chivalry arose, a type of life,
in which the most vigorous independence was combined
with the most intense devotion to a common cause. Every
class in Western Society was elevated by this union of
personal dignity with universal brotherhood. So well is
human nature adapted for this combination, that it arose
under the first religious system of which the principles
were not incompatible with it. With the necessary decay
of that religion, it became seriously impaired, but yet was
preserved instinctively, especially in countries preserved
from Protestantism. By it the mediaeval system prepared
the way for the conception of Humanity ; since it put an
end to the fatal opposition in which the two characteristic
attributes of Humanity, independence and co-operation,
had hitherto existed. Catholicism brought unity into
theological religion, and by doing so, led to its decline;
but it paved the way long beforehand for the more com-
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plete and more real principle of unity, on which human
society will be finally organised.

But meritorious and useful as this premature attempt
was, it was no real solution of the problem. The spirit
and temper of the period were not ripe for any definite
solution. Theological belief and military life were alike
inconsistent with any permanent separation of theoretical
and practical powers. It was maintained only for a few
centuries precariously and inadequately, by a sort of na-
tural balance or rather oscillation between imperialism
and theocracy. But the Positive spirit and the industrial
character of modern times tend naturally to this division
of power; and when it is consciously recognised as a
principle, the difficulty of reconciling co-operation with
independence will exist no longer. For in the first place,
the rules to which human conduct will be subjected, will
rest, as in Catholic times, but to a still higher degree, upon
persuasion and conviction, instead of compulsion. Again,
the fact of the new faith being always susceptible of de-
monstration, renders the spiritual system based on it more
elevating as well as more durable. The rules of Catholic
morality were only saved from being arbitrary by the
introduction of a supernatural Will as a substitute for
mere human authority. The plan had undoubtedly many
advantages; but liberty in the true sense was not secured
by it, since the rules remained as before without explana-
tion ; it was only their source that was changed. Still less
successful was the subsequent attempt of metaphysicians
to prove that submission to government was the founda-
tion of virtue. It was only a return to the old system' of
arbitrary wills, stripped of the theocratic sanction to which
all its claims to respect and its freedom from caprice had
been due. The only way to reconcile independence with
social union, and thereby to reach true liberty, lies in
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obedience to the objective laws of the world and of human
nature ; clearing these as far as possible of all that is sub-
jective, and thus rendering them amenable to scientific
demonstration. Of such immense consequence to society
will it be to extend the scientific method to the complex
and important phenomena of human nature. Man will
no longer be the slave of man; he yields only to ex-
ternal Law; and to this those who demonstrate it to him
are as submissive as himself. In such obedience there
can be no degradation even where the laws are inflexible.
But, as Positivism shows us, in most cases they are modi-
fiable, and this especially in the case of our mental and
moral constitution. Consequently our obedience is here
no longer passive obedience : it implies the devotion of
every faculty of our nature to the improvement of a world
of which we are in a true sense masters. The natural
laws to which we owe submission furnish the basis for our
intervention; they direct our efforts and give stability to
our purpose. The more perfectly they are known, the
more free will our conduct become from arbitrary com-
mand or servile obedience. True, our knowledge of these
laws will very seldom attain such precision as to enable
us to do altogether without compulsory authority. When
the intellect is inadequate, the heart must take its place.
There are certain rules of life for which it is difficult to
assign the exact ground, and where affection must assist
reason in supplying motives for obedience. Wholly to
dispense with arbitrary authority is impossible ; nor will
it degrade us to submit to it, provided that it be always re-
garded as secondary to the uniform supremacy of external
Laws, and that every step in the development of our men-
tal and moral powers shall restrict its employment. Both
conditions are evidently satisfied in the Positive system of
life. The tendency of modern industry and science is to
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make us less dependent on individual caprice, as well as
more assimilable to the universal Organism. Positivism
therefore secures the liberty and dignity of man by its
demonstration that social phenomena, like all others, are
subject to natural laws, which, within certain limits, are
modifiable by wise action on the part of society. Totally
contrary, on the other hand, is the spirit of metaphysical
schemes of polity, in which society is supposed to have no
spontaneous impulses, and is handed over to the will of
the legislator. In these degrading and oppressive schemes,
union is purchased, as in ancient times, at the cost of in-
dependence.

In these two ways, then, Positive religion influences the
practical life of Humanity, in accordance with the natural
laws that, regulate her existence. First, the sense of
Solidarity with the Present is perfected by adding to it
the sense of Continuity with the Past; secondly, the co-
operation of her individual agents is rendered compatible
with their co-operation. Not till this is done can Politics
become really subordinate to Morals, and the feeling of
Duty be substituted for that of Eight. Our active powers
will be modified by the combined influence of feeling and
reason, as expressed in indisputable rules which it will be
for the spiritual power to make known to us. Temporal
government, whoever its administrators may be, will
always be modified by morality. Whereas in all meta-
physical systems of polity nothing is provided for but the
modes of access to government and the limits of its various
departments; no principles are given to direct its appli-
cation or to enable us to form a right judgment of it.

From this general view of the practical ser- Nutritive
• o TT »j , T i functions of

vice oi Humanity, we pass now to the two Humanity,per-
leading divisions of the subject; with the view ^
of completing our conception of the funda-
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mental principle of Positive Polity, the separation of
temporal from spiritual power.

The action of Humanity relates either to her external
circumstances, or to the facts of her own nature. Each
of these two great functions involves both Order and
Progress; but the first relates more specially to the pre-
servation of her existence, the second to her progressive
development. Humanity, like every other organism, has
to act unceasingly on the surrounding world in order to
maintain and extend her material existence. Thus the
chief object of her practical life is to satisfy the wants of
our physical nature, wants which necessitate continual
reproduction of materials in sufficient quantities. This
production soon comes to depend more on the co-
operation of successive generations than on that of con-
temporaries. Even in these lower but indispensable func-
tions, we work principally for our successors, and the
results that we enjoy are in great part due to those that
have gone before us. Each generation produces more
material wealth than is required for its own wants; and
the use of the surplus is to facilitate the labour and pre-
pare the maintenance of the generation following. The
agents in this transmission of wealth naturally take the
lead in the industrial movement; since the possession of
provisions and instruments of production gives an ad-
vantage which can only be lost by unusual incapacity.
And this will seldom happen, because capital naturally
tends to accumulate with those who make a cautious and
skilful use of it.

Capitalists then will be the political leaders of modern
society. Their office is consecrated in Positive religion as
that of the nutritive organs of Humanity; organs which
collect and prepare the materials necessary for life, and
which also distribute them, subject always to the in-
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fluence of a modifying central organ. The direct and
palpable importance of their functions is a stimulus to
pride; and in every respect they are strongly influenced
by personal instincts, which are necessary to sustain the
vigour of their energies. Consequently, if left to them-
selves, they are apt to abuse their power, and to govern
by the ignoble method of compulsion, disregarding all
appeals to reason and to morality. Hence the need of a
combination of moral forces to exercise a constant check
upon the hardness with which they .are so apt to use their
authority. And this leads us to the second of the two
great functions of Humanity.

This function is analogous to that of In- These are
. ... . -i -i -r i • • i modified by

nervation m individuals. Its object is the the cerebral
advancement of Humanity, whether in physical formed by the
or still more in intellectual and-moral aspects, power.
It might seem at first sight restricted, as in lower organ-
isms, to the secondary office of assisting the nutritive func-
tion. Soon however it develops qualities peculiar to itself,
qualities on which our highest happiness depends. And
thus we might imagine that life was to be entirely given
up to the free play of reason, imagination, and feeling,
were we not constantly forced back by the necessities of
our physical nature to less delightful occupations. There-
fore this intellectual and moral function, notwithstanding
its eminence, can never be - supreme in our nature ; yet
independently of its intrinsic charm, it forms our principal
means, whether used consciously or otherwise, in control-
ling the somewhat blind action of the nutritive organs.
It is in women, whose function is analogous to that of the
affective organs in the individual brain, that we find this
modifying influence in its purest and most spontaneous
form. But the full value of their influence is not realised
until they act in combination with the philosophic class;
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which, though its direct energy is small, is as indispensa-
ble to the collective Organism as the speculative functions
of the brain are to the individual. Besides these two
essential elements of moral power, we find, when Humanity
reaches her maturity, a third element which completes
the constitution of this power and furnishes a basis for its
political action. This third element is the working class,
whose influence may be regarded as the active function in
the innervation of the social Organism.

It is indeed to the working class that we look for the
only possible solution of the great human problem, the
victory of Social feeling over Self-love. Their want of
leisure, and their poverty, excludes them from political
power ; and yet wealth, which is the basis of that power,
cannot be produced without them. They are allied to the
spiritual power by the similarity of their tastes and of
their circumstances. Moreover, they look to it for syste-
matic education, of the importance of which not merely
to their happiness, but to their dignity and moral culture,
they are deeply conscious. The nature of their occupa-
tions, though absorbing so large a portion of their time,
yet leaves -the mind for the most part free. Finding little
in the specialities of their work to interest them, they are
the more inclined to rise to general principles, provided
always that such principles combine utility with reality.
Being less occupied than other classes with considerations
of rank and wealth, they are the more disposed to give
free play to generous feelings, the value and the charm
of which is more strongly impressed on them by their
experience of life. As their strength lies in numbers,
they have a greater tendency to union than capitalists,
who, having in their own hands a .power which they are
apt to suppose resistless, have no such motive for associa-
tion. They will give their energetic support to the priest-
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hood in its efforts to control the abuse of the power of
wealth, and in every respect they are prepared to accept
and enforce its moral influence. Being at once special
and general, practical and speculative, and at the same
time always animated by strong sympathies, they form an
intermediate link between the practical and theoretical
powers; connected with the one by the need of education
and counsel, and with the other by the necessities of
labour and subsistence. The people represent the activity
of the Supreme Being, as women represent its sympathy,
and philosophers its intellect.

But in the organized action of these three organs of
innervation upon the organs of social nutrition, it must be
borne in mind that the latter are not to be impeded in
their functions. The control exercised is to be of a kind
that will ennoble them by setting their importance in its
true light. True, we are not to encourage the foolish and
immoral pride of modern capitalists, who look upon them-
selves as the creators and sole arbiters of their material
power, the foundations of which are in reality due to the
combined action of their predecessors and contemporaries.
They ought to be regarded simply as public functionaries,
responsible for the administration of capital and the direc-
tion of industrial enterprise. But at the same time we
must be careful not to underrate the immense value of
their function, or in any way obstruct its performance.
All this follows at once from the policy of Separation of
Powers. The responsibility under which it is here pro-
posed to place capitalists is purely moral, whereas metaphy-
sicians of the revolutionary school have always been in
favour of political coercion. In cases where the rich
neglect their duty, the Positive priesthood will resort in
the first instance to every method of conviction and per-
suasion that can be suggested by the education which the
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rich have received in common with other classes. Should
this course fail, there remains the resource of pronounc-
ing formal condemnation of their conduct; and supposing
this to be ratified by the working men of every city, and the
women of every family, its effect will be difficult to with-
stand. In very heinous cases, it might be necessary to
proceed to the extreme length of social excommunication,
the efficacy of which, in cases where it deserved and re-
ceived general assent, would be even greater than in the
Middle Ages ; the organization of the spiritual power in
those times being very imperfect. But even in this case
the means used for repression are of a purely moral kind.
The rare cases that call for political measures belong
exclusively to the province of the temporal power.

Hereditary transmission of wealth has been strongly
condemned by metaphysical writers. But it is after all
a natural mode of transmission, and the moral discipline
above described will be a sufficient check upon its worst
abuses. When the sense of Duty is substituted for the
sense of Eight, i t matters little who may be the possessor
of any given power, provided it be well used. Inherit-
ance, as Positivism shows, has great social advantages,
especially when applied to functions which require no
extraordinary capacity, and which are best learnt in the
training of domestic life. Taking the moral point of view,
we find that men who have been always accustomed to
wealth are more disposed to be generous than those who
have amassed it gradually, however honourable the means
used. Inheritance was originally the mode in which all
functions were transmitted; and in the case of wealth
there is no reason why it should not always continue,
since the mere preservation of wealth, without reference to
its employment, requires but little special ability. There
is no guarantee that, if other guardians of capital were
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appointed, the public would be better served. Modern
industry has long ago proved the administrative superi-
ority of private enterprise in commercial transactions; and
all social functions that admit of it will gradually pass
into private management, always excepting the great
theoretic functions, in which combined action will always
be necessary. Declaim as the envious will against here-
ditary wealth, its possessors, when they have a good dis-
position moulded by a wise education and a healthy state
of public opinion, will in many cases rank amongst the
most useful organs of Humanity. It is not the class
who constitute the moral force of society, that will give
vent to these idle complaints, or at least they will be con-
fined to those individuals among them who fail to under-
stand the dignity and value of their common mission of
elevating man's affections, intellect, and energies.

The only cases in which the spiritual power women and
J . r f priests to have

has to interfere specially for the protection of tneir material
. , . on • subsistence

material interests fall under two principles, guaranteed.
which are very plainly indicated by the natural order of
society. The first principle is, that Man should support
Woman; the second, that the Active class should sup-
port the Speculative class. The necessity of both these
conditions is evident; without them the affective and
speculative functions of Humanity cannot be adequately
performed. Private and public welfare are so deeply in-
volved in the influence exercised by Feeling over the intel-
lectual and active powers, that we shall do well to secure
that influence, even at the cost of removing one half of
the race from industrial occupations. Even in the lowest
tribes of savages we find the stronger sex recognising
some obligations towards the weaker; and it is this which
distinguishes human love, even in its coarser forms, from
animal appetite. "With every step in the progress of
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Humanity we find the obligation more distinctly acknow-
ledged, and more fully satisfied. In Positive religion it
becomes a fundamental duty, for which each individual,
or even society, when it may be necessary, will be held
responsible. As to the second principle, it is one which
has been already admitted by former systems ; and, in
spite of the anarchy in which we live, it has never been
wholly discarded, at least in countries which have been
unaffected by the individualist tendencies of Protestant-
ism.. Positivism, however, while adopting the principle
as indispensable to the theoretic functions of Humanity,
will employ it far more sparingly than Catholicism, the
decay of which was very much hastened by its exces-
sive wealth. If temporal and spiritual power are really
to be separated, philosophers should have as little to do
with wealth as with government. Resembling women
in their exclusion from political power, their position
as to wealth should be like that of the working classes,
proper regard being had to the requirements of their
office. By following this course, they may be confident
that the purity of their opinions and advice will never
be called in question.

These two conditions then, Capitalists, as the normal
administrators of the common fund of wealth, will be
expected to satisfy. They must, that is, so regulate the
distribution of wages, that women shall be released from
work; and they must see that proper remuneration is
given for intellectual labour. To exact the performance
of these conditions seems no easy task ; yet until they are
satisfied, the equilibrium of our social economy will remain
unstable. The institution of property can be maintained
no longer upon the untenable ground of personal right.
Its present possessors may probably decline to accept these
principles. In that case their functions will pass in one
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way or another to new organs, until Humanity finds ser-
vants who will not shirk their fundamental duties, but
who will recognise them as the first condition of their
tenure of power. That power, subject to these limita-
tions, will then be regarded with the highest respect, for
all will feel that the existence of Humanity depends on
it. Alike on intellectual and on moral grounds, society
will repudiate the envious passions and subversive views
which are aroused at present by the unfounded claims of
property, and by its repudiation, since the Middle Ages,
of every real moral obligation. Rich men will feel lhat
principles like these, leaving as they do so large a margin
of voluntary action to the individual, are the only method
of escaping from the political oppression with which they
are now threatened. The free concentration of capital
will then be readily accepted as necessary to its social use-
fulness ; for great duties imply great powers.

This, then, is the way in which the priests Normal reia-
of Humanity may hope to regenerate the ma- people, pneand
terial power of wealth, and bring the nutritive capi

functions of society into harmony with the other parts of
the body politic. The contests for which as yet there are
but too many motives, will then cease ; the People without
loss of dignity will give free play to their natural instincts
of respect, and will be as willing to accept the authority
of their political rulers as to place confidence in their
spiritual guides. They will feel that true happiness has
no necessary connection with wealth; that it depends far
more on free play being given to their intellectual, moral,
~and social qualities; and that in this respect they are more
favourably situated than those above them. They will
cease to aspire to the enjoyments of wealth and power,
leaving them to those whose political activity requires
that strong stimulus. Each man's ambition will be to do

26
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his work well; and after it is over, to perform his more
general function of assisting the spiritual power, and of
taking part in the formation of Public Opinion, by giving
his best judgment upon passing events. Of the limits to
be observed by the spiritual power the People will be well
aware; and they will accept none which does not subor-
dinate the intellect to the heart, and guarantee the purity
of its doctrine by strict abstinence from political power.
By an appeal to the principles of Positive Polity, they
will at once check any foolish yielding on the part of
philosophers to political ambition, and will restore the tem-
poral power to its proper place. They will be aware that
though the general principles of practical life rest upon
Science, it is not for Science to direct their application*
The incapacity of theorists to apply their theories prac-
tically has long been recognised in minor matters, and
it will now be recognised as equally applicable to political
questions. The province of the philosopher is education;
and as the result of education, counsel: the province of
the capitalist is action and authoritative direction. This
is the only right distribution of power; and the people
will insist on maintaining it in its integrity, seeing, as
they will, that without it the harmonious existence of
Humanity is impossible.

From this view of the practical side of the
yet npe for the religion of Humanity taken in connection with.
i\iStherevoiu- its intellectual and moral side, we may form
tion of 1848 is -i . . r» J_I r» i •

a step towards a general conception 01 the nnal reorgamza-
lfc' tion of political institutions, by which alone
the great Revolution can be brought to a close. But
the time for affecting this reconstruction has not yet
come. There must be a previous reconstruction of opinions
and habits of life upon the basis laid down by Positiv-
ism; and for this at least one generation is required*
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In the interval, all political measures must retain their
provisional character, although in framing them the
final state is always to be taken into account. As yet
nothing can be said to have been established, except the
moral principle on which Positivism rests, the subordina-
tion of Politics to Morals. For this is in fact implicitly
involved in the proclamation of a Republic in France ; a
step which cannot now be recalled, and which implies that
each citizen is to devote all his faculties to the service of
Humanity. But with regard to the social organization,
by which alone this principle can be carried into effect,
although its basis has been laid down by Positivism, it has
not yet received the sanction of the Public. It may be
hoped, however, that the motto which I have put forward
as descriptive of the new political philosophy, Order and
Progress, will soon be adopted spontaneously.

In the first or negative phase of the Eevolu- First revolu-
tion, all that was done was utterly to repudiate L?berrtym°and
the old political system. No indication what- qua J'
ever was given of the state of things which was to succeed
it. The motto of the time, Liberty and Equality, is an
exact representation of this state of things, the conditions
expressed in it being utterly contradictory, and incom-
patible with organization of any kind. For obviously,
Liberty gives free scope to superiority of all kinds, and
especially to moral and mental superiority; so that if a
uniform level of Equality is insisted on, freedom of growth
is checked. Yet inconsistent as the motto was, it was
admirably adapted to the destructive temper of the time •
a time when hatred of the Past compensated the lack of
insight into the Future. It had, too, a progressive ten-
dency, which partly neutralised its subversive spirit. It
inspired the first attempt to derive true principles of polity
from general views of history ; the memorable though un-
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successful essay of my great predecessor Condorcet. Thus
the first intimation of the future influence of the historical
spirit was given at the very time when the anti-historical
spirit had reached its climax.

The long period of reaction which succeeded the first
crisis gave rise to no political motto of any importance.
It was a period for which men of any vigour of thought
and character could not but feel secret repugnance. It
produced, however, a universal conviction that the meta-
physical policy of the revolutionists was of no avail for
constructive purposes. And it gave rise to the historical
works of the Neo-Catholic school, which prepared the way
for Positivism by giving the first fair appreciation of the
Middle Ages.

But the Counter-revolution, begun by Robes-
to; Liberty and pierre, carried to its full length by Bonaparte,

and continued by the Bourbons, came to an
end in the memorable outbreak of 1830. A neutral period
of eighteen years followed, and a new motto, Liberty and
Public Order, was temporarily adopted. This motto was
very expressive of the political condition of the time; and
the more so that it arose spontaneously, without ever
receiving any formal sanction. It expressed the general
feeling of the public, who, feeling that the secret of the
political future was possessed by none of the existing
parties, contented itself with pointing out the two con-
ditions essential as a preparation for it. It was an im-
provement on the first motto, because it indicated more
clearly that the ultimate purpose of the revolution was
construction. It got rid of the anti-social notion of
Equality. All the moral advantages of Equality without
its political dangers existed already in the feeling of Fra-
ternity, which, since the Middle Ages, has become suffi-
ciently diffused in "Western Europe to need no special
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formula. Again, this motto introduced empirically the
great conception of Order; understanding it of course in
the limited sense of material order at home and abroad.
No deeper meaning was likely to be attached to the word
in a time of such mental and moral anarchy.

But with the adoption of the Republican Q £ ^ motto;;
principle in 1848, the utility of this provi- Progress.
sional motto ceased. For the Revolution now entered
upon its positive phase; which indeed, for all philoso-
phical minds, had been already inaugurated by my dis-
covery of the laws of Social Science. But the fact of its
having fallen into disuse is no reason for going back to
the old motto, Liberty and Equality, which, since the
crisis of 1789, has ceased to be appropriate. In the utter
absence of social convictions, it has obtained a sort of
official resuscitation; but this will not prevent men of
good sense and right feeling from adopting spontaneously
the motto Order and Progress, as the principle of all poli-
tical action for the future. In the second chapter I dwelt
at some. length upon this motto, and pointed out its poli-
tical and philosophical meaning. I have now only to show
its connection with the other mottoes of which we have
been speaking, and the probability of its adoption. Each
of them, like all combinations, whether in the moral or
physical world, is composed of two elements ; and the last
has one of its elements in common with the second, as the
second has in common with the first. Moreover, Liberty,
the element common to the two first, is in reality contained
in the third; since all Progress implies Liberty. But Order
is put foremost, because the word is here intended to cover
the whole field that properly belongs to it. It includes
things private as well as public, theoretical as well as
practical, moral as well as political. Progress is put next,
as the end for which Order exists, and as the mode in
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which i t should be manifested. This conception, for which
the crisis of 1789 prepared the way, will be our guiding
principle throughout the constructive phase of t he Wes t -
ern Revolution. The reconciliation of Order and Progress ,
which had hi therto been impossible, is now an accepted
fact for all advanced minds. F o r the public this is not
yet the case ; bu t since the close of the Counter-revolution
in 1830, all minds have been tending unconsciously in
this direction. The tendency becomes still more s t r ik ing
by contrast wi th an opposite movement, the increasing
identi ty of principles between the reactionary and the
anarchist schools.

Provisional -^u* e v e n ^ w e suppose accomplished wha t is
period of rtran- Jei on^y ^ prospect, even if the fundamental
sition. principle of our future polity were accepted and
publicly ratified by the adoption of this motto, yet perma-
nent reconstruction of political institutions would still be
premature. Before this can be attempted, the spiritual
in terregnum must be terminated. F o r this object, in
which all hearts and minds, especially among the work-
ing classes and among women, must uni te the i r efforts
with those of the philosophic priesthood, at least one
generation is required. Dur ing this period governmental
policy should be avowedly provisional; its one object
should be to maintain what is so essential to our s tate
of transition, Order, at home and abroad. Here , too,
Positivism suffices for the t a sk ; by explaining on histo-
rical principles the stage tha t we have left, and t h a t a t
which we shall ult imately arrive, i t enables us to under-
stand the character of the intermediate stage.

popular die- ^ k e s ° l u t i ° n of the problem consists in a
£eedomp ^ f n e w revolutionary government, adapted to the
speech. Positive phase of the Revolution, as t h e admi-
rable institutions of the Convention were to i ts negat ive
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phase. The principle features of such a government would
be perfect freedom of speech and discussion, and at the
same time political preponderance of the central authority
with proper guarantees for its purity. To secure perfect
freedom of discussion, various measures would be taken.
All penalties and fines which at present hamper its action
would be abolished, the only check left being the obliga-
tion of signature. Again, all difficulties in the way of
criticising the private character of public men, due to the
disgraceful legislation of the psychologists, would be re-
moved. Lastly, all official grants to theological and meta-
physical institutions would be discontinued; for while
these last, freedom of instruction in the true sense cannot
be said to exist. With such substantial guarantees there
will be little fear of reactionary tendencies on the part of
the executive; and consequently no danger in allowing it
to take that ascendency over the electoral body which, in
the present state of mental and moral anarchy, is abso-
lutely necessary for the maintenance of material order.
On this plan the French assembly would be reduced to
about two hundred members ; and its only duty would be
to vote the budget proposed by the finance committee of
government, and to audit the accounts of the past year.
All executive or legislative measures would come within
the province of the central power; the only condition being
that they should first be submitted to free discussion,
whether by journals, public meetings, or individual thinkers,
though such discussion should not bind the government
legally. The progressive character of the government
thus guaranteed, we have next to see that the men who
compose it shall be such as are likely to carry out the
provisional and purely practical purpose with which it is
instituted. On Positive principles, it is to the working
classes that we should look for the only statesmen worthy
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of succeeding to the statesmen of the Convention. Three
of such men would be required for the central govern-
ment. They would combine the functions of a ministry
with those of monarchy, one of them taking the direction
of Foreign affairs, another of Home affairs, the third of
Finance. They would convoke and dissolve the electoral
power on their own responsibility. Of this body the
majority would in a short time, without any law to that
effect, consist of the larger capitalists; for the office would
be gratuitous, and the duties would be of a kind for which
their ordinary avocations fitted them. Changes would
occasionally be necessary in the central government; but
since it would consist of three persons, its continuity might
be maintained, and the traditions of the previous genera-
tion, as well as the tendencies of the future, and the posi-
tion actually existing, might all be represented.

Such a government, though of course retaining some
revolutionary features, would come as near to the normal
state as is at present practicable. For its province would
be entirely limited to material questions, and the only
anomaly of importance would be the fact of choosing
rulers from the working classes. Normally, this class is
excluded from political administration, which falls ulti-
mately into the hands of capitalists. But the anomaly
is so obviously dependent simply on the present condition
of affairs, and will be so restricted in its application, that
the working classes are not likely to be seriously demoral-
ized by it. The primary object being to infuse morality
into practical life, it is clear that working men, whose
minds and hearts are peculiarly accessible to moral influ-
ence, are for the present best qualified for political power,
No check meantime is placed on the action of the capital-
ists ; and this provisional policy prepares the way for their
ultimate accession to power, by convincing them of the
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urgent need of private and public regeneration, without
which they can never be worthy of it. By this course,
too, it becomes easier to bring the consultative influence
of a spiritual power to bear upon modern government.
At first such influence can only be exercised spontane-
ously ; but it will become more and more systematic with
every new step in the great philosophical renovation on
which the final reorganization of society is based.

The propriety of the provisional policy here recom-
mended is further illustrated by the wide scope of its
application. Although suggested by the difficulties pecu-
liar to the position of France, it is equally adapted to
other nations who are sufficiently advanced to take part
in the great revolutionary crisis. Thus the second phase
of the Revolution is at once distinguished from the first,
by having an Occidental, as opposed to a purely National,
character. And the fact of the executive government being
composed of working men, points in the same direction;
since of all classes working men are the most free from
local prejudices, and have the strongest tendencies, both
intellectually and morally, to universal union. Even
should this form of government be limited for some years
to France, it would be enough to remodel the old system
of diplomacy throughout the West.

Such are the advantages which the second revolutionary
government will derive from the possession of systematic
principles; whereas the government of the Convention
was left to its empirical instincts, and had nothing but its
progressive instincts to guide it.

A special Report was published in 1848 by the Posi-
tivist Society, in which the subject of provisional govern-
ment will be found discussed in greater detail.

Quiet at home and peace abroad being se- com îtt1lefor
cured, we shall be able, notwithstanding the ™pe!em Eu"
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continuance of mental and moral anarchy, to proceed
actively with the vast work of social regeneration, with
the certainty of full liberty of thought and expression.
For this purpose it will be desirable to institute the phi-
losophical and political association to which I alluded in
the last volume of my " Positive Philosophy" (published
in 1842), under the title of " Positive Occidental Com-
mittee." Its sittings would usually be held in Paris, and
it would consist, in the first place, of eight Frenchmen,
seven Englishmen, six Germans, five Italians, and four
Spaniards. This would be enough to represent fairly the
principal divisions of each population. Germany, for in-
stance, might send a Dutchman, a Prussian, a Swede, a
Dane, a Bavarian, and an Austrian. So, too, the Italian
members might come respectively from Piedmont, Lom-
bardy, Tuscany, the Roman States, and the two Sicilies.
Again, Catalonia, Castille, Andalusia, and Portugal would
adequately represent the Spanish Peninsula.

Thus we should have a sort of permanent Council
of the new Church. Each of the three elements of the
moderating power should be admitted into i t ; and it
might also contain such members of the governing class
as were sufficiently regenerated to be of use in forwarding
the general movement. There should be practical men in
this council as well as philosophers. Here, as elsewhere,
it will be principally from the working classes that such
practical co-operation will come; but no support, if given
sincerely, will be rejected, even should it emanate from
the classes who are destined to extinction. It is also most
important for the purposes of this Council that the third
element of the moderating power, women, should be in-
cluded in it, so as to represent the fundamental prin-
ciple of the preponderance of the heart over the under-
standing. Six ladies should be chosen in addition to the
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thirty members above mentioned: of these, two would be
French, and one from each of the other nations. Besides
their ordinary sphere of influence, it will be their special
duty to disseminate Positivism among our Southern
brethren. It is an office that I had reserved for my
saintly colleague, who, but for her premature death, would
have rendered eminent service in such a Council.

While material order is maintained by national govern-
ments, the members.of the Council, as pioneers of the final
order of society, will be carrying on the European move-
ment, and gradually terminating the spiritual interreg-
num which is now the sole obstacle to social regeneration.
They will forward the development and diffusion of Posi-
tivism, and make practical application of its principles, in
all ways that are honourably open to them. Instruction
of all kinds, oral or written, popular or philosophic, will
fall within their province; but their chief aim will be
to inaugurate the worship of Humanity so far as that
is possible. And already a beginning is possible, so
far at least as the system of commemoration is concerned.
Politically they may give a direct proof of the interna-
tional character of the Positive system, by bringing for-
ward several measures, the utility of which has long
been recognised, but which have been neglected for want
of some central authority placed beyond the reach of
national rivalry.

One of the most important of such measures occidental
would be the establishment of a Western naval navy'
force, with «the twofold object of protecting the seas,
and of assisting geographical and scientific discovery. I t
should be recruited and supported by all five branches of
the Occidental family, and would thus be a good substitute
for the admirable institution of maritime Chivalry which
fell with Catholicism. On its flag the Positivist motto
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would naturally be inscribed, and thus would be for the
first time publicly recognised.
international Another measure, conceived in the same

coinage. spirit, would soon follow, one which has been
long desired, but which, owing to the anarchy prevalent
throughout the West since the decline of Catholicism,
has never yet been carried out. A common monetary
standard will be established, with the consent of the
various governments, by which industrial transactions
will be greatly facilitated. Three spheres made respec-
tively of gold, silver, and platinum, and each weighing
fifty grammes (772 grains), would differ sufficiently in
value for the purpose. The sphere should have a small
flattened base, and on the great circle parallel to it the
Positivist motto would be inscribed. At the pole would
be the image of the immortal Charlemagne, the founder
of the Western Republic, and round the image his name
would be engraved, in its Latin form, Carolus; that
name, respected as it is by all nations of Europe alike,
would be the common appellation of the universal mone-
tary standard.

occidental ^ e adoption of such measures would soon
school. b r ing the Positivist Committee into favour.
Many others migh t be suggested, re la t ing directly to i ts
fundamental purpose, which need not be specially men-
tioned here. I will only suggest the foundation, by volun-
t a r y effort, of an Occidental School, to serve as t he nucleus
of a t rue philosophic class. The students would ul t imately
enter the Positivist pr ies thood; they would in most in-
stances come from the working class, without , however,
excluding real talent from whatever quar ter . B y the i r
agency the septennial course of Posit ive teaching m i g h t
be introduced in all places disposed to receive it . They
would besides supply voluntary missionaries, who would
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preach, the doctrine everywhere, even outside the limits of
Western Europe, according to the plan hereafter to be
explained. The travels of Positivist workmen, in the
ordinary duties of their calling, would greatly facilitate
this work.

A more detailed view of this provisional system of
instruction will be found in the second edition of the
" Report on the Subject of a Positive School/' published
by the Positivist Society in 1849.

There is another step which might be taken, Flas f<* the
. , • -i /» Western Re-

relating not merely to the period of transition, P^UC.
but also to the normal state. A flag suitable to the
Western Republic might be adopted, which, with slight
alterations, would also be the flag for each nation. The
want of such a symbol is already instinctively felt. What
is wanted is a substitute for the old retrograde symbols,
which yet shall avoid all subversive tendencies. It would
be a suitable inauguration of the period of transition which
we are now entering, if the colours and mottoes appro-
priate to the final state were adopted at its outset.

To speak first of the banner to be used in religious ser-
vices. It should be painted on canvass. On one side the
ground would be white; on it would be the symbol of
Humanity, personified by a woman of thirty years of age,
bearing her son in her arms. The other side would bear
the religious formula of Positivists : Love is our Principle,
Order is our Basis, Progress our End, upon a ground of
green, the colour of hope, and therefore most suitable for
emblems of the future.

Green, too, would be the colour of the political flag, com-
mon to the whole West. As it is intended to float freely,
it does not admit of painting; but the carved image of
Humanity might be placed at the banner-pole. The prin-
cipal motto of Positivism will, in this case, be divided into
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two, both alike significant. One side of the flag will have
the political and scientific motto, Order and Progress; the
other, the moral and esthetic motto, Live for Others. The
first will be preferred by men; the other is more specially
adapted to women, who are thus invited to participate in
these public manifestations of social feeling.

This point settled, the question of the various national
flags becomes easy. In these the centre might be green,
and the national colours might be displayed on the border.
Thus, in France, where the innovation will be first intro-
duced, the border would be tricolour, with the present
arrangement of colours, except that more space should be
given to the white, in honour of our old royal flag. In
this way uniformity would be combined with variety;
and, moreover, it would be shown that the new feeling of
Occidentality is perfectly compatible with respect for the
smallest nationalities. Each would retain the old signs in
combination with the common symbol. The same principle
would apply to all emblems of minor importance.

The question of these symbols, of which I have spoken
during the last two years in my weekly courses of lectures,
illustrates the most immediate of the functions to which
the Positive Committee will be called. I mention it here,
as a type of its general action upon European society.

Without setting any limits to the gradual increase of
the Association, it is desirable that the central nucleus
should always remain limited to the original number of
thirty-six, with two additions, which will shortly be men-
tioned. Each member might institute a more numerous
association in his own country, and this again might be
the parent of others. Associations thus affiliated may be
developed to an unlimited extent; and thus we shall be
able to maintain the unity and homogeneity of the Posi-
tive Church, without impairing its coherence and vigour.
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As soon as Positivism has gained in every country a suffi-
cient number of voluntary adherents to constitute the pre-
ponderating section of the community, the regeneration of
society is secured.

The members assigned above for the different nations,
only represent the order in which the advanced minds in
each will co-operate in the movement. The order in
which the great body of each nation will join it, will be,
so far as we can judge from their antecedents, somewhat
different. The difference is, that Italy here takes the
second place, and Spain the third, while England descends
to the last. The grounds for this important modification
are indicated in the third edition of my " Positive Calen-
dar." They will be discussed in detail in the fourth
volume of this Treatise.*

From Europe the movement will spread ulti- r Colonial and
T i l -r» in foreign Asso-

matelv to the whole race. But the first step ciates of the
. J

 #
 r Committee, the

in its progress will naturally be to the inhabi- action of which
r & . J will ultimately

tants of our colonies, who, though politically extend to the
-ri '-n • whole human

independent 01 Western Europe, still retain race.
their filiation with it. Twelve colonial members may be
added to the Council; four for each American Continent,
two for India, two for the Dutch and Spanish possessions
in the Indian Ocean.

This gives us forty-eight members. To these twelve
foreign associates will gradually be added, to represent
the populations whose growth has been retarded; and
then the Council will have received its full complement.
For every nation of the world is destined for the same
ultimate conditions of social regeneration as ourselves, the
only difference being that Western Europe, under the
leadership of France, takes the initiative. It is of great

* The relative position here assigned to England and Germany IF reversed
in Ihe'fourth volume of the " Politique Positive."
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importance not to attempt this final extension too soon, an
<error which would impair the precision and vigour of the
renovp,ting movement. At the same time it must never
be forgotten that the existence of the Grreat Being remains
incomplete until all its members are brought into harmo-
nious co-operation. In ancient times social sympathy was
restricted to the idea of Nationality; between this and the
final conception of Humanity, the Middle Ages introduced
the intermediate conception of Christendom, or Occident-
ality; the real bearing of which is at present but little
appreciated. It will be our first political duty to revive
that conception, and place it on a firmer basis, by termi-
nating the anarchy consequent on the extinction of Catho-
lic Feudalism. While occupied in this task, we shall
become impressed with the conviction that the union of
Western Europe is but a preliminary step to the union
of Humanity; an instinctive presentiment of which has
existed from the infancy of our race, but which, as long as
theological belief and military life were predominant, could
never be carried out even in thought. The primary laws
of human development which form the philosophical basis
of the Positive system, apply necessarily to all climates
&nd races whatsoever, the only difference being in the
rapidity with which evolution takes place. The inferi-
ority of other nations in this respect is not inexplicable;
and it will now be compensated by a growth of greater
regularity than ours, and less interrupted by shocks and
oscillations. Obviously in our case systematic guidance
was impossible, since it is only now that our growth is
complete that we can learn the general laws common to
it and to other cases. Wise and generous intervention of
the West on behalf of our sister nations who are less
advanced, will form a noble field for Social Art, when based
on sound scientific principles. Relative without being
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arbitrary, zealous and yet always temperate; such should
be the spirit of this intervention; and thus conducted, it
will form a system of moral and political action far nobler
than the proselytism of theology or the extension of mili-
tary empire. The time will come when it will engross
the whole attention of the Positive Council; but for the
present it must remain secondary to other subjects of
greater urgency.

The first to join the Western movement will necessarily
be the remaining portion of the White race: which in all
its branches is superior to the other two races. There are
two Monotheist nations, and one Polytheist, which will be
successively incorporated. Taken together, the three re*
present the propagation of Positivism in the East.

The vast population of the Russian empire was left
outside the pale of Catholic Feudalism. By virtue of its
Christianity, however, notwithstanding its entire confusion
of temporal and spiritual power, it holds the first place
among the Monotheistic nations of the East. Its initiation
into the Western movement will be conducted by two
nations of intermediate position; Greece, connected with
Russia by the tie of religion; and Poland, united with her
politically. Though neither of these nations is homo-
geneous in structure with Russia, it would cause serious
delay in the propagation of Positivism should the con-
nection be altogether terminated.

The next step will be to Mohammedan Monotheism; first
in Turkey, afterwards in Persia. Here Positivism will
find points of sympathy of which Catholicism could not
admit. Indeed these are already perceptible. Arab civi-
lization transmitted Greek science to us: and this will
always secure for it an honourable place among the essen-
tial elements of the mediaeval system, regarded as a pre-
paration for Positivism.

27
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Lastly, we come to the Polytheists of India; and with
them the incorporation of the White race will be complete.
Already we see some spontaneous tendencies in this direc-
tion. Although from exceptional causes Theocracy has
been preserved in India, there exist real points of contact
with Positivism; and in this respect the assistance of
Persia will be of service. It is the peculiar privilege of
the Positive doctrine that, taking so complete a view of
human development, it is always able to appreciate the
most ancient forms of social life at their true worth.

In these three stages of Positivist propagation, the
Council will have elected the first half of its foreign
associates; admitting successively a Greek, a Russian, an
Egyptian, a Turk, a Persian, and finally, a Hindoo.

The Yellow race has adhered firmly to Polytheism. But
it has been considerably modified in all its branches by
Monotheism, either in the Christian or Mohammedan form.
To some extent, therefore, it is prepared for further change;
and a sufficient number of adherents may soon be obtained
for Tartary, China, Japan, and Malacca to be represented
in the Council.

With one last addition the organization of the Council
is complete. The Black race has yet to be included. It
should send two representatives; one from Hayti, which
had the energy to shake off the iniquitous yoke of slavery,
and the other from central Africa, which has never yet
been subjected to European influence. European pride
has looked with contempt on these African tribes, and
imagines them destined to hopeless stagnation. But the
very fact of their having been left to themselves renders
them better disposed to receive Positivism, the first system
in which their Fetichistic faith has been appreciated, as the
origin from which the historical evolution of society has
proceeded.
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It is probable that the Council will have reached its
limit of sixty members, before the spiritual interregnum in
the central region of Humanity has been terminated. But
even if political reconstruction were to proceed so rapidly
in Europe as to render all possible assistance to this vast
movement, it is hardly conceivable that the five stages of
which it consists can be thoroughly effected within a
period of two centuries. But however this may be, the
action of the Council will become increasingly valuable,
not only for its direct influence on the less advanced
nations, but also and more especially, because the proofs
it will furnish of the universality of the new religion will
strengthen its adherents in the Western family.

But the time when Positivism can be brought conclusion,
into direct contact with these preliminary phases the Positivist
is far distant, and we need not wait for it. The
features of the system stand out already with sufficient
clearness to enable us to begin at once the work of mental
and social renovation for which our revolutionary prede-
cessors so energetically prepared the way. They however
were blinded to the Future by their hatred of the Past.
With us, on the contrary, social sympathy rests upon the
historical spirit, and at the same time strengthens it. Soli-
darity with our contemporaries is not enough for us, unless
we combine it with the sense of Continuity with former
times; and while we press on toward the Future, we lean
upon the Past, every phase of which our religion holds in
honour. So far from the energy of our progressive move-
ment being hampered by such feelings, it is only by doing
full justice to the Past, as no system but ours can do
consistently, that we can attain perfect emancipation of
thought; because we are thus saved from the necessity of
making the slightest actual concession to systems which
we regard as obsolete. Understanding their nature and
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their purpose better than the sectaries who still empirically
adhere to them, we can see that each was in its time
necessary as a preparatory step towards the final system,
in which all their partial and imperfect services will be
combined.

Comparing it especially with the last synthesis by which
the Western family of nations has been directed, it is clear
even from the indications given in this prefatory work,
that the new synthesis is more real, more comprehensive,
and more stable. All that we find to admire in the
mediaeval system is developed and matured in Positivism.
It is the only system which can induce the intellect to
accept its due position of subordination to the heart. We
recognise the piety and chivalry of our ancestors, who
made a noble application of the best doctrine that was pos-
sible in their time. We believe that were they living now,
they would be found in our ranks. They would acknow-
ledge the decay of their provisional phase of thought, and
would see that in its present degenerate state it is only a
symbol of reaction, and a source of discord.

And now that the doctrine has been shown to rest on
a central principle, a principle which appeals alike to
instinct and to reason, we may carry our comparison a
step further, and convince all clear-seeing and honest
minds that it is as superior to former systems in its influ-
ence over the emotions and the imagination, as it is from
the practical and intellectual aspect. Under it, Life,
whether private or public, becomes in a still higher sense
than under Polytheism, a continuous act of worship, per-
formed under the inspiration of universal Love. All our
thoughts, feelings, and actions flow spontaneously to a
common centre in Humanity, our Supreme Being; a
Being who is real, accessible, and sympathetic, because
she is of the same nature as her worshippers, though far
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superior to any one of them. The very conception of
Humanity is a condensation of the whole mental and
social history of man. For it implies the irrevoc-
able extinction of theology and of war; both of which
are incompatible with uniformity of belief and with co-
operation of all the energies of the race. The spon-
taneous morality of the emotions is restored to its due
place; and Philosophy, Poetry, and Polity are thereby
regenerated. Each is placed in its due relation to the
others, and is consecrated to the study, the praise, and the
service of Humanity, the most relative and the most per-
fectible of all beings. Science passes from the analytic
to the synthetic state, being entrusted with the high mis-
sion of founding an objective basis for man's action on the
laws of the external world and of man's nature; a basis
which is indispensable to control the oscillation of our
opinions, the versatility of our feelings, and the insta-
bility of our purposes. Poetry assumes at last its true
social function, and will henceforth be preferred to all
other studies. By idealizing Humanity under every
aspect, it enables us to give fit expression to the grati-
tude we owe to her, both publicly and as individuals;
and thus it becomes a source of the highest spiritual
benefit.

But amidst the pleasures that spring from the study
and the praise of Humanity, it must be remembered that
Positivism is characterised always by reality and utility,
and admits of no degeneration into asceticism or quietism.
The Love by which it is inspired is no passive principle;
while stimulating Reason and Imagination, it does so only
to give a higher direction to our practical activity. It
was in practical life that the Positive spirit first arose,
extending thence to the sphere of thought, and ultimately
to the moral sphere. The grand object of human exist-
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ence is the constant improvement of the natural Order
that surrounds us : of our material condition first; sub-
sequently of our physical, intellectual, and moral nature.
And the highest of these objects is moral progress, whe-
ther in the individual, in the family, or in society. It is on
this that human happiness, whether in private or public
life, principally depends. Political art, then, when subor-
dinated to morality, becomes the most essential of all arts.
It consists in concentration of all human effort upon the
service of Humanity, in accordance with the natural laws
which regulate her existence.

The great merit of ancient systems of polity, of the
Roman system especially, was that precedence was always
given to public interests. Every citizen co-operated in the
manner and degree suited to those early times. But there
were no means of providing proper regulation for domestic
life. In the Middle Ages, when Catholicism attempted
to form a complete system of morality, private life was
made the principal object. All our affections were sub-
jected to a most beneficial course of discipline, in which
the inmost springs of vice and virtue were reached. But
owing to the inadequacy of the doctrines on which the
system rested, the solution of the problem was incoherent.
The method by which Catholicism controlled the selfish
propensities was one which turned men away from public
life, and concentrated them on interests which were at
once chimerical and personal. The immediate value of
this great effort was, that it brought about for the first
time a separation between moral and political power,
which in the systems of antiquity had always been con-
founded. But the separation was due rather to the force of
circumstances than to any conscious efforts, and it could not
be fully carried out, because it was incompatible with the
spirit of the Catholic doctrine and with the military cha-
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racter of society. Woman sympathized with Catholicism,
but the people never supported it with enthusiasm, and it
soon sank under the encroachments of the temporal power,
and the degeneracy of the priesthood.

Positivism is the only system which can renew this
premature effort and bring it to a satisfactory issue.
Combining the spirit of antiquity with that of Catholia
Feudalism, it proposes to carry out the political pro-
gramme put forward by the Convention.

Positive religion brings before us in a definite shape
the noblest of human problems, the permanent prepon-
derance of Social feeling over Self-love. As far as the
exceeding imperfection of our nature enables us to solve
it, it will be solved by calling our home affections into
continuous action; affections which stand half way between
self-love and universal sympathy. In order to consolidate
and develop this solution, Positivism lays down the philo-
sophical and social principle of Separation of theoretical
from practical power. Theoretical power is consultative ;
it directs education, and supplies general principles. Prac-
tical power directs action by special and imperative rules.
All the elements of society that are excluded from political
goverment become guarantees for the preservation of this
arrangement. The priests of Humanity, who are the sys-
tematic organs of the moderating power, will always find
themselves supported, in their attempts to modify the
governing power, by women and by the people. But to
be so supported, they must be men who, in addition to
the intellectual power necessary for their mission, have
the moral qualities which are yet more necessary; who
combine, that is, the tenderness of women with the energy
of the people. The first guarantee for the possession of
such qualities is the sacrifice of political authority and
even of wealth. Then we may at last hope to see the
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religion taking the place of the old, because it will fulfil
in a more perfect way the mental and social purposes for
which the old religion existed. Monotheism will lapse
like Polytheism and Fetichism, into the domain of his-
tory ; and will, like them, be incorporated into the system
of universal commemoration, in which Humanity will
render due homage to all her predecessors,
corruptionof ** i s not> ^en, merely on the ground of

Monotheism, speculative truth that Positivists would urge
all those who are still halting between two opinions, to
choose between the absolute and the relative, between the
fruitless search for Causes and the solid study of Laws,
between submission to arbitrary Wills and submission to
demonstrable Necessities. It is for Feeling still more
than for Reason to make the decision; for upon it depends
the establishment of a higher form of social life.

Monotheism in Western Europe is now as obsolete and
as injurious as Polytheism was fifteen centuries ago. The
discipline in which its moral value principally consisted
has long since decayed; and consequently the sole effect
of its doctrine, which has been so extravagantly praised,
is to degrade the affections by unlimited desires, and to
weaken the character by servile terrors. It supplied no
field for the Imagination, and forced it back upon Poly-
theism and Fetichism, which, under Theology, form the
only possible foundation for poetry. The pursuits of prac-
tical life were never sincerely promoted by it, and they
advanced only by evading or resisting its influence. The
noblest of all practical pursuits, that of social regenera-
tion, is at the present time in direct opposition to it. For
by its vague notion of Providence, it prevents men from
forming a true conception of Law, a conception necessary
for true prevision, on which all wise intervention must
be based.
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Sincere believers in Christianity will soon cease to inter-
fere with the management of a world, where they profess
themselves to be pilgrims and strangers. The new
Supreme Being is no less jealous than the old, and will
not accept the servants of two masters. But the truth
is, that the more zealous theological partizans, whether
royalists, aristocrats, or democrats, have now for a long
time been insincere. God to them is but the nominal
chief of a hypocritical conspiracy, a conspiracy which is
even iliore contemptible than it is odious. Their object
is to keep the people from all great social improvements
by assuring them that they will find compensation for
their miseries in an imaginary future life. The doctrine
is already falling into discredit among the working classes
everywhere throughout the West, especially in Paris. All
theological tendencies, whether Catholic, Protestant, or
Deist, really serve to prolong and aggravate our moral
anarchy, because they hinder the diffusion of that social
sympathy and breadth of view, without which we can
never attain fixity of principle and regularity of life.
Every subversive scheme now afloat has either originated
in Monotheism or has received its sanction. Even Catho-
licism has lost its power of controlling revolutionary ex-
travagance in some of its own most distinguished members.

It is for the sake of Order therefore, even more than of
Progress, that we call on all those who desire to rise above
their present disastrous state of oscillation in feeling and
opinion, to make a distinct choice between Positivism and
Theology. For there are now but two camps: the camp
of reaction and anarchy, which acknowledges more or less
distinctly the direction of God: the camp of construction
and progress, which is wholly devoted to Humanity.

The Being upon whom all our thoughts are concentrated
is one whose existence is undoubted. We recognise that
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existence not in the Present only, but in the Past, and
even in the Future: and we find it always subject to one
fundamental Law, by which we are enabled to conceive of
it as a whole. Placing our highest happiness in universal
Love, we live, as far as it is possible, for others; and this
in public life as well as in private; for the two are closely
linked together in our religion; a religion clothed in all
the beauty of Art, and yet never inconsistent with Science.
After having thus exercised our powers to the full, and
having given a charm and sacredness to our temporary
life, we ^hall at last be for ever incorporated into the
Supreme Being, of whose life all noble natures are neces-
sarily partakers. It is only through the worship of Hu-
manity that we can feel the inward reality and inexpressible
sweetness of this incorporation. It is unknown to those
who being still involved in theological belief, have not
been able to form a clear conception of the Future, and
have never experienced the feeling of pure self-sacrifice.

THE END.


